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Abstract
THE “FEMINIZED” CITY: NEW YORK AND SUFFRAGE, 1870-1917
by
Lauren C. Santangelo

Adviser: Professor Kathleen D. McCarthy

This dissertation examines suffragists’ changing relationship to America’s largest
metropolis from 1870 to 1917. It analyzes how advocates of the ballot perceived women’s place
in the city, how they mobilized the diverse groups of women that Gotham attracted, and how
they interacted with the city’s private, commercial, and public spaces. The study demonstrates
that while suffragists benefitted from Gotham’s resources—its restaurants and hotels, its busy
streets and feminized retail districts, its national publishing houses and nascent film industry—
many activists also viewed the metropolis as an arena for violence and vice that endangered
respectable women. Initially, these concerns prevented them from mobilizing the city’s
resources. In order to win the vote in New York State in 1917, suffrage advocates had to move
from being intimidated by the metropolis to harnessing it for their ends.
While other scholars have detailed the importance of changing arguments and new
leadership in the woman’s rights campaign, this dissertation documents how the physical
environment, urban social networks, and changing visions of the city shaped a major segment of
the suffrage movement. In the process, it ties women’s political protest to urbanization and the
urban experience, exploring the interaction between these phenomena across five decades and
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demonstrating that New York City was more than simply a stage on which women’s activities
took place. It was an integral player in the drama.
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INTRODUCTION

On a crisp October afternoon in 1915, less than two weeks before New York State men
voted on woman’s enfranchisement, New York City hosted its largest suffrage parade.1
Beginning at three in the afternoon, roughly 50,000 individuals marched up Gotham’s
prestigious Fifth Avenue.2 The International Woman Suffrage Alliance led the parade, followed
by individuals clad in red, green, white, purple, blue, and yellow to represent their membership
in various city and state suffrage organizations. Others were costumed to symbolize “Justice,”
“Equality,” “Liberty,” and “Victory.” The press was particularly impressed by the New Jersey
contingent, which marched defiantly through the city streets, despite New Jersey’s failure to
grant women the franchise only a week before.3 Woven into this mass of color, spectacle, and
hope were more than three thousand teachers. Dressed in dark suits and yellow suffrage sashes,
they held banners emblazoned with slogans such as “You Trust us with the children; trust us with
the vote.” Other professional women, ranging from doctors to authors to artists, joined them.
Carrying a “Florence Nightingale” sign, roughly three hundred nurses paraded together through
Manhattan’s streets. Many women of wealth and society also walked with the city’s myriad
suffrage organizations, some of which they had started themselves to promote woman’s rights.4
Detailed descriptions of suffrage parades fill the accounts of the woman’s rights
movement. What remains to be explored, however, is how the urban environment of New York
City made these parades possible. More broadly, how did Gotham shape the suffrage movement
1

Suffragists hoped that this spectacle would be enough to convince New Yorkers to vote for female
enfranchisement on November 2nd. It was not. Women did not gain the vote in New York State until 1917.
2
“50,000 March in Gigantic Parade,” The Woman’s Journal (hereafter TWJ), 30 October 1915.
3
“50,000 Are Expected in Suffrage Parade,” New York Times (hereafter NYT), 23 October 1915; “Three Hours in
Review,” NYT, 24 October 1915.
4
“50,000 Are Expected in Suffrage Parade,” NYT, 23 October 1915; “Three Hours in Review,” NYT, 24 October
1915.
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and how did suffragists use the city’s physical spaces to attract New Yorkers’ attention and
broadcast their message to the rest of the nation? How did they approach the innumerable social,
professional, and economic subcultures scattered throughout the city? What political and spatial
realities did they have to transcend before the parades were even possible? How did their
relationship to the metropolis change over the half century that women fought for the vote there?
This dissertation examines the ways in which suffragists understood the nation’s largest urban
center and how they capitalized on both its social and physical geographies.5 This then is not a
dissertation on suffrage in New York City, but rather a dissertation analyzing the relationship
between suffrage and New York City.
With its incredibly dynamic environment and restless energy, Gotham was different from
many Gilded Age and Progressive Era cities. As a 1916 travel guide explained, “No great city on
earth is in so constant and rapid a state of flux as New York. A guide book to Rome may stand
without revision for a dozen years or a score of years . . . [but a] New York guide book half as
old would be most annoyingly out of date.”6 This was partially a result of the city’s divided elite.
Unlike Boston, the wealthy in New York struggled to unify and maintain control over the
metropolis, allowing commerce and consumption to continually redraw the city’s geography.7
The National American Woman Suffrage Association’s president, Anna Howard Shaw, privately
celebrated the city’s energy, declaring that “If I did not own this place [in Philadelphia] I would
get one near N. York and settle down there within reach of human alive people instead of

5

By social geography, I mean the subcultures and networks that connected women throughout the city, such as
alumnae groups, labor organizations, or cultural associations. People and their interactions with one another are at
the heart of social geography. In contrast, physical geography refers to concrete sites in the city as well as how these
sites relate to one another.
6
Fremont Rider, ed., Rider’s New York City and Vicinity, Including Newark, Yonkers, and Jersey City (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1916), v.
7
Mona Domosh, “Shaping the Commercial City: Retail Districts in Nineteenth-Century New York and Boston,”
Annals of the Association of American Geographers (1990): 268-284.
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fossils.”8 New York City’s relentless population growth also fueled this dynamism. At the
beginning of the Civil War, Gotham claimed 800,000 residents, already making it the nation’s
largest city. By 1910, this population skyrocketed to almost five million, nearly a five hundred
percent increase.9 Immigrants from around the world flooded into Ellis Island, while wealthy
individuals and aspiring professionals flocked to the city’s more upscale areas. Women, as well
as men, were caught in Gotham’s gravitational pull.
By 1900 the city contained dozens of training schools and colleges catering to women,
most notably Barnard, as well as coeducational institutions. For struggling actresses, Manhattan
offered unparalleled opportunities; it was not only home to more than twenty-five theaters by the
1880s, but also the headquarters of many national touring companies.10 Manhattan and
Brooklyn’s thirty nursing schools attracted even more women.11 Because of its financial and
cultural power, voluntary and reform associations, including the Young Woman’s Christian
Association, the College Settlements Association, and the National Consumers’ League,
established their national headquarters in Gotham.12 Within the city then, women carved out
feminized spaces and a public presence as consumers, professionals, socialites, and laborers,
creating numerous subcultures, each with its own rules, needs, and expectations.
Not all Americans celebrated women’s expanding position in the metropolis. Some
expressed concern about the “women adrift” who left their families and came to turn-of-the8

H.B. (Harriet Burton) Laidlaw Papers, 1851-1958; Anna Howard Shaw to Harriet Burton Laidlaw, 29 September
1916, Folder 160, Reel 6. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
9
This is, of course, tied to the creation of “Greater New York” in 1898, which united Manhattan with its
surrounding boroughs. Manhattan itself, however, witnessed a nearly two hundred percent increase in its population
during this period.
10
Benjamin McArthur, Actors and American Culture, 1880-1920 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1984),
101, 191.
11
Jane Hodson, ed., How to Become a Trained Nurse: A Manual of Information in Detail (New York: William
Abbatt, 1898).
12
Daphne Spain, How Women Saved the City (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 125-130;
Kathryn Kish Sklar, Florence Kelley and the Nation’s Work: The Rise of Women’s Political Culture, 1830-1900
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 309-311.
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century New York on their own.13 Others were openly hostile, criticizing women for
emasculating society through their ambition and their growing presence on city streets.
Lamenting the “Gynarchy[’s]” power, author Michael Monahan dubbed New York “the most
feminized of the great cities of the world and therefore the flightiest, the most irrational and the
least given to serious things.”14
Monahan was not entirely wrong. While other cities attracted young women searching
for opportunities and housed feminized spaces, these trends were particularly visible in New
York City because of the numbers and the diversity of the women there. Historian Rosalind
Rosenberg has calculated that New York contained twice the number of employed women as its
nearest competitor, Chicago, and thus deserved the title “capital of the female worker.”15 Since
Gotham was the national center of communication and information (not only did New York have
132 newspapers by 1900, it was also home to the pre-World War I film industry), details about
these demographic shifts quickly flooded the rest of the nation.16
The city, therefore, was more than simply a stage for suffrage action; it helped to
determine the drama. The metropolis included both the nation’s wealthiest and its poorest
citizens. It absorbed those searching for professional and economic opportunities as well as those
looking for excitement and pleasure. Advocates of the ballot increasingly tapped into Gotham’s
resources—the prestige of its restaurants and hotels, the wealthy and professional women it
13

For a discussion of this in terms of Chicago see Joanne J. Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners
in Chicago, 1880-1930 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1988).
14
Michael Monahan, “The American Peril,” The Reply: An Anti-Suffrage Magazine (1914), 19-21; Shelley Stamp,
Movie-Struck Girls: Women and Motion Picture Culture after the Nickelodeon (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2000), 165.
15
Rosalind Rosenberg, Changing the Subject: How the Women of Columbia Shaped the Way We Think about Sex
and Politics (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), 93-94.
16
Thomas Kessner, Capital City: New York City and the Men Behind America’s Rise to Economic Dominance,
1860-1900 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2003), xvi; David M. Scobey, Empire City: The Making and Meaning of
the New York City Landscape (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2002), 25-27; Thorin Tritter, “Paper Profits in
Public Service: Money Making in the New York Newspaper Industry, 1830-1930” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia
University, 2000), 370; Richard Koscarski, Hollywood on the Hudson: Film and Television in New York from
Griffith to Sarnoff (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2008).
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attracted, and its centers of commercialized leisure. Keenly aware that Manhattan was the
“center from which news of all kinds was sent to the four quarters of the globe,” organizers used
its newspapers and moving picture companies to demonstrate that New York’s campaign was no
longer limited to a relatively small number of middle-class reformers in upstate New York.
Through print and film, leaders broadcast an image of a diverse urban movement filled with
women willing to take a stand on enfranchisement.17
Anxieties about urban dangers, however, initially hobbled local champions of the ballot.
The suffrage movement developed during a moment in history when the nation’s cities raced
from gemeinschaft toward gesellschaft. In the heterogeneous, anonymous city, activists
encountered a mosaic of public spaces dominated by men and ostensibly perilous to
“respectable” women, slowing their quest to capitalize on Manhattan’s resources in the late 19th
century. To win the vote, champions of the ballot had to move from viewing the metropolis as a
place of danger to recognizing it as a place of possibilities; they had to claim a “right to the city,”
learning to read its various streets, subcultures, neighborhoods, and needs as they would a text,
accessing its public spaces, and reimagining the metropolis as one that would benefit from
women’s political inclusion.18 The growth of feminized districts, the separation of the city and
state campaigns, the emergence of a second generation of activists more attuned to the
metropolis’s resources, and the conversion of growing ranks of professional and elite women to
the cause fueled this transition. Later, municipal housekeeping arguments helped to convince
New York men to accept it as well.
17

Ida Husted, ed., History of Woman Suffrage, vol. 6 (New York: National American Woman Suffrage Association,
1922; New York: Arno & The New York Times, 1969), 444-445.
18
For the “right to the city” see Mark Purcell, “Excavating Lefebvre: The Right to the City and its Urban Politics of
the Inhabitants,” GeoJournal 58 (2002): 102-103; Mark Purcell, “Citizenship and the Right to the Global City:
Reimagining the Capitalist World Order,” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 27.3 (September
2003): 576-578; Eugene J. McCann, “Space, Citizenship, and the Right to the City: A Brief Overview,”
GeoJournal58 (2002): 78; David Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution (London:
Verso, 2012), 4.
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The Gilded Age and Progressive Era marked the birth of the modern city, witnessing a
tectonic demographic shift as Americans relocated to metropolises. Urban historians have
analyzed how female residents responded to these changes, while scholars of suffrage have
discussed the various political, commercial, and constitutional strategies advocates of the ballot
embraced. Sitting at the intersection of studies of woman suffrage and women’s urban
experiences, this dissertation ties these two fields together to illuminate how their approaches
inform one another.
The literature on suffrage is extensive. Two works shaped much of the early suffrage
historiography: Eleanor Flexner’s Century of Struggle and Aileen Kraditor’s The Ideas of the
Woman Suffrage Movement.19 One of the first scholarly accounts of the movement, Flexner’s
1959 study presented an overview of the campaign from the early 19th century through
ratification of the 19th Amendment, while Kraditor demonstrated how suffragists embraced both
nativist and racist arguments by the beginning of the 20th century. Following their lead, many
historians have subsequently focused on national changes and written institutional histories of
the woman’s rights campaign.20
Roughly two decades after the publication of Flexner’s work, some historians started to
concentrate on regional, state, and local campaigns, providing insights into everything from the
impact of Mormonism and polygamy on enfranchisement in Utah to the movement’s relationship
19

Ellen Carol DuBois’s study of the 1869 split within the suffrage movement and interpretation of suffrage as
“radical” was also a critical early contribution. However, since her analysis ends before this dissertation begins, I
have not included it in the review of literature. See Ellen Carol DuBois, Feminism and Suffrage: The Emergence of
an Independent Women’s Movement in America, 1848-1869 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1978);
Aileen S. Kraditor, The Ideas of the Woman Suffrage Movement: 1890-1920 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1965; New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1981); Eleanor Flexner and Ellen Fitzpatrick, Century of
Struggle: The Woman’s Rights Movement in the United States, Enlarged ed. (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 1996).
20
For revisionist efforts see Suzanne M. Marilley, Woman Suffrage and the Origins of Liberal Feminism in the
United States, 1820-1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996); Sara Hunter Graham, “The Suffrage
Renaissance: A New Image for a New Century, 1896-1910,” in One Woman, One Vote, ed. Marjorie Spruill
Wheeler (Troutdale, Oregon: NewSage Press, 1995), 161-165; Sara Hunter Graham, Woman Suffrage and the New
Democracy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 147-164.

6

to Populism.21 Focusing on regional and state politics, these works provide a helpful context for
understanding suffragists’ strategies and the interaction between state and national associations.22
However, many use the state/region as jurisdictional “containers,” to quote Karen Halttunen. 23
Instead of examining how activists imagined the state/region and approached its physical
environment, these works detail institutional developments within state and regional
boundaries.24 Considering the stress suffragists themselves placed on the New York movement,
the literature on Gotham remains remarkably sparse, and much of the early scholarship follows
the pattern of these other studies, relying on institutional histories, and state and city
jurisdictional “containers.”25

21

Joan Iversen, “The Mormon-Suffrage Relationship: Personal and Political Quandaries,” Frontiers: A Journal of
Women Studies 11.2/3 (1990): 8-16; Jean Bickmore White, "Woman's Place Is in the Constitution: The Struggle for
Equal Rights in Utah in 1895," Utah Historical Quarterly 42 (Fall 1974): 344-369; Allison Sneider, “Woman
Suffrage in Congress: American Expansion and the Politics of Federalism, 1870-1890,” in Votes for Women: The
Struggle for Suffrage Revisited, ed. Jean H. Baker (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 77-89; Michael L.
Goldberg, “Non-Partisan and All-Partisan: Rethinking Woman Suffrage and Party Politics in Gilded Age Kansas,”
The Western Historical Quarterly 25.1 (Spring 1994): 21-44; Rebecca Mead, How the Vote Was Won: Women
Suffrage in the Western United States, 1868-1914 (New York: New York University Press, 2004); Marjorie Spruill
Wheeler, New Women in the New South: The Leaders of the Woman Suffrage Movement in the Southern States
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993).
22
See, for instance, Goldberg, “Non-Partisan and All-Partisan,” 21-44; Beverly Beeton, “How the West Was Won
for Suffrage,” in One Woman, One Vote, ed. Marjorie Spruill Wheeler (Troutdale, Oregon: NewSage Press, 1995),
99-116.
23
For a larger discussion of the “spatial turn” see Karen Halttunen, “Groundwork: American Studies in Place—
Presidential Address to the American Studies Association, November 4, 2005,” American Quarterly 58.1 (May
2006): 1-15.
24
Works such as Marjorie Spruill Wheeler’s New Women in the New South do discuss the relationship that
suffragists tried to develop between different constituencies in the area, but generally go no further. See Gayle
Gullett, “Constructing the Woman Citizen and Struggling for the Vote in California, 1896-1911,” Pacific Historical
Review 69.4 (November 2000): 573-593; Wheeler, New Women in the New South.
25
As early as 1962, Ronald Schaffer published an article detailing the structure of the Woman Suffrage Party, and,
in 1979, Doris Daniels discussed the role New York City settlement houses played in connecting the movement to
the immigrant community. In the 1980s, two dissertations focused on suffrage in New York. David Kevin
McDonald investigated different communities’ position on enfranchisement, while Elinor Lerner examined whom
activists targeted in the 1915 and 1917 campaigns and evaluated their success rates. These works made important
contributions, Lerner paying particular attention to immigrant voting patterns, and McDonald analyzing how the
New York City movement exported its “urban repertoire” to other parts of the state. Ronald Schaffer, “The New
York City Woman Suffrage Party, 1909,” New York History (1962): 262-287; Doris Daniels, “Building a Winning
Coalition: The Suffrage Fight in New York State,” New York History (1979): 59-80; David Kevin McDonald,
“Organizing Womanhood: Women’s Culture and the Politics of Suffrage in New York State, 1865-1917” (Ph.D.
diss., State University of New York at Stony Brook, 1987); Elinor Lerner, “Immigrant and Working Class
Involvement in the New York City Woman Suffrage Movement, 1905-1917: A Study in Progressive Era Politics”
(Ph.D. diss., University of California at Berkeley, 1981).

7

More recently, historians have approached the New York campaign from a diversity of
angles. In her biography of Harriot Stanton Blatch, for instance, Ellen Carol DuBois discusses
the complicated problem of class within the New York City movement.26 Pamela Cobrin’s From
Winning the Vote to Directing on Broadway investigates the relationship between performances,
specifically parades and plays, and woman’s rights in Gotham, while Susan Goodier analyzes the
growth of anti-suffrage sentiment across the state.27 These more recent works comment on the
role New York City played in the suffrage movement, but fail to engage in a thorough
examination of how the city’s built environment and its social geography influenced the
campaign.
The other body of literature that is germane to this dissertation examines women’s
experiences in and with cities. In one of the earliest works in this field, Christine Stansell
analyzed how working-class women understood public and private spaces in antebellum New
York, comparing their approach to both men of their own class and middle-class women.28
Since the publication of Stansell’s work, historians of urban women have increasingly focused
on cities’ gendered geographies. Most notable among this growing literature is Sarah Deutsch’s
investigation of Boston from the late 19th century through the mid-20th century, and how
perceptions of space—“who could walk where,” when, for example—shaped women’s lives.29

26

Ellen Carol DuBois, Harriot Stanton Blatch and the Winning of Woman Suffrage (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1997), 4-6.
27
Also see Frances Diodato Bzowski, “Spectacular Suffrage; Or, How Women Came Out of the Home and into the
Streets and Theaters of New York City to Win the Vote,” New York History (1995): 57-94; Pamela Cobrin, From
Winning the Vote to Directing on Broadway: The Emergence of Women on the New York Stage, 1880-1927
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2009); Susan Goodier, No Votes for Women: The New York State AntiSuffrage Movement (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2013).
28
Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New York, 1789-1860 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1986;
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987).
29
George Chauncey’s analysis of New York’s gay subculture and its appropriation of urban space also serves as an
important model for my research. Other studies include Jeanne Halgren Kilde, “The ‘Predominance of the Feminine’
at Chautauqua: Rethinking the Gender-Space Relationship in Victorian America,” Signs 24.2 (Winter 1999): 449486; Galen Cranz, “Women in Urban Parks,” Signs (Spring 1980): 579-595; Maureen A. Flanagan, “Women in the
City, Women of the City: Where do Women Fit in Urban History?” Journal of Urban History 23.3 (March 1997):
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More recently, Alison Isenberg has traced women’s efforts to reimagine American downtowns.30
Much of this literature, however, does not deal fully with the woman’s rights movement.
Although Jessica Sewell’s work on women’s everyday experiences in San Francisco ends
with a chapter devoted to the battle for the franchise, most analyses of gender in cities and of
suffrage speak past one another.31 Those suffrage histories that do mention urban space describe
women’s movement from domestic settings into streets, generally overlooking the importance of
intermediate spaces like restaurants, woman’s clubs, educational institutions, and theaters.
Moreover, they fail to scrutinize why advocates of the ballot chose the urban spaces that they did
and the messages they hoped to convey. Because historians have not viewed the suffrage
movement through the lens of urbanization and the urban experience they have discounted the
importance of critical concepts.
Municipal housekeeping is a case in point. Grounded in the assumption that women were
more moral and virtuous than men, the early 19th century concept of true womanhood led some
middle-class women into the public arena to reform the world, engaging in everything from
temperance to asylum management. Municipal housekeeping built on these beliefs.32 As Jane
Addams explained in 1908, “As society grows more complicated it is necessary that woman shall
251-259; Sarah Deutsch, Women and the City: Gender, Space, and Power in Boston, 1870-1940 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 285; Maureen A. Flanagan, “Gender and Urban Political Reform: The City Club and the
Woman’s City Club of Chicago in the Progressive Era,” The American Historical Review 94.4 (October 1990):
1032-1050; Maureen A. Flanagan, “The City Profitable, the City Livable: Environmental Policy, Gender, and Power
in Chicago in the 1910s,” Journal of Urban History (1996): 163-190; George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender,
Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 1890-1940 (New York: BasicBooks, 1994).
30
Alison Isenberg, Downtown America: A History of the Place and the People Who Made It (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2004), chapter 1.
31
Daphne Spain, for instance, in her analysis of the “redemptive places” women built in American cities during the
turn-of-the-century, does not include those created by suffrage organizations. Spain, How Women Saved the City.
For exceptions see Jessica Ellen Sewell, Women and the Everyday City: Public Space in San Francisco, 1890-1915
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011). Also see Maureen A. Flanagan, Seeing with Their Hearts:
Chicago Women and the Vision of the Good City, 1871-1933 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), chapter
4.
32
Paula Baker has traced the ways in which women framed domesticity to legitimize a more public role, particularly
in terms of reform and moral work, throughout the 19 th century. Paula Baker, “The Domestication of Politics:
Women and American Political Society, 1780-1920,” The American Historical Review 89.3 (June 1984): 625-631.
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extend her sense of responsibility to many things outside of her home, if only in order to preserve
the home in its entirety.”33 Thus, municipal housekeeping conflated notions of female moral
authority with Progressive beliefs in efficiency and expertise. It was also urban focused, a
response to the growth of cities and the need to prod metropolitan governments into taking on
new responsibilities. First championed by the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union in the late
19th century, these ideas spread to women’s clubs and ultimately, to the suffrage movement.34
Historians are divided on the significance of municipal housekeeping, either suggesting
that the rhetoric ultimately limited women’s roles, or celebrating the fact that it allowed them to
participate in political debates.35 The work that goes the furthest in tying this concept to
women’s concrete experiences with cities and their physical environments is Daphne Spain’s
How Women Saved the City. For Spain, municipal housekeeping gave women an opportunity to
build the urban infrastructure.36 Following her insights, this dissertation demonstrates that
municipal housekeeping was far more than an empty slogan. It reflected women’s changing
place in the metropolis and enabled suffragists to whittle out additional spaces for its female
residents. It was also one of their most important points when claiming a “right to the city.”
33
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Over the last decade the “right to the city” has become a popular slogan among scholars
and activists alike. The idea builds on Henri Lefebvre’s works. For Lefebvre, this translates into
the right to participation and to appropriation. The right to participation means that metropolitan
inhabitants should have a “central role” in decisions dealing with the “production of urban
space,” while the right to appropriation means that city dwellers should have the right to access
and use the city and its different spaces.37 As David Harvey explains, “it is a right to change and
reinvent the city more after our hearts’ desire.”38 Much of the scholarship dealing with this
concept has centered on Marxist critiques of neoliberalism, examining how these economic
changes have decreased the power of urban residents to shape their cities.39 As such, the “right to
the city” remains an ideal to be achieved. However, the concept also helps to illuminate women’s
struggles against the physical and social boundaries that policed gender norms in 19th and 20th
century American cities. This dissertation investigates how suffragists claimed a “right to the
city” in their long struggle for the vote, focusing on their attempts to mobilize New York’s
subcultures, access its urban spaces, and reimagine the city as a place where women’s voices
mattered.
Their efforts to navigate the city’s shifting gendered geography benefitted from larger
economic and cultural changes in the early 20th century. Working-class women increasingly
toiled in factories, rather than as domestic servants in others’ homes.40 Middle-class women
traversed the city to shop at New York’s famous department stores, socialize with friends at
restaurants, and attend theatres. Others crisscrossed working-class and immigrant neighborhoods
to provide aid to struggling residents and campaigned to clean up the city. Significantly, unlike
37
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many other moments when women took to the streets to shop, socialize, work, or assist others,
suffragists did so to gain political power for their sisters and themselves.41
To trace activists’ changing relationship to Gotham, I employ three different
methodological frameworks. The first centers on the “imagined” city: how suffragists perceived
New York in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and the extent to which they accepted popular
beliefs that city living endangered respectable women.42 The second, social geography approach
examines how they tapped into the web of subcultures connecting women scattered throughout
Gotham, focusing on teachers’, actresses’, nurses’, and society women’s professional and social
networks. The third and most interdisciplinary framework investigates how New York’s physical
geography affected the movement, explaining how advocates of the ballot infiltrated the city’s
diverse districts to broadcast their message.
The suffrage movement officially arrived in New York City in 1870 with the formation
of the New York City Woman Suffrage League (NYCWSL).43 Chapter 1 examines the extent to
which the NYCWSL made use of Gotham’s resources during its earliest years (1870-1894).
While suffragists were leery of the metropolis at first, New York City’s potential became
increasingly evident to them by the early 1890s. With the hope of pushing enfranchisement
through the 1894 New York State Constitutional Convention, leaders collaborated with the city’s
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growing ranks of elite women, tapping into both their celebrity and their access to luxurious
venues.44
Following the 1894 defeat, the alliance between society women and “professional”
suffragists fractured, trends documented in chapter 2. While some activists turned to urban
reform and politicians debated the merits of municipal consolidation, the city’s suffragists
struggled to distance themselves from the upstate movement and the National American Woman
Suffrage Association. At the same time, the good government campaigns aimed at Tammany
Hall resulted in activists flirting with municipal housekeeping arguments as well as convincing
some leaders that political administrations, rather than anything inherent about cities, were
responsible for urban problems. This allowed later suffragists to more fully benefit from
Gotham’s resources.
Chapter 3 evaluates how the movement changed when a new generation took over the
management of New York City’s campaign starting in 1907. The power vacuum created by the
passing of older leaders provided opportunities for these emerging activists to test new strategies.
Two organizations quickly came to dominate New York’s suffrage movement: Harriot Stanton
Blatch’s Equality League of Self-Supporting Women (1907, renamed the Women’s Political
Union in 1910) and Carrie Chapman Catt’s Woman Suffrage Party (1909). Both worked to gain
the support of new and growing constituencies, especially professional women. This chapter
pays attention to their efforts to recruit nurses, and to kindle elite women’s renewed interest in
the campaign.
Chapter 4 concentrates on the expanding coalition of suffragists that Gotham nurtured by
focusing on teachers and actresses. Activists worked to gain educators’ support by advocating for
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their professional rights, and began to encourage the dramatic profession’s involvement
in their campaign. The participation of actresses like Mary Shaw and Fola La Follette
added new visibility and glamour to the movement. At the same time, collaboration with
the city’s fledgling film companies enabled suffragists to translate their spectacles onto
the screen, underscoring their growing power by allowing audiences across the country to
vicariously participate in their stunts and be entertained by their arguments. The
campaign had a more mixed record when it came to reading the city’s various
neighborhoods, successfully creating a cohesive, highly professionalized suffrage district
in Murray Hill, while being summarily ousted from male preserves in Hell’s Kitchen and
Wall Street.
When the 1913 state legislature first agreed to put enfranchisement before New York
voters in 1915, the tone of the campaign shifted. No longer was it focused on building female
constituencies and convincing legislators to support woman’s rights; it became about persuading
all New Yorkers to endorse political equality, developments discussed in chapter 5. Professional
women contributed to this campaign in occupation-specific ways: public health nurses sought out
immigrant support for suffrage, actresses spoke on political equality, and teachers donated their
summer vacations to perform organizational work. 45 Municipal housekeeping became a tool
that helped New Yorkers reimagine the metropolis as a place that could include (and even
benefit from) women in the political process, but failed to eradicate the geographies of
capitalism, gender, and state that continued to circumscribe supporters’ activities.
Chapter 6 tracks the movement’s tactical shifts in the wake of the 1915 defeat. As
suffragists turned from urban spectacles to working with government officials for the 1917 state
45
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referendum, they put their municipal housekeeping arguments into practice. The 1916 polio
epidemic and the outbreak of the Great War provided Gotham’s suffragists with opportunities to
demonstrate their capacity for citizenship through service to the metropolis and the nation. By
then, activists had claimed a “right to the city” and used it to demonstrate how women could help
in a crisis. In 1917 women finally won the right to vote as New York City carried the state
amendment.
By tracing the fight for political equality from the late 19th century forward, this
dissertation investigates the changing role that the city itself played in shaping the woman’s
rights movement. By drawing together a diverse population and fostering the development of a
variety of urban spaces (from cultural institutions to amusement parks), Gotham determined the
shape of the movement as suffragists learned to harness its resources. Moreover, as the nation’s
information and communication capital, the city had the infrastructure to spread ideas and
images from the New York campaign across the country, helping to define the national
movement in broader, more inclusive terms. While suffrage leaders were initially hampered by
their concerns about campaigning in the city, they increasingly marshaled its female social
geography, the iconic places it housed, and the feminized spaces it nurtured, using all to their
advantage. Michael Monahan might have bemoaned the fact that New York was a “feminized”
city, but suffragists learned to capitalize on it.
Viewing the woman’s rights movement through the lens of urban history uncovers the
highly gendered geography that female activists in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
negotiated when organizing their campaigns. Born in upstate New York in 1848, the movement
matured in the city and spilled across the nation through the stage, the printed page, and movie
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screens. Gotham’s suffrage campaign was just one chapter in a national crusade, but it left an
indelible imprint on the movement’s history.
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CHAPTER 1: FROM URBAN DESPAIR TO POLITICKING AT SHERRY’S, 1870-1894

With its famous kitchen, ornate dining parlors, and elegant ballrooms, Sherry’s was a
well-known haunt where even the wealthiest New Yorkers felt at home. Beginning in 1890, they
gathered at this famous restaurant on Fifth Avenue and Thirty-Seventh Street for elaborate
dinners, dances and balls, and charity events.1 In March 1894, a group of upper-class women
turned it to a different end, meeting amid the gilding and heavy drapery to promote female
suffrage. The New York Times vividly described the meetings: a white table buried in suffrage
materials stood conspicuously in the middle of the room, flanked by ornate chairs. Outside, near
the restaurant’s entrance, a sign politely invited passersby to “please sign the petition,”
promising a rare entrée into a bastion of New York’s social elite.2
These efforts were carefully timed to dovetail with New York’s sixth Constitutional
Convention. Excitement surrounding the Convention pulsated throughout the state and country
as details crowded newspapers’ pages in anticipation of the meeting. Several important issues
were expected to animate the Convention, including the future of the Erie Canal, judicial reform,
and the creation of uniform appointment policies in municipal government.3 However, what truly
fascinated newspaper reporters and the general public was wealthy women’s involvement in the
suffrage campaign.
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These women differed from the New Yorkers who had demanded the vote for decades.
Unlike the “professional” suffragists of the New York City Woman Suffrage League
(NYCWSL), they represented some of the city’s wealthiest families, played a critical role in New
York’s elite gatherings, and had the necessary leisure to devote to a variety of philanthropic and
charitable organizations. Among the most noteworthy supporters were Laura Rockefeller (Mrs.
John D. Rockefeller), Margaret Olivia Sage (Mrs. Russell Sage), and Margaret Chanler (Caroline
Astor’s great niece).
This chapter examines first generation suffragists’ changing relationship with Gotham
between 1870 and 1894, the year that several society women demanded the franchise.4 Up until
1894, concerns about urban crime and corruption hampered middle-class suffragists’ strategizing
about New York. They imagined the city as a dangerous place for respectable ladies and their
priorities largely reflected this fear. New York’s gendered geography confined pioneer
suffragists to certain metropolitan spaces considered safe for women, making it difficult for them
to spread their message broadly. Society women’s involvement in 1894 presented the NYCWSL
with a different way to understand Gotham, demonstrating the immense advantages that could be
gained by reading the city’s spaces and subcultures with a careful eye. Just as suffrage leaders
reoriented their understanding of the metropolis, anti-suffragists mobilized the imagined dangers
of the city to challenge them. For opponents of the ballot, enfranchising New York City’s
women would lead to government corruption and instability. The pages that follow examine
these constraints, as well as the factors that enabled women to begin to overcome them.
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The “Imagined” City5
The woman suffrage movement had deep roots in New York, tracing its lineage to the
Seneca Falls Convention of 1848. Two decades later, the New York State Woman Suffrage
Association (NYSWSA) formed in Saratoga Springs, New York. New York women created the
NYSWSA in 1869 for two reasons. First, female property holders were becoming increasingly
outraged that they paid taxes without having representation in government. Second, the New
York legislature was considering licensing prostitution in that year, which, according to
suffragists, “showed the degradation of woman’s position as no other act of legislation could
have.”6 While New York City hosted suffrage events during the mid-19th century, it did not
contain a strong organization campaigning for the ballot until the foundation of the NYCWSL in
1870.7
The NYCWSL remained the dominant suffrage organization in Manhattan throughout the
late 19th century, and Lillie Devereux Blake was its dynamic leader. Born in North Carolina,
Blake grew up in New Haven, Connecticut, benefitting socially from her family’s proximity to
Yale University. She spent her early adult life cultivating a literary and journalistic career as well
as raising a young family. After the death of her first husband, Blake moved to New York City in
1863 convinced that she might achieve literary success there. Six years after arriving in
Manhattan and three years after marrying her second husband, Blake mustered the courage to
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attend a suffrage meeting. She quickly became an active participant and, in 1879, was elected
president of the NYSWSA, a position she held until 1890. While heading the state association,
Blake also became president of the city organization in 1886, a position she maintained for
fourteen years.8 As president of the NYSWSA and the NYCWSL, she wielded a significant
amount of power and was influential in determining the policies of New York City’s first
generation of suffragists.
Blake and her peers considered the Empire State pivotal for enfranchisement.9 As early as
1872, The Woman’s Journal announced, “If one State like New York, or Massachusetts, should
establish universal suffrage, others would be swift to follow.”10 However, even for Blake, New
York City appeared as an insurmountable obstacle.11 One member of the National American
Woman Suffrage Association put it most colorfully when she said, “I believe that it is about as
much use to try to carry New York for woman suffrage as to try to climb the moon.”12 With its
legions of immigrants and large corporations, they assumed that the city was conservative and
would oppose their effort. According to suffrage thinking, immigrants would not support
woman’s rights because they clung to Old World patriarchal customs. Moreover, activists
expected that their alliance with temperance advocates further antagonized the alcohol-imbibing
immigrant masses. As for corporations, many thought that business leaders would oppose
enfranchising women because they did not want to increase the voting power of the workingclass. Suffragists likely also expected that corporations would worry about middle-class women
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voting along moral lines and thereby challenging their power over the city and its workers.
Manhattan’s position as corporate headquarters for the nation thus appeared to be an additional
impediment.13
A more general perception that cities were not safe places exacerbated suffragists’
pessimistic assumptions about their chances for success in Gotham. For one, cities lacked neat
divisions of people; city streets threw men and women of all races, ethnicities, and
socioeconomic classes together, creating discomfort for individuals accustomed to socializing in
defined settings.14 Even more disconcerting than the absence of spatial divisions was the
anonymity that defined urban life. Unlike in rural districts, a person did not know who stood next
to him/her at a market or on a street car. This was intensified in New York City, which was
painted as a city of extremes—home to the country’s wealthiest individuals as well as its
poorest.15
These concerns were not new to the Gilded Age. As young American men in the early
19th century left family farms to try to carve out jobs for themselves in the nation’s burgeoning
metropolises, advice manuals warned them of the various dangers and temptations they would
encounter. Gambling, concert halls, and prostitutes all could corrupt them.16 Especially
unsettling was the figure of the “confidence man” who would trick a naïve newcomer into a
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friendship, control him, and ultimately mold him into a criminal. 17 In 1852, the Young Men’s
Christian Association made its home in Gotham in hopes of rallying “around the young stranger
and sav[ing]” him from such “snares.”18 While the specific threat of “confidence men” faded
from advice manuals by the second half of the 19th century, many Americans still considered
cities dangerous and the United States remained a rural nation until the early 20th century.19
Fueling this sense of urban vulnerability, the press and publishing houses churned out articles
and books detailing criminal activity in Gotham by the 1870s, warning residents about their
city’s growing underworld.20 Pickpockets, blackmailers, opium addicts, gangs, and murderers all
resided in New York and hunted unsuspecting citizens, readers were told.21 As literate, middleclass women, suffragists undoubtedly studied this material; their use of the city suggests that
they heeded these warnings.
If the metropolis was an unsafe place for men, it could be treacherous for women.22 Not
only did they have to worry about all the dangers men confronted; city streets also exposed
women to the risk of sexual improprieties and attacks, from ogling to sexual assaults.23
Something as simple as visiting an acquaintance demanded a whole etiquette of calling. 24 Those
who dressed “conspicuously” (large hats, fancy lace, bright colors) were vulnerable to not only
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the male gaze, but also snide and sexual comments as they moved around the city.25 New spaces
opened to women in the mid- and late 19th century, but many remained ambivalent and even
uncomfortable with this. Capturing this anxiety, a new caricature emerged in the literature and
journalism of the 1860s and the 1870s—the “New York Woman.” This figure ignored her family
to spend time flirting and shopping in the new retail spaces.26 While the first decades of the 19th
century focused on the independent young men that entered the metropolises, the last decades
fixated on the single women without family attachments who began to pour into cities in search
of jobs. Reformers and writers worried about these “women adrift,” fearful that they would fall
into prostitution in order to survive in the urban world.27
Some women, like the Salvation Army’s “Slum Sisters” or the Charity Organization’s
Society’s “friendly visitors,” cloaked their public actions in religion and morality to try to safely
navigate this gendered geography of vulnerability.28 Suffragists, however, largely accepted and
spread the idea that Gotham endangered women. As a result, they had difficultly mobilizing
Manhattan’s resources and instead spent these decades highlighting risks in the city, complaining
about how disorienting the metropolitan environment could be to them, carping about the chaos
the annual ritual of changing residences on moving day created for housekeeping, and grumbling
about women being jostled by men on public transportation.29 Moreover, following the
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revelations about the Tweed Ring, Gotham’s politics became shorthand for suffrage leaders
discussing government malfeasance.30 In one 1874 speech, Blake summarized the movement’s
position on urban life—the city was the home of corruption; only in the country did purity still
reign.31 In effect, the metropolis was considered a place of disempowerment for champions of
the ballot.
Blake’s 1874 novel, Fettered for Life Or Lord and Master, A Story of To-Day, provides
detailed insights into suffragists’ concerns about urban living. For Blake, Manhattan was the
perfect setting for a work highlighting the insults and injustices women confronted on a daily
basis. The novel tells the story of Laura Stanley, a young woman who travels from her father’s
farm in Dutchess County to New York City in hope of providing a living for herself. Once there,
she is quickly exposed to sexual harassment, physical danger, and political corruption. Through
the kindness of a prominent female physician and a knowledgeable reporter, who reveals himself
to be a woman only at the end of the novel, Laura learns how to survive in the great metropolis.
From the very beginning of the story, Blake’s protagonist encounters uniquely urban
dangers. Arriving at night, Laura is unable to find a room at a reputable hotel and discovers that
it is “not safe . . . to be on the streets alone.”32 Ultimately, she approaches a police officer who
brings her to a station house, but it provides no more safety than the streets because it makes her
the prey of a corrupt judge.33 In reviewing her first night, Laura admits her naiveté, explaining, “I
had heard much of the dangers of your city . . . but I had no idea it was so terrible a place for a
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woman who is alone.”34 As Blake makes clear throughout the story, the city, especially at night,
was bristling with hazards for women.35
Even when not confronting the potential for physical violence or sexual attacks, Blake’s
characters frequently comment on men’s domination of Gotham. When leaving downtown New
York in the early evening, Laura recognizes that she is one woman in a sea of men. “The streets
were very full of men,” the omnipresent narrator notes, “The surging throng around her seemed
so many enemies, any one of whom would wound her or hunt her. Among all these strong,
pushing, busy men, there seemed no place, and no hope for a woman to expect justice or
mercy.”36 It was not only that men physically occupied city streets; they also visually owned
Gotham, leaving women vulnerable to the male gaze. At one point, the protagonist becomes so
frustrated with the “glaring” that she admits that sometimes she longs “to go veiled like the
Turkish women.”37
Like Laura (and innumerable non-fictional women), four other female characters in the
novel come to New York in hope of finding economic independence and happiness. However,
only one is successful and she has to dress as a man to achieve that success. This character,
Frank Heywood, arrives to New York City from the South after her parents die. However, she
quickly realizes that she is “entirely unprotected” in Gotham. “I was insulted, refused work,
unless I would comply with the disgraceful proposition of my employers,” the character explains,
“in short, I had the experience which so many young women have in the great city; poverty,
temptation, cruelty.” To cope, she starts wearing men’s clothing and finds that, as a man, she can
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embark on a successful professional career and move freely in public.38 As one literary scholar
has rightly noted, “Only the woman who has disguised herself as a man has unharassed access to
the city any time of day or night” in Blake’s novel. 39
In the story discrimination is ubiquitous. Laura flees her family because of the inequality
that exists in her father’s upstate home.40 In luxurious Newport, Laura’s socialite friend attempts
suicide in order to avoid suffocating in an unhappy marriage. Throughout a journalistic tour of
the South, Frank Heywood maintains her disguise as a man. However, in Blake’s story, it is only
in the metropolis that women confront sexual danger. It is there that they are vulnerable to sexual
advances, have to assiduously work to preserve their reputation, and must blindly try to
distinguish between trustworthy and depraved strangers. Blake does note Gotham’s advantages:
it houses a female community that helps Laura assimilate to city ways and contains cultural and
educational resources unavailable in the country.41 But, in exchange for these assets, Laura must
live within an urban environment filled with serious pitfalls for a respectable woman.42
Paradoxically, the only way for a lady to avoid these pitfalls was to dress as a man.
Blake’s work was fiction, but for reviewers it accurately depicted life in New York City.
In its praise of the book, the Independent Statesmen commented, “The scenes are laid in and
about New York City, and many of the follies of the social life of that city are satirized
sharply.”43 According to the Home Journal, “The great merit of this story is its startling reality,
its truthfulness to every day [sic] life. Mrs. Blake writes of what she knows and some of the
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characters introduced to the reader are easily recognized by people acquainted in New York.”44
Another critic highlighted the moral of the story: young women without friends in the city should
not travel there alone. Doing so would only endanger them.45
This belief in women’s vulnerability affected suffrage policy. Blake, for example, spent
much of her career in the movement working to place “police matrons” in police stations
throughout the city to protect the homeless females and suspected criminals delivered there each
night. 46 To gain support, she stressed that a woman did not need to be homeless or a criminal to
be brought to the station and placed under the sole authority of the policemen there. “Any lady,”
the suffrage leader explained, “if overtaken by sudden illness or injury on the street, would be
once conveyed to the nearest station.” “Police matrons” were necessary to protect the virtue of
respectable ladies walking on city streets who might become ill as well as to watch over those
thousands of women that the city left “poor,” “friendless,” and homeless each year.47 As
president of the NYCWSL and the NYSWSA, Blake tried to make police stations secure places
for women in a metropolis swarming with perceived perils, while perpetuating the idea that city
living could lead to women’s ruin.
Imagining women as endangered by the city created a problem for suffragists. How could
they convince individuals to enfranchise New York women when going to the polls might
jeopardize their safety and respectability? Blake encountered this question when she traveled
outside of the city in 1890. The individuals she met thought that rural women voting would be
44
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“reprehensible enough,” but the idea of city women voting was “intolerable.” They imagined
urban ladies “surrounded by a crowd of roughs” in the “slums” as they tried to cast their
ballots.48 Envisioning the polls in this manner served as another way to police the boundaries of
male politics and preserve the ballot as one of the few remaining badges of masculinity—it
provided a spatial reason to prevent women from voting that was not explicitly based on their
intellect or knowledge. Either way it perpetuated women’s status as political outsiders. This
perception of New York City, which suffragists themselves accepted, made it nearly impossible
for the movement to capitalize on Gotham’s resources and indeed created additional barriers for
them to overcome. These barriers would become even clearer during the Constitutional
Convention in 1894.
Private and Public Spaces
With this understanding of Gotham, how did suffragists make use of the city? How could
they push for their cause, while safeguarding their supporters? Where could they hold their
meetings? From the 1870s through the early 1890s, suffragists most frequently used private
homes, followed by the occasional hall and hotel. Money and the sanctity of the contract
provided activists with a degree of control over these spaces, something impossible with parks or
streets. Partly as a result, they used public spaces less frequently and never independently. Of
course, there were no government policies explicitly preventing women from acting in public.
Just as the ability to remain in the private sphere served as a sign of middle-class status, cultural
norms and etiquette discouraged middle-class women from claiming public spaces in the belief
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that this would endanger them and their respectability.49 The urban experience reinforced the
physical reality of separate spheres for at least some middle-class women.
As a result, most suffrage meetings in New York City occurred in leaders’ homes.
Generally held at the same woman’s home for years, they only occasionally relocated to reach
new constituencies.50 Three reasons help to explain this. First, private homes did not require
additional expenses for a movement desperate for funding. This explanation has been minimized
by historians studying the woman’s rights movement, but it was undoubtedly critical in
suffragists’ decision-making.51 By holding meetings in private residences, the NYCWSL could
also stress that its movement in no way undermined the sanctity of the family or the home, a
favorite anti-suffrage position.52 Finally, in a city filled with dangers, parlor meetings provided a
secure arena for women to discuss their ideas. Going to a gathering at someone’s home was no
different than the usual custom of calling on or visiting a friend or family member, creating a
personal, friendly environment for discussing strategies and ideas in a city that many deemed
unfriendly to women.
For larger meetings, especially state conventions, suffrage leaders used the various
commercial halls available in Gotham, ranging from the small Frobisher Hall to the larger
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Masonic Hall to the elegant Chickering and Steinway Halls.53 Occasionally, suffragists noted
that different commercial venues attracted different groups of New Yorkers. In 1872, for
example, Blake organized two conventions: one to gain the support of wealthy women and the
other to create enthusiasm among working women. For the former, she chose the fashionable
Chickering Hall, while for the latter she selected Masonic Hall. 54
Considering the many vulnerabilities that suffragists believed urban life exposed women
to, they made frequent use of commercial halls and hotels. However, it is important to note that
while taking place outside of the home, these meetings still provided women with a degree of
protection. Frequently speakers charged admission for suffrage lectures and luncheons. Even
when they invited “all friends” of woman’s rights to New York State annual conventions, many
of those who attended were already members of the organization. Thus activists could be
relatively confident that they were speaking to a self-selected group of individuals who were at
the least open to the idea of political equality.55 Leaders also chose who would address the
audience and created the program for the meetings, censoring ideas and people with whom they
disagreed.56 In all, commercial halls and hotels created a more controlled setting than organizers
would have found on the streets or in city parks.
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Sometimes suffragists received these venues free of charge, as was the case with
Steinway Hall. 57 Other times they paid to rent them. While this was a budgetary burden given
the early movement’s small treasury, renting venues had some important advantages. It allowed
activists to temporarily create a feminized political space in a masculinized city. More
importantly, it provided them a degree of leverage by granting them a contractual right to the
venue. At moments the city’s commercial and gendered geographies collided as custom
suggested that women should not claim ownership of semi-public establishments, but the
sacredness of the contract and money in the “capital city” empowered them to do so.58
At one Cooper Institute meeting, Blake capitalized on men’s respect for the contract to
negotiate the topography of gender in the metropolis. Planning a general suffrage gathering
devoted to marriage (in response to radicals demanding free love), Blake paid $50 to rent the hall.
While traveling to finalize the details and before she could even post information about it in the
city newspapers, she read in the Herald that soldiers planned to use the space to raise money for
a monument at the same time as her scheduled event, already plastering the city with posters
announcing the presence of Civil War heroes like Generals Burnside and McClellan. After
confirming with the venue that the soldiers had gotten their date wrong, Blake went to provide
General Burnside with the news. The suffrage leader reported she felt “small and weak” when a
crowd encircled her at the general’s office. When one officer threatened that they would take the
hall anyway, however, Blake found the courage to respond, “I think not, sir. I think you will find
that the hall is as much mine as my house, since I have paid the rent for it.” Notably, Blake
57
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mobilized a domestic simile (“my house”) to bolster her contractual right. The general tried to
compromise with her and later that evening Abram Hewitt, the future mayor and son-in-law of
Peter Cooper, even visited and urged her to surrender the hall. Finding herself facing Civil War
veterans, a city posted with announcements, and pressure from Abram Hewitt, Blake dug in her
heels. For many men, the contract represented a sacrosanct commitment essential to commercial
dealings. Blake leveraged this, employing it to successfully compete with a group of Civil War
veterans for meeting space.59
Advocates of the ballot used money to temporarily claim commercialized venues in
Gotham, but not to open permanent headquarters in the 1870s and 1880s. Such headquarters
would have provided a centralized location for work, created a meeting space for organizers, and
conveyed a message that the movement was professional and serious about its responsibilities.
Much of the work in New York instead took place from private homes, especially Susan B.
Anthony’s in Rochester. The New York State Woman Suffrage Association did not even clearly
list a headquarters on its letterhead.60 The small suffrage treasury undoubtedly contributed to
organizations’ inability to create permanent headquarters, despite the many potential benefits
they could provide.
When it came to public spaces, however, money proved irrelevant. By definition any
citizen should be able to use a public space. This proved true for men of different socioeconomic
classes in Gotham. However, when middle-class women used parks they were expected to do so
in their roles as wives or as mothers, making these spaces more respectable by their very
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presence.61 More generally, in 19th century New York, streets, squares, and parks made up a
substantial part of a larger urban, gendered geography that served to mark women as outsiders,
especially in the evening or nighttime or for political campaigning. Even taxpaying did not grant
women an unrestricted right to enjoy public parks and streets at any hour. Women’s lack of equal
access to such spaces was another way to underscore their lack of full and equal citizenship.
Suffragists throughout the late 19th century did little to challenge Gotham’s gendered
geography. Undoubtedly they believed that taking to the streets would expose them to hecklers
and other dangers inherent to city life. It would also have made a campaign grasping for
respectability appear unwomanly. After all, polite women’s use of the streets was strictly
regulated; the worst thing a lady could do was to use the streets to make a spectacle of herself,
especially for a political purpose. Champions of the ballot learned this first-hand in New York by
watching reactions to Victoria Woodhull, a presidential candidate, champion of free love, and
advocate of economic equality. After Woodhull invaded the male space of Wall Street to create a
brokerage firm, newspapers questioned her virtue, ridiculing the firm by painting it as a brothel
and suggesting that Woodhull herself was a prostitute.62 Even morality and religion did not
always shelter women when they claimed street corners, as some within the Salvation Army
could attest.63
While suffragists did not make use of public spaces independently, they did infiltrate
them during moments of public celebration and protests. That is, they would not employ public
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areas for their own purposes, but would intrude on them when other “respectable” New Yorkers
were already doing so.
Their protest at the unveiling of the Statue of Liberty in 1886 is a case in point. Men and
women traveled from all over the country to be in Manhattan on the day of the unveiling. Once
there, they braved the rain and the wind to watch the military processions march down Fifth
Avenue, to listen to the music emanating from the parade, and to be part of the celebration.64 If
they were lucky, they heard President Grover Cleveland’s promise that the country would never
forget “that Liberty has here made her home.”65 Finding themselves marginalized in the
ceremony and infuriated that Liberty was embodied as a woman in a country where females were
disenfranchised, Blake and her peers chartered a cattle barge for $100 so that they could protest
the ceremonies from Bedloe Harbor.66 Immediately after the veil had been raised from Lady
Liberty’s face, Blake began the “indignation meeting” on the lower deck of the vessel. “In
erecting the statue of Liberty embodied as a woman in a land where no woman has political
liberty,” she exclaimed, “men have shown a delightful inconsistency.”67 Despite their anger and
demands, the demonstration had a clear physical limit—activists did not plan to actually
disembark from the boat to protest at the feet of the Statue of Liberty. Instead, they clung to the
vessel, a space they could claim temporary ownership of because they had paid to use it. Similar
to Blake’s struggle with Cooper Institute, the sanctity of the contract provided a degree of
insulation to women acting outside of the home, this time creating a floating platform for protest.
The Statue of Liberty demonstration was not the only time the suffrage movement used
public celebrations to bring attention to woman’s rights. In 1892, the NYCWSL procured forty
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seats on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 40th Street in front of the reservoir for a parade
commemorating the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s discovery. Covering the whole
section in yellow (the color of suffrage), they proudly displayed a large banner demanding that
participants in the parade “Forget Not Isabella.”68 They used the celebration to remind New
Yorkers of the woman who made the discovery of the Americas possible and, as in 1886, to draw
attention to their current campaign to empower female New Yorkers. 69
It was during moments when New Yorkers themselves took to the streets that suffragists
decided to act in public spaces.70 Perhaps they expected a greater police presence than normal
and therefore felt they would be protected. In doing so, they tapped into a longer history.
Beginning in the early 19th century, women participated in as well as attended public celebrations
and occasionally political rallies. By mid-century, cities even set up stands for women to watch
parades. 71 This only increased after the Civil War when women claimed a right to memorialize
those who died. Thus, participating in public ceremonies promoting men’s partisan activities or
honoring soldiers did not necessarily impinge on women’s femininity because such celebrations
already made room for them. 72 Capitalizing on this, advocates of the ballot politicized women’s
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participation to broadcast their message. Rather than joining in these civic moments to support
male political agendas as in the past, activists used the events to present their own political aims.
By avoiding independently using streets or parks however, they limited their message. No
matter how large the hall or the home, the number of individuals able to listen to suffrage
arguments was smaller than those who could be reached by outside protests. Men’s labor
organizations knew this and used Tompkins and Union Squares to spread their ideas.73
Suffragists refused to take such action. This would change by the early 20th century as they
worked to dismantle the city’s gendered geography and make public spaces genuinely “public.”
Until then, suffrage advocates sheltered themselves in the protected venues of parlor meetings
and rented halls.
1894 Constitutional Convention
“Professional” Suffragists’ Campaign
While suffrage leaders in Gotham continued to struggle with the perils of urban living,
they also began strategizing about the 1894 New York State Constitutional Convention. Like
renting, elite women’s involvement in 1894 demonstrated how money could widen women’s
access to the metropolis (undoubtedly a bitter lesson for a movement starved for funds). But, just
as the benefits of the city were becoming clearer, activists also realized that their concerns about
Manhattan were weapons that their foes could brandish.
Suffragists had a lot invested in success in 1894. Many assumed that the Convention’s
decision would be pivotal: if it enfranchised women, other states would quickly follow. Some
even believed that the ripple effect would spread beyond the United States to Europe.74
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Moreover, since New York only held constitutional conventions once every twenty years,
younger suffragists agonized that this might be the last opportunity for those in the first
generation to see their dreams realized.75
Given the importance of the upcoming Convention, leaders created a Constitutional
Campaign Committee in 1892 to energize the state. They decided to organize suffrage
conventions in New York’s sixty counties, scheduling Susan B. Anthony to address each one. 76
In addition, the NYSWSA pushed for three women—Anthony, Mary Seymour Howell, a
prominent suffragist who had campaigned throughout the country, and Emily Howland, a
wealthy, upstate reformer and educator—to be sent as delegates-at-large to the Convention. They
insisted that both the New York Democrats and Republicans nominate these women; neither
did.77 Realizing by November 1893 that they would not be able to send their own delegates, the
NYSWSA worked to build a campaign that would put pressure on those who had been elected to
go to the Convention. One way state organizers hoped to do so was to present these men with a
petition signed by one million pro-suffrage New Yorkers, which they began drafting in the fall of
1893.78 That Anthony had collected thousands of signatures in the past undoubtedly convinced
her that this was a reasonable goal.79
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Blake, however, questioned applying this state plan to Gotham. According to the minutes
of the Constitutional Campaign Committee, she argued that the strategy of “holding meetings
and of canvassing” was “impractical in New York City.”80 In her diary, the NYCWSL’s
president was less tactful, describing Anthony’s plan for a million names on a petition as “errant
nonsense.”81 Later in the campaign, Blake explained that in a city full of individuals pretending
to be people they were not, residents did not welcome strangers into their homes.82 Thus, it “was
not because people were opposed, but because, in a great city, the rule of most people is that they
will not receive unknown callers” that Blake resisted canvassing Gotham for names. The
customs and precautions of urban life made collecting signatures a nearly impossible task.83
Despite Blake’s hesitation, the NYCWSL did ultimately try to enroll names on the petition.84
The League also organized meetings in churches, schools, halls, and parlors throughout
the city as well as set up headquarters at 10 East 14th Street. These venues were already
feminized spaces by the late 19th century, and 10 East 14th Street was in one of the city’s few
feminized districts, situated at the foot of Ladies’ Mile, a high-end shopping district in
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Manhattan that stretched from 14th to 23rd streets and between Broadway and Sixth Avenue.85
According to one 1892 travel guide, Ladies’ Mile was home to “prominent retail establishments”
that “are the wonder and the admiration of all who see them and in extent and in variety of goods
they are not surpassed elsewhere in the world.”86 The NYCWSL’s headquarters was adjacent to
Le Boutellier, an elegant dry goods store, a block away from Macy’s, and around the corner from
Tiffany’s Jewelers.87 Such stores worked to attract New York women by providing them a safe
and respectable space to leisurely browse, installing electric lights, telephones, and even air
ventilation systems during the last decades of the 19th century. 88 White middle-class women
embraced this new space and, as The New York Times warned, were even becoming “addicted”
to shopping.89 NYCWSL suffragists doubtlessly hoped to benefit from their growing addiction.
Locating headquarters at the beginning of Ladies’ Mile was not only convenient for
shoppers; it was also convenient for employees, many of whom were women.90 This reflects a
larger effort by activists to gain the support of working New Yorkers. Both the NYSWSA and
the NYCWSL targeted labor unions, sending speakers to explain the importance of suffrage and
to circulate petitions at union meetings. As a result of their work, the American Federation of
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Labor endorsed suffrage, along with the Brewers’ Union, the Shoemakers’ Union, the Cigar
Makers’ Union, and a plethora of other labor organizations.91 Ultimately, in New York City
alone, suffragists claimed endorsements from labor organizations representing more than
100,000 men.92 Besides strategically targeting unions to gain support, suffragists also made sure
to include working-women in their arguments. Some even maintained that they were really
demanding the ballot, not to help themselves, but to empower their working-class sisters “who
must daily leave their home to toil for their support.”93
Society Suffrage
As the members of the NYCWSL devised ways to tackle Gotham, a new group of women
began expressing enthusiasm for suffrage—wealthy women. By the early 1890s, thirty percent of
the country’s millionaires made New York City their home. 94 Some lived in Gotham for
generations, while others like John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie were new arrivals who
had recently amassed unprecedented sums.95 Members of the nouveau riche gravitated to
Manhattan expecting to find experts and networking opportunities, as well as to benefit from its
investment community. The elite subculture that developed in New York helped to set the social
and cultural standards for the rest of the nation. However, it also remained divided between new
and old money, and over ethnicity, religion, and club memberships.96
For years, the “professional” activists of the NYCWSL had understood the importance of
attracting society women, not only for the potential financial contributions that they might make,
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but also for the publicity and respectability that their participation would bestow on the
movement.97 Leaders worked to gain their support, but generally found them either apathetic or
antipathetic toward their cause.98 In fact, in March of 1894, as news of society’s interest was just
beginning to reach the public, a NYCWSL suffragist canvassed the financial district, including
the Standard Oil Building, for support. During the trip, she hoped to acquire signatures and
funding from the likes of Russell Sage and the Goulds. However, she found the “heads of
monopolies” more inclined to sign than to donate money to the cause. Disappointed, she wrote
Blake encouraging her to try to raise small sums from every individual in Gotham, rather than
large sums from a few select New Yorkers. “It is the servants[’] ten cents,” according to the
worker, “that have made the Catholic Church so powerful in this Country.”99
The change in sentiment in 1894 among at least some wealthy women was largely the
work of Mary Putnam Jacobi, “the leading woman physician in the United States” and a member
of the Putnam publishing dynasty. As a doctor, Putnam strove to improve medical training for
other females and participated in a variety of reform organizations, including the Consumers’
League and the Working Women’s Society.100 While she occasionally published small suffrage
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articles in the mid- to late-1880s, it was a discussion that she had with Anthony in the winter of
1893/1894 that convinced the physician to throw herself into the campaign.101
Like Blake, Jacobi questioned Anthony’s plan for a large scale canvass. Instead, she
wanted to convert a few highly respected women to the cause, hoping that once converted, they
would draw in their friends.102 Fortunately, her position in the reform community as well as the
reputation of her father’s publishing house, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, ensured that she had eminent
contacts.103 While turned down by the first woman she approached because she did not want to
see the “enfranchisement of ignorant and irresponsible” women, Jacobi ultimately found success
and started a new movement with the formation of the Volunteer Committee.104
In addition to Jacobi, the leaders of this committee included Catherine Abbe, Eleanor
Butler Sanders, Lucia Gilbert Runkle, Lee Haggin, and Adele M. Fielde. Five of these six
women had married men respected in New York circles, but none could claim a stake in
Gotham’s exclusive old money world. Runkle’s husband was an esteemed lawyer, who died
suddenly in 1888. After his death, she remained active in New York, gaining recognition within
literary circles.105 Widowed in 1891, Haggin had married Ben Ali Haggin, the son and partner of
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the millionaire mine owner and horse breeder, James Ben Ali.106 Abbe too lost her first husband,
the founder of the Nineteenth Century Club and advocate of free thought, Courtlandt Palmer.
However, unlike Runkle and Haggin, she remarried, wedding the influential New York surgeon,
Robert Abbe in 1891.107 Jacobi married Dr. Abraham Jacobi in 1873. By the time of their
wedding, he was considered one of the nation’s foremost pediatricians.108 Finally, Sanders’s
husband was Henry M. Sanders, the reverend of the Central Presbyterian Church and later the
Madison Avenue Baptist Church. Her father was the late Theron R. Butler, former president of
the 6th Avenue Railroad Company and a notable art collector.109 Unlike the other five women,
Adele Fielde never married and did not come from a prominent family, gaining her fame through
missionary work in China instead.110
To spread their message, the Volunteer Committee set up parlor meetings throughout
New York City. At first, individuals tried to maintain the exclusivity of these gatherings,
shielding the names they collected on the suffrage petition from the press’s view.111 Notices of
meetings were also not made public because, as one woman told a reporter with a self-evident
air, “We can’t have unpleasant women in the drawing-room, you know.”112 Despite the desire for
privacy, newspapers detailed meetings in parlors ranging from 44th Street, the home of Henry M.
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Day, a lawyer and member of the New York Stock Exchange, to the Tiffany Building on 72nd
Street, home of Caroline De Forest and May Callender.113
While the Volunteer Committee leaders themselves existed on the margins of this elite
subculture, some of the individuals at these parlor meetings were reported to be in Ward
McAllister’s Four Hundred, a label applied to those at the height of the fashionable world.114 At
a single meeting at Elisha Dyer’s home, a journalist counted almost ninety representatives of the
Four Hundred.115 Unfortunately, the reporter did not elaborate and likely exaggerated the
numbers of those old money individuals present. Nevertheless, this exaggerated perception does
suggest how unprecedented it was for the nation’s most elite individuals to demand woman’s
rights. And names like Albert Morris Bagby, Mrs. John C. Westervelt, and J. West Roosevelt did
find their ways onto suffrage petitions and Patriarch’s Balls’ invitations.116
The most active member of New York’s old money was Margaret Chanler, William B.
Astor’s great-granddaughter and Caroline Astor’s great niece. Having lost both parents by the
age of seven, Chanler, along with her nine siblings, split her time between the country landscapes
of the Hudson River Valley and the luxurious world of Manhattan’s Fifth Avenue.117 Chanler
113
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was also the great niece of Julia Ward Howe, author of the “Battle Hymn of the Republic,”
former abolitionist, and leader in the suffrage movement. It was to her that Chanler turned to for
advice and support when she decided to join the campaign. Soon after receiving her great aunt’s
guidance, the twenty-four year old began her work in the society suffrage movement, speaking in
parlors and drawing rooms across the city.118
Unlike Chanler, Laura Rockefeller was a member of the nouveau riche and a relatively
new resident of Gotham.119 Rockefeller actually wrote a commencement address that portended
her later involvement in the suffrage movement. In her 1855 high school speech, “I Can Paddle
My Own Canoe,” the future wife of John D. Rockefeller analyzed the various constraints,
particularly in education, women faced.120 “Surely,” she concluded, “women, ever as man, ‘can
paddle her own canoe.’”121 Almost four decades later, she took a stand in support of
enfranchisement. Both Laura and John D. signed the suffrage petition, and Laura agreed to host a
lecture at their home. 122 Amidst the three hundred person crowd that crammed into the
Rockefeller’s, Jacobi refused to act in a “conciliatory manner” and proclaimed that she was on
the “warpath” for suffrage.123
Olivia Sage also represented new money. A former teacher, she married Russell Sage in
1869.124 In the early 1880s and 1890s, she became involved in various women’s organizations,
including the Emma Willard Association, which brought together graduates of the Troy Female
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Seminary, and the New York Exchange for Women’s Work. She even challenged male
domination of the New-York Women’s Hospital.125 These organizations put Sage in contact with
the leaders of the suffrage movement, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Anthony.126 It was Stanton,
according to Sage, who helped her overcome her “horror upon anything that savored of women’s
rights.”127 Like Laura Rockefeller, Olivia Sage signed the petition and opened her home to the
suffrage movement. One meeting at Sage’s Fifth Avenue residence in April 1894 drew in more
than two hundred individuals, including Helen Gould, daughter of Jay Gould, and Harriot
Stanton Blatch, daughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton.128 At a second meeting a month later,
Stanton herself came to speak.129
This placed leaders in the Volunteer Committee as well as Olivia Sage and Laura
Rockefeller in a unique situation. Their families had money, but it was new money and, as a
result, they existed on the margins of the monied subculture, which traced its lineage to the city’s
pre-Civil War fortune.130 Even on the periphery, these women were enough a part of society to
experience the pressure and expectations wealth placed on females. As Thorstein Veblen pointed
out more than a century ago, society women faced intense scrutiny: their actions, attire, and
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habits were supposed to provide evidence of their family’s fortune. 131 Perhaps because their
families were new enough to these gendered constraints, Olivia Sage, Laura Rockefeller, and
their peers were able to question the patriarchal world they found themselves in.
Regardless of when and how these women acquired their fortunes, their wealth gave them
a relationship with Gotham that was different than their NYCWSL counterparts’. Since the
public was fascinated with them and their lifestyle, they attracted an exceptional amount of
attention, scrutiny, and commentary. Newspapers realized this and capitalized on it, creating
gossip columns in the 1880s that enumerated highbrow scandals.132 Given the intense interest the
press and the public had with the gentry, it is not surprising that these women’s participation in
the cause brought widespread discussion. Newspaper reporters teased that they were only
involved in the campaign because it was a “diversion” from boredom.133 Depicting an elegant
woman standing over a well-dressed man waiting for him to sign her “suffrage equality petition,”
a political cartoonist visually captured the press’s and the public’s doubts (image 1.1). A sign in
the background reading “This is My Busy Day,” ridiculed the “conspicuous leisure” of the
wealthy and trivialized the passion suffragists felt for the cause. If this did not convey the
cartoonist’s skepticism, his caption certainly did, dismissing the movement as “Society’s Latest
Fad.”134
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Image 1.1
Newspapers had reported on enfranchisement before 1894, but society’s involvement
resulted in an explosion of interest in the campaign. In fact, in late April, The World offered to
pay Blake three times its usual sum for a column about the progress of the movement.135 Even if
many of these newspapers used their articles to question elite women’s commitment and
motivation, they were, in the process, also making suffrage a popular topic for conversation. The
NYCWSL had been trying to do this for decades.
In addition to being 19th century celebrities, society women could access physical spaces
in Gotham that were generally off-limits to other women. Indeed, to a certain extent, they ruled
New York’s social world, organizing its dinners and populating the Patriarchs’ balls held by an
elite organization devoted to preserving the power of the gentry.136 They, moreover, understood
almost instinctively that certain venues—elite hotels, restaurants, and concert halls—conveyed
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status by virtue of their exclusivity.137 Thus, while the NYCWSL located its small headquarters
in a place that was convenient for shoppers, society women chose one of Gotham’s most elegant
restaurants as their headquarters.138
Separated from the main floor by blue drapery in a room The New York Times described
as a “feminine snuggery,” the Volunteer Committee welcomed supporters and talked politics at
Sherry’s.139 This was the perfect location—a respected restaurant where society already felt at
home, being used to make an argument that many still considered radical. As one reporter
remarked, it took “political skill” for these women to realize that placing “their citadel on the
crest of Murray Hill” was a better strategy than “trailing their skirts in the byways of the city.” 140
By doing so, they maintained their respectability and made it convenient for members of the
gentry to voice their support.
Significantly, it was not only other members of the elite that they invited to sign the
petition at Sherry’s. All citizens over the age of twenty-one were encouraged to call there. 141
New Yorkers were known to take tours up Fifth Avenue to gawk at the opulent mansions and
wait outside opera houses to catch sight of the fashionable world.142 Now, the Volunteer
Committee was inviting them into one of the elite’s most luxurious establishments; all they had
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to do was express an interest in enfranchisement. It was almost like, “being asked to drop in at
Mrs. Vanderbilt’s.” This “alluring bait,” noted one reporter, “[was] eagerly taken.”143 The
Volunteer Committee did not expect average New Yorkers to stumble across suffrage while
shopping; instead, they used their access to elegant, leisured spaces to lure individuals in to sign
the petition. They recognized that physical space carried status and they had the means to
capitalize on it.
Working Together
The NYCWSL and Volunteer Committee remained separate organizations throughout the
campaign. During the early days of their involvement, society women emphasized that their
movement was distinct from that of the “professional” suffragists. Not only did Volunteer
Committee suffragists want to avoid being associated with these “‘woman’s rights’ agitators” by
the press, the NYCWSL’s work also disappointed them.144 In her memoirs, Chanler revealed that
she considered these women “poor organizers.”145 Jacobi shared these sentiments, openly
describing her astonishment at the unsatisfactory state of the campaign in a letter to Blake.146 Nor
were the “professional” suffragists always pleased with the Volunteer Committee’s work.
Perhaps most frustrating, society women’s activities sometimes eclipsed the NYCWSL’s efforts,
leaving the NYCWSL at pains to point out that the campaign extended beyond the affluent.147
As the Constitutional Convention grew near, however, the society women headquartered
at Sherry’s increasingly worked with their “professional” counterparts. In an informal report
discussing the two organizations, Chanler outlined the relationship. “While we are in no wise
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bound to each other,” she acknowledged, “as much and as constant interchange of work of
methods and of result as is possible, will both simplify and enrich what each class does.”148 One
way they cooperated was by sharing arguments and information.149 They also informally split
the suffrage work in Gotham. The NYCWSL targeted working-class men and women, including
immigrants, while society women focused on gaining the support of elites.150 Their work on one
early April evening reflected this division, with the press reporting that organizers in the
NYCWSL made the “same argument” to a “strictly cosmopolitan” group in the tenement and
immigrant filled Lower East Side as society leaders made to rich New Yorkers in one of their
uptown parlors.151
In addition, the Volunteer Committee and NYCWSL worked together to battle
unexpected opposition. On April 18, 1894, a group of women in Brooklyn met to protest against
enfranchisement in New York State. These individuals maintained that they only became active
because they feared that suffragists might actually be successful and wanted delegates to know
that some women opposed the measure.152 The ideas from the Brooklyn Women’s Anti-Suffrage
League quickly spread to Manhattan and the rest of the state, from Albany to Syracuse.153
In Gotham, these “Remonstrants” found an elite following and set up their headquarters
at the posh Hotel Waldorf, “a resort vying with Sherry’s in social reputation.”154 On the
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Committee organizing the resistance were such socialites as Frances Tracy Morgan, wife of the
powerful financier, Helena de Kay Gilder, wife of the editor of Century Illustrated Monthly
Magazine, and Sarah Hewitt, wife of the former mayor.155 Like their suffrage counterparts, they
circulated a petition to present to the delegates at the Constitutional Convention. However, to
demonstrate that it was a female-led opposition movement and that they were not being
manipulated by their husbands, they only accepted women’s names. 156 The Brooklyn Eagle
predicted that this powerful opposition would block enfranchisement in the Empire State until
the year 2014.157
Anti-suffragists listed several reasons for protesting. Most importantly, they argued that
the ballot would be an additional burden for women, that only individuals who could take up
arms to defend the nation should be able to vote, and that the franchise would force women to
accept public office.158 Perhaps the most damaging anti-suffrage claim was about immigration.
Amending the Constitution, according to the “Remonstrants,” would increase the quantity, not
the quality, of the electorate.159 At first suffragists celebrated this resistance.160 Blake actually
exclaimed that “opposition is a healthy sign,” and Stanton hoped that it would push apathetic
women to consider the issue.161 Despite the optimistic tone that they used with reporters, both the
“professional” and society suffragists worked to respond to these attacks.
Reflecting women’s acceptance of social science methods, one member of the Volunteer
Committee created a statistical analysis based on census data that anticipated and responded to
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the argument about immigration.162 Adele Fielde claimed that female enfranchisement would not
result in immigrants dominating the electorate, but rather improve the balance between nativeand foreign-born voters. 163 She focused on the fact that New York City contained nearly 109,000
more native-born white females than foreign-born white females compared to only 106,000 more
native-born white males than foreign-born white males to prove that enfranchising women would
actually work to decrease immigrants’ power. She complemented this quantitative argument with
a more qualitative analysis, pointing out that immigrants were not composed of one single group,
but divided between competing “tribes” of Germans, English, and Irish and could not present a
unified threat.164
Despite incorporating both working- and upper-class women, the political equality
movement still therefore remained nativist. “Professional” and society suffragists continually
tried to emphasize woman’s right to vote by protesting that native-born women remained
disenfranchised while “ignorant” immigrant men casted ballots. With eighty percent of
immigrants entering the United States in 1894 through New York City, activists doubtlessly
thought that this would be an effective argument.165 As a result, discussion of the “ignorant vote”
became, according to the Times, “the bugbear” of the 1894 New York State suffrage
campaign.166
As they were defending their movement against the anti-suffrage onslaught, the
NYCWSL and Volunteer Committee collaborated to create immensely successful rallies with
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which to conclude the New York City campaign.167 The first such rally was organized by the
Volunteer Committee at Sherry’s for May 3.168 In addition to welcoming those who attended
their previous parlor gatherings, the Volunteer Committee also invited “professional”
suffragists.169 While Sherry’s rooms could comfortably hold 700 people, advocates of the ballot
estimated that more than 2,000 crammed into the restaurant and Louis Sherry thought an
additional 1,300 had been turned away.170 Audience members stood in the aisles and an overflow
room was set up in another parlor. Sitting in between the two rooms, Blake, probably smiling
with delight, rejoiced at being able to “listen to a separate suffrage speech with each ear.”171
Before heading to Albany, the New York City women teamed up to hold one last rally.
On May 7, despite the threat of thunderstorms, crowds packed Cooper Union to its capacity.172
On the stage sat the “professional” suffragists, the society suffragists, including Sage, and, at
stage center, the heroine of the movement, Stanton. Reverend Henry M. Sanders, Eleanor
Sanders’s husband, began the meeting to great applause when he declared, “We believe in
woman suffrage very much as a matter of mathematical truth warranted by a sense of justice and
fair play.” Samuel Gompers, Harriot Stanton Blatch, and others followed.173 Standing, cheering,
and waving their handkerchiefs, the crowd expressed the greatest enthusiasm for Stanton, who
struggled to stand and required the assistance of a cane.174 “Do you tell me that suffrage is a
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privilege,” the pioneer passionately inquired, “Allow that sentiment to crystallize in the hearts of
the people and we have rung the death knell of American liberty.”175
Arguments at the Constitutional Convention
These two early May rallies ushered in the Constitutional hearings and, on May 24, the
president of the NYSWSA made the first address on political equality to the Suffrage
Committee. She was followed by Anthony, whose speech was praised by her devoted supporters.
One week later, the Convention allowed four New York City suffragists to present their
positions. Blake and Harriette Keyser spoke for the “professional” activists, Mary Putnam Jacobi
and Margaret Chanler for the society suffragists.176
Keyser’s and Chanler’s arguments underscore the different relationship that the
NYCWSL and the Volunteer Committee had with Gotham. Chanler’s speech was well-received.
According to Jacobi, it adroitly told the delegates about a propertied young woman with
“[r]esponsibilities and social claims . . . for whose proper discharge she felt the need for the
suffrage.”177 In contrast, Keyser focused exclusively on working women, from unskilled laborers
in factories to doctors and teachers, maintaining that these women’s worth would only be fully
recognized when they gained the vote.178
Despite the differences, there were important similarities in the speeches. Both Blake and
Jacobi placed enfranchisement within a larger narrative about the expansion of rights. In the
process, they both relied on what Aileen Kraditor termed “justice” arguments.179 Blake, for
instance, contended that women as human beings deserved the vote. Jacobi did gesture toward
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the municipal housekeeping arguments that would become important at the turn-of-the-century,
briefly noting that women’s special traits might benefit the public, but stressed that to focus on
these expedient arguments would “belittle” the cause. “We demand the suffrage as a right,” she
declared, “not in a metaphysical sense, but because we do fulfill all the essential conditions
which the State has proclaimed necessary to qualify for the electorate.”180
On June 14, Francis M. Scott, the husband of a prominent New York City anti-suffragist,
an active member of the New York City Democratic Party, and a former mayoral candidate
running on an anti-Tammany reform ticket (1890), challenged those demanding the ballot.181
Speaking on behalf of the anti-suffragists, he maintained that the franchise was not a right,
stressed that those who voted needed to be able to enforce the laws, and trivialized the
commitment of activists by labeling the suffrage movement a “fad” started by women looking
for “something new” to do. Finally, Scott worried about the 40,000 to 60,000 “unfortunate
women” living “outside the law” in New York City who would gain the right to vote if delegates
amended the Constitution.182 Like the NYCWSL, Scott imagined Gotham to be a city of vice, but
he used this perception to argue that enfranchising women would harm the state.
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The Constitutional Convention’s Suffrage Committee ultimately reported adversely on
political equality. According to advocates of the ballot, Joseph H. Choate, the chairman of the
Convention and an extremely influential resident of Gotham, deliberately stacked the Committee
with anti-suffragists.183 Choate’s action must have been particularly disheartening because, even
as late as a month before the Convention, the women at Sherry’s hoped that he would be an ally.
While his wife was active in the cause and even hosted “suffrage teas” at their home, Choate
refused to follow through on his earlier ideas once he reached Albany.184
When the general Convention discussed the Suffrage Committee’s report in August,
ninety-eight delegates voted in agreement with the Committee, while only fifty-eight voted in
favor of suffrage.185 Delegates put forth a variety of reasons defending their decision, including
the fear that enfranchising women would lead to disputes in families, and thereby increase the
number of “separations, and [result in] the consequent destruction of home.” Some also echoed
the anti-suffragist position that only those who could enforce the laws should vote and that no
benefits would result if women possessed the franchise.186
Woven into some delegates’ reasoning was a discussion of the problems enfranchisement
would create in cities. One man from Genesee County worried about the corruption inherent in
urban life. In “cities where drunkenness prevails and where votes are sold by the hundred,”
Nathan Woodward argued, political equality “would only enable the drunken husband to sell his
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own vote and that of his wife and daughters.”187 By assuming that enfranchising women would
only increase the political power of their husbands, Woodward drew on a rhetoric that used
women’s assumed lack of independence to defend their disenfranchisement, a rhetoric which
existed since the American Revolution. However, he added a particular urban inflection to this
argument. Another delegate from Syracuse thought it was unfair to point to Wyoming as a
precedent for New York since New York was a state filled with cities that were “seething
caldrons of political heat and excitement, hotbeds of vice and corruption,” and home to “swarms
of criminals.”188 One official from Manhattan felt so offended by such comments that he used his
time on the floor to defend his city and its “hundreds and thousands of women . . . whose
loveliness and whose purity and virtue” were undeniable.189 Just as suffragists were beginning to
see the resources in Gotham mobilized for their cause, they were thwarted, in part, by the very
perceptions of the city that they had perpetuated.
*****
New York City’s first generation of suffragists began their work in the 1870s concerned
about the dangers of urban life. Throughout the 1870s and 1880s, their priorities and strategies
reflected their belief that Gotham imperiled respectable women. One way they maneuvered
through this threatening geography was by capitalizing on the power of money and the sanctity
of the contract to help them claim new venues. Eighteen-ninety-four brought a chance for
enfranchisement with the New York State Constitutional Convention and drew a new phalanx of
elite women into the movement with a different relationship to urban space than the middle-class
NYCWSL and a gift for attracting publicity.
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For years afterward, 1894 remained a celebrated moment in suffrage memory. In a plea to
Catherine Abbe more than a decade after the Constitutional Convention, Carrie Chapman Catt, a
leader of the second generation, pointed to Abbe’s earlier involvement to try to lure her back into
the movement, explaining that 1894 marked the most “critical time” before the present
moment.190 The Brooklyn organization also reinforced the belief that the Constitutional
Convention was a benchmark for judging its other campaigns.191 Advocates of the ballot had
failed to enfranchise women in 1894, but suffragists had their first glimpse of the possibilities for
mobilizing Gotham’s vast resources. The city contained dangers for women, but it had
advantages as well.
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CHAPTER 2: BECOMING A “LOVER OF THE METROPOLIS,” 1895-1906

When the National Council of Women held its eightieth birthday celebration for
Elizabeth Cady Stanton at the Metropolitan Opera House in November 1895, three thousand
women came to honor her.1 Individuals who had joined the 1894 New York State Constitutional
Convention campaign were there, including Olivia Sage and her husband, Laura Rockefeller,
Eleanor Butler Sanders, and Catherine Abbe.2 Mariana Chapman, an active Brooklyn suffragist
who would become president of the state suffrage association in 1896, was also in the crowd, as
was Lillie Devereux Blake, who presented Stanton with an inscribed silver cup on behalf of the
New York City Woman Suffrage League.3 The New York Recorder could barely contain its
excitement, calling the Council’s “Reunion of Pioneers” the “Event of the Century.”4 The
gathering, the newspaper went on to explain, “was an event . . . the like of which will never be
repeated. It brought together on one platform the pioneers of woman’s advancement in the arts,
sciences, and politics.”5 As the reporter’s comments indicate, even in 1895 it was clear that the
first generation of suffragists would not hold onto its position much longer. Many would not be
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alive to witness New York’s first open air suffrage speech in 1907, or its first suffrage parade in
1908. None would celebrate victory in New York in 1917.
Focusing on the period between 1895 and 1906, this chapter explores institutional
changes as well as metropolitan developments during the Gilded Age generation’s last years.
Personal rivalries, geographical power struggles, reform crusades, and consumer entitlement
served to change the pioneer cohort’s approach to the metropolis during this time period. While
this decade was a time of dissonance and disarray, it was also when the template for success was
first forged, set in motion by the passing of the pioneers and redesigned in a series of clashes
over authority, ideology, and urban space. In the end, the first generation of suffragists left a
mixed legacy. On one hand, the New York City movement was in chaos and lacked a
centralizing organization by 1906. On the other, the decisions of the pioneers assured that
Gotham’s campaign would not be bogged down by outsiders’ mandates and that future activists
would have a greater appreciation of the city’s resources. Emblematic of the Gilded Age
generation’s reinterpretation of the nation’s largest city, Blake professed herself a “lover of the
metropolis” in the early 20th century, a far cry from the fears she outlined in her 1874 novel.6
Those studying the National American Woman Suffrage Association have described this
period in suffrage history as both the “doldrums” and a “renaissance.” According to Eleanor
Flexner’s “doldrums” thesis, 1896 to 1910 represented the nadir of the national movement,
defined by unsuccessful state campaigns and the marginalization of the federal amendment in
Congress.7 In contrast, Sara Hunter Graham’s “renaissance” interpretation highlights the
6
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National American Woman Suffrage Association’s new organizational strategies, including
efforts to gain the support of society women, to repair the movement’s image, and to create a
tradition of celebrating pioneers around which supporters could unite.8 The city campaign does
not fit neatly into either of these national paradigms. Rather than grinding to a standstill
following defeat at the 1894 New York State Constitutional Convention, work continued and
new organizations emerged. However, while the city’s suffrage movement celebrated pioneers
and courted the support of elite women, it was also far from creating a “renaissance.” Instead, it
was hindered by rifts and volatility, creating a power vacuum that provided an opening for a new
generation of advocates committed to enfranchisement.
Personal Rivalries and Generational Change
The 1894 Constitutional Convention campaign marked the height of cooperation for the
19th century suffrage movement in Gotham. Blake’s New York City Woman Suffrage League
collaborated with state leaders and a number of socialites to demand the ballot. They petitioned
together, met with one another in Albany, and shared ideas and arguments. Facing defeat in
August 1894, the alliance between the society women and suffragists quickly crumbled, as did
the relationship between the state and city associations in the succeeding years.
Those who led the society suffrage contingent in 1894 distanced themselves from the
NYCWSL afterward, developing an alternative strategy that downplayed the importance of the
vote. Instead of pressuring political parties to accept gender equality, they created the League for
Political Education to focus on improving women’s civic education.9 The seeds for the League
8
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had been planted before the 1894 Constitutional Convention even ended. Convinced that the
delegates would reject the proposed amendment and upset with New Yorkers’ ignorance about
their “duties as citizens,” the elite women from Sherry’s embraced “political education” in lieu
of suffrage.10 Society women only participated in the woman’s rights crusade for a few months
before most turned their attention elsewhere. The city movement had a much longer history of
working with the state and national organizations, and thus this split was far more disruptive.
With Blake serving as president of both the state and city associations in the mid- to late
1880s, an overlap existed between the two campaigns. The New York State Woman Suffrage
Association, for instance, held all of its annual conventions in Manhattan from 1885 through
1889. This began to change once Blake was no longer president. In a striking departure from the
late 1880s, the New York State Woman Suffrage Association (NYSWSA) convened none of its
annual conventions in Manhattan from 1890 through 1906 (even though a Brooklynite served as
president of the state association from 1896 until 1902).11 The NYCWSL even invited the state
organization to host its annual convention in Gotham in 1896, promising to pay for the meeting
hall, advertising material, and entertainment, but the association selected Rochester instead.12
Fueling this division was a growing rivalry between Blake and Anthony, both of whom were
working to ensure their own legacies.
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Despite having considered Anthony a friend and mentor in her early career, by 1888
Blake expressed outrage that the national leader was marginalizing her in woman’s
organizations.13 “I had long laid aside any violent ambition for public place,” the greying activist
reflected in her autobiography, “I asked only that my colleagues should treat me with a little
courtesy, giveme [sic] the position to which my age and long services might seem to entitle me,
but they had treated me many times with rudeness slighting me, as much as they dared.”14
Anthony and Blake’s early frustrations with one another were rooted in different strategies and
goals. Blake preferred pressuring legislators to recognize woman’s rights, while Anthony
demanded that activists spend their time collecting names for petitions. Anthony insisted that the
movement focus myopically on the vote, while Blake wanted to include various reforms in its
agenda.15 They found themselves at loggerheads over whether or not to canvas the city in 1894.
As both Blake and Anthony recognized that their remaining years to leave a legacy were
diminishing, the tension between them grew, culminating in 1899-1900.
In 1899, NAWSA removed Blake from its Committee on Legislative Advice. As the key
figure on this committee, Blake collaborated with organizations across the country to push
through legislation that would benefit women. While Anthony wanted it to focus on a suffrage
amendment, Blake broadened the mandate to battle gender discrimination in a variety of arenas,
ranging from department store policies to criminal justice reform. Ultimately, NAWSA decided
that Blake’s Committee “expressed antagonism to the whole trend of the work of the
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Association” and reorganized it without her.16 Blake felt “indignant” after discovering that
Anthony had spearheaded the destruction of her committee.17
When Anthony retired in 1900, a power struggle erupted over who would succeed her.
Blake believed her hard work and years of service earned her the position and at least a few
activists agreed, resisting the idea of a younger generation taking control of the organization.
One wrote to Blake supporting her run for presidency by declaring, “there is time enough for the
young women—they can wait you have borne the burden in the heat of the day and I saw you on
the platform when we were young and it meant something to be for woman suffrage then!
[emphasis in original]”18 Even with the endorsement of Stanton and Sage, however, Blake felt
unsupported and concluded that “everything” was “being done to secure” her “defeat.”19 For
Anthony, this was an opportunity to ensure that the next generation of suffragists would carry out
her ballot-focused agenda, something she did not think Blake would do. She backed Carrie
Chapman Catt for the job.20 Feeling “miserable,” Blake decided to leave NAWSA and create her
own National Legislative League.21 While the disgruntled leader consistently claimed that her
League would not compete with NAWSA, it did unsuccessfully challenge the national
organization’s hegemonic position within the woman’s rights community.
This national struggle filtered down to the state and city movements. Affiliated with
NAWSA, the NYSWSA had strong ties to Anthony who had long been a dominant figure in her
home state’s organization. In protest over Catt’s election as president of NAWSA, Blake’s city
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league withdrew from the state association and changed its name to the New York City
Legislative League, aligning itself with her new national organization.22 By this point, many in
the state association had already turned their backs on Blake. Anthony even warned its president
in 1897 that Blake was trying to “usurp” power in the NYSWSA, and that she needed “curb and
bit.” 23 Five years later, the state association continued to ostracize Blake, sending a letter to The
Woman’s Journal protesting that the newspaper allowed her to write its “New York Letter.” It
claimed that Blake’s letter was a city, not a state, correspondence and wanted that made clear to
the journal’s readership. 24
Snubbed in the state and national organizations, Blake remained popular within Gotham.
She maintained her position as president of the New York City Legislative League and local
organizations throughout the metropolis frequently invited her to speak.25 The pioneer addressed
the Bedford Political Equality League, the largest club in New York State, several times in the
early 20th century.26 It was only during the last half of the decade that she began to retire from
the metropolitan suffrage movement. Blake’s personal rivalry with national leadership did not
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drastically change her status in the city. Rather, it drove a wedge between the city and
state/national associations.
It would take nearly a decade, but these tensions would ultimately be resolved by the
second, Progressive Era generation when, in 1909, leaders in the state and national associations
decided to move their headquarters to Manhattan in order to collaborate with suffragists there
and benefit from the metropolis’s unique resources. City suffragists, not the state or national
leadership, would be the guiding force in the new alliance. This turn-of-the-century wedge
ultimately helped to ensure that there would be no outside group mandating how advocates of the
ballot in Gotham would approach the urban environment.27
Consolidation and Geographical Clashes
The leaders’ bitter jousting for power was only one factor that shaped the city movement
during the founding generation’s last years. Equally important were changes in New York City
itself, the most monumental being consolidation. The creation of Greater New York further
served to create an inward looking metropolitan movement in opposition to an upstate campaign
skeptical of the country’s largest city and a national association engrossed with the South and
West.
On January 1 1898, Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens, and Staten Island merged
to become Greater New York. Not everyone supported consolidation. Legislators upstate fretted
that it would create “a monster metropolis,” and some in Brooklyn worried that it would allow
Manhattan’s vice and corruption to infiltrate their borough.28 Chapman, president of the state
association, shared these concerns. The Brooklyn resident lamented the “passing” of her city into
27
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Greater New York, describing the eve of consolidation in her diary as “a day of mourning for
heaven and earth for the heavens were black with clouds, which deluged the earth by weeping
rivers of water.”29 However, this despair could not stop the juggernaut of consolidation. Partly
motivated by hopes of creating a central authority to push through urban improvements and
partly by a desire to ensure that New York would remain the country’s largest city, some had
been lobbying for consolidation since the mid-19th century.30 When the clock struck midnight on
New Year’s Eve 1897, suffragists watched as the city’s population jumped from two million to
3.4 million. New York was now the second largest city in the world, behind only London.31
Gotham activists used the proposed consolidation to demand legislative reforms for
women, including municipal suffrage and the right to serve in government.32 For them,
consideration of a new city charter presented “an admirable opportunity for pushing our
question.”33 To take advantage of the moment, Blake and her league sent a letter to the Greater
New York Commission outlining their demands, called a meeting with presidents of suffrage
clubs and woman’s organizations throughout greater New York, and were even willing to forego
participation at the national suffrage convention to immerse themselves in charter work.34 As
Blake lost her place in the national and state organizations, she focused increasingly on citywide
changes. Revealing her fatigue, the leader complained that she was “writing letters [about
charter reform] till” her “arm ache[d].”35
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As the months progressed, suffragists began speaking in vaguer language about
enfranchisement, while more forcefully articulating specific demands for equitable pay.36 They
undoubtedly thought this was more achievable than the ballot. When those in Albany refused to
adjust the charter to accommodate these limited goals, activists turned to “supplemental
legislation,” focusing on three specific injustices: low pay for police matrons, poor pay for
female teachers, and the need for women on the Board of Charities.37 Blake was a vocal advocate
of pay equality for teachers and police matrons (indeed she had been a supporter of police
matrons since the 1880s), while Mary Putnam Jacobi championed the last cause hoping that it
would help ensure the presence of female physicians in public institutions.38 Even these limited
demands proved unsuccessful, leading Blake to complain that “men did not want women in
positions where they can aompete [sic] with them or even watch them, and they do not wish
them to have any money, life is so much better araigned [sic] for men as it is, they dread any
change.”39
With Manhattan’s fate now linked to that of Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island, and the
Bronx, the city suffrage movement had to redefine itself. The New York City Woman Suffrage
League became the New York County Woman Suffrage League since it could no longer claim to
represent the newly expanded metropolis. This was now the job of the Civic and Political
Equality Union headed, unsurprisingly, by Blake.40 While created to pull together various
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suffrage associations, the Union did not focus exclusively on enfranchisement. Instead, it worked
to “protect the civic as well as political interests of the women of the new metropolis,”
advocating for increased salaries for police matrons and teachers, improved conditions for
women riding ferry boats (ensuring women had seats and limiting smoking to the rear of the boat
were top priorities), and women’s equal right to access commercial spaces like restaurants.41
This reflected Blake’s pursuit of equality both within and beyond the political realm—a pursuit
that Anthony found ill-suited for the national suffrage campaign.
Rather than nurturing bonds with the state movement, consolidation combined with the
antagonism between Blake and Anthony led organizations within the new city to turn to one
another for solutions. That is, they looked across the Harlem and East Rivers, instead of turning
to Albany, Rochester, or Syracuse, for support and solutions. The Civic and Political Equality
Union, for example, worked to improve Manhattan’s police matrons’ salaries by pointing out
that Brooklyn’s police matrons received eighty dollars more than Manhattan’s did each year. It
argued that, at the very least, the city should equalize the salaries (the municipal government
responded by lowering the pay of Brooklyn matrons to equal the salary of those in the Bronx and
Manhattan).42 The scope of their efforts narrowed to metropolitan injustices.
As the city movement turned inward, the national movement honed in on the South and
West. NAWSA hoped to manage unorganized states in the South, while leaders believed they
had the best chances for victory in the West.43 Since they were liberated “from tradition,”
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celebrated a “liberality of thought,” and embraced “new ideas,” Western states seemed
particularly fertile grounds for conversion to national leadership.44 Notably, most states in this
region also lacked large urban centers, making organizing them easier during a time period when
activists assumed that cities overflowed with dangers for women. It was in this largely rural
region that the crusade achieved its early successes, winning the vote for women in Wyoming,
Colorado, Idaho, and Utah by the end of the century.45 For some, the importance of and
possibilities in the West were additional reasons to support Catt over Blake for president of
NAWSA. Whereas the latter knew New York City well, the former was more knowledgeable
about the West and Southwest.46
Providing further evidence of its geographical orientation, NAWSA removed its
headquarters from New York in 1903, where it had opened offices only a few years before.47
Deciding that New York City no longer suited its needs, the national organization relocated to
rural Warren, Ohio. “Down in New York City,” the association explained in the national
newsletter, “every growing thing is crowded, like a flower in a window box. In a middling small
town of the (so-considered) middle West, the same plant is set in a flower pot all its own. It is
more conspicuous. It seems more remarkable.”48 In quiet Ohio, where NAWSA treasurer, Harriet
Taylor Upton lived, suffrage would gain attention and create excitement in a manner impossible
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in New York City, the national organization rationalized. 49 Moving to Ohio also put the
movement closer to the states that it expected to win and extricated it from a city movement that
must have looked particularly chaotic to NAWSA leadership.
Meanwhile, Gotham was becoming a source of anxiety for state organizers. As president
of the NYSWSA from 1890 to 1896, Jean Brooks Greenleaf of Rochester panicked when
arranging an event in Manhattan, believing preparing for it to be “so different . . . in a large city,
where there is everything else going on.”50 Further serving to marginalize New York City, the
NYSWSA surrendered its goal of statewide enfranchisement to fight for partial suffrage in “third
class cities,” those with less than 50,000 residents, in 1902.51 When Ella Hawley Crossett from
Warsaw, New York became president that year, the state association moved beyond angst and
toward suspicion and jealousy of the city suffrage campaign. The state’s stance revealed itself
most clearly when Catt created the Interurban Woman Suffrage Council, another umbrella
suffrage organization for Gotham.
In 1904, personally fatigued and concerned about her husband’s health, Catt resigned as
president of NAWSA.52 Freed from national pressures, she turned her attention, in part, to the
local, New York campaign. Even though she had been president of NAWSA, some in the state
association resisted when Catt tried to build an active association within the city, especially after
she asked the NYSWSA for financial assistance in 1905.53 As for her request for money, one
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state suffragist demanded, “If we pay the fiddler, let us order the tune.”54 Even more forcefully,
another warned about “a discordant element in the south of state” and encouraged the NYSWSA
president “to go down and find out the exact situation and know firsthand ‘what is up.’”55 That
Blake was not involved in this new organization demonstrates that the tension between the state
and city was more than a result of personality clashes: the location of power in the Empire State
was at stake and those in the NYSWSA sensed that it was shifting toward Manhattan.
The feud between Blake and Anthony then helped create the division between the
state/national associations and New York City.56 Consolidation and the resulting focus on
metropolitan politics expanded the chasm between the state and city campaigns, and NAWSA’s
focus on the West exacerbated the distance between the national organization and the nation’s
largest city. It is not surprising therefore that by the early 20th century, members of the state
association were increasingly alarmed by the proliferation of independent organizations in
Gotham. The growing independence of the movement did not necessarily translate into a
changed relationship between New York City suffragists and the metropolis itself, however—a
relationship that had been driven by a sense of vulnerability in the last decades of the 19th
century. One of the great ironies of the woman’s rights movement was that Tammany Hall, long
assumed to be threatening to the cause, was partially responsible for this change.
Tammany Hall and the Rise of Municipal Housekeeping
As the city movement gained its independence from the state and national associations, it
confronted a shifting political reform landscape. In the 1890s and early 1900s, good government
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reformers zeroed in on political machines as the source of urban woes, aiming their ire at
Tammany Hall. These attacks provided organizers with a new interpretation of reform and the
city more generally—one that recognized metropolitan problems as byproducts of political
decisions instead of rooted in the very nature of Gotham itself—and helped to fuel the municipal
housekeeping arguments that were seeping into the suffrage campaign.57
After learning of the corruption and malfeasance directed by Tammany Hall’s William
Tweed in 1871, wealthy New Yorkers wrestled control of the Democratic Party from
professional Tammany Hall politicians. In the late 1880s and 1890s, however, the mercantile
elite’s interests divided, allowing Tammany Hall men to regain power.58 As the political machine
seized control of the Democratic Party once more, it faced condemnation from various reform
organizations.59 Toiling to uncover Tammany corruption, Reverend Charles Parkhurst led the
charge in the 1890s.60 Spurred in part by religious fervor, many of the good government
reformers who collaborated with Parkhurst hoped to build “the City of God.”61 With his help,
women quickly created the Woman’s Municipal League to ensure honest government. Despite
Parkhurst’s anti-suffrage stance, several of those active in the 1894 suffrage movement joined
the reform campaign.62
Some remained involved in the good government battles in 1897, 1901, 1903, and 1905.
Mariana Chapman, the president of the NYSWSA, spoke in front of a mass meeting of women in
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support of the reform candidate, Seth Low, in 1897. When Tammany won control of the
government and the newly consolidated city, she grumbled to her diary, “what reads like a
delegation from Cork took possession of the City Hall in New York to rule over more people
than there are in any other city of the world except London.”63 Margaret Chanler was even more
actively involved, eventually becoming president of the Woman’s Municipal League.
Other suffrage leaders, however, both in and outside of Gotham were not so willing to
participate in the flourishing political reform community. Jean Brooks Greenleaf, Chapman’s
predecessor in the state association, believed reform work to be “a great mistake” because it was
laying “everything at Tammany’s door.”64 Stanton carped that the Republicans used women to
remove Tammany, but refused to endorse enfranchisement.65 Blake insisted that her league
remain neutral, assuming that it did not matter if Tammany or a Fusion mayor ran Gotham
because neither party really cared about women.66 The most she and others hoped for from good
government reforms was that they would demonstrate how limited women’s power to change
electoral politics was without the ballot.67
Whether suffragists were aligned with the reform movement or deemed it a waste of
women’s energies, the anti-Tammany campaigns of the late 1890s and early 1900s played a role
in changing their perceptions of Gotham. No longer was the city itself the villain in narratives
about New York. Rather, it was the political administration controlling the city that was
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vilified.68 Once the cause of urban problems was narrowed down to corrupt politicians,
enfranchising women became a more viable solution.
Blake’s evolving ideas about Gotham represent this shift. She did not endorse the
assumption that Tammany Hall hurt New York City, but the partisan fighting that resulted from
the good government reforms resulted in her adopting a strikingly different understanding of the
metropolis than the one she articulated in the 1870s and 1880s. In the heat of the 1901 mayoral
election, she found herself outraged that both parties depicted New York as the “most
undesirable residence in the world.” The Republicans, she wrote, focused on crime and vice
under Tammany, suggesting that the city was one of “wild disorder, hardly safe for the home of a
decent person.” The Democrats, in contrast, obsessed about the high taxes and poor schools
under the Republican administration. Blake groaned,
The worst aspect of this clamor is that many persons really believe that a horrible
condition of affairs exists here, and it is not surprising to read in a foreign paper a
description of this city which states that disorders constantly occur, that
murderous riots often take place, that the streets are not fit for decent people even
by broad daylight, and that women dare not go out even in the morning unless
accompanied by some male protector.
All cities had problems, Blake conceded, but generally Gotham was safe for women, young or
old. Day or night they could be seen walking on the streets, traveling in cars, or shopping in
department stores. The leader sighed, “[i]t really grieves a lover of the metropolis to have it thus
held up to the scorn of the world by these attacks, made, not by strangers, but by her own
sons.”69 The good government efforts had moved Blake from condemning (as she did in her
1874 novel, Fettered for Life) to defending her urban home.
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Blake suggested that women were the answer to the city’s difficulties, rather than just its
potential victims. If those working to support the mayoral candidates would instead turn their
efforts to enfranchisement, the leader guaranteed, “It would surely be the shortest way to end the
abuses in our city administration.” Embracing municipal housekeeping, Blake contended that
only women’s votes would achieve the “substantial reforms” that the parties promised.70
Revising and updating early 19th century ideas about separate spheres and women’s
moral authority, municipal housekeeping claimed that the household existed outside of the four
walls of a home, leaving women responsible for cleaning up the political and public world as
well. 71 It complemented notions of women’s purity with beliefs in efficiency, democracy, and
expertise.72 The concept also had a strong urban strain, a response to the growth of Gilded Age
cities and the need for metropolitan governments to take on tasks that had in the past been done
by individuals. In the cities, as Jane Addams (the most famous municipal housekeeper)
explained, families could not prevent the spread of disease or ensure pure food as they had been
able to on self-sufficient farms. Government needed to intervene and women, as the natural
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housekeepers, needed a say in that government. 73 In New York City, the attacks on Tammany
Hall fueled such language.
Other suffragists were even more explicit than Blake in using municipal housekeeping.74
The progressive reformer Frederic C. Howe made this point clear at the 1906 NAWSA
convention. “For a generation the ideal of municipal administration has been a business man’s
government,” he explained. “A new order is coming in. It is expressing itself in a new ideal, the
ideal of the city for the people; not the city for business,” Howe continued, “We invite women
back to municipal affairs, as the chief corrective of the evils which underline most of our
municipal problems.”75 The following year, Carrie Chapman Catt echoed this argument,
claiming that since politics and the law affected the home, women needed a political voice.
“[S]eat woman, the ‘Queen of the Home,’ upon the throne of the rulership beside man, the ‘King
of Business,’ and let them govern together,” she announced, “This work of evolution needs
YOU, wives and mothers.”76 Perhaps the Brooklyn suffrage leader Mary H. Loines put it most
simply in 1905 when she declared that enfranchising women would introduce a “strong moral
element” into the electorate, suggesting that female voters would protect the wellbeing of the
community and eradicate “greed and graft.”77 More than just claiming women as virtuous
additions to the electorate, municipal housekeeping promised that they would use the ballot to rid
the city of its problems.
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While municipal housekeeping ideas slowly became popular throughout the suffrage
movement in the early 20th century, it was the anti-Tammany/good government reforms that
brought this new concept most clearly into focus in the Gotham campaign. In the future, this
changed language would be of real consequence. Employing municipal housekeeping ideas
would allow advocates of the ballot to physically take public, political action and defend their
work based on assumptions about women’s nature and natural expertise. For the present, this
rhetoric revealed suffragists’ expanded understanding of women’s place in the metropolis, a
metropolis they increasingly understood as politically damaged rather than intrinsically
dangerous.
Consumption and Contested Space
As pioneers like Blake reimagined the metropolis, they also began to make more
strategic use of it, reading the map of the city with an eye toward the semiotics of place.
Leaders turned to the city’s most prestigious venues to host suffrage events and attract
supporters. Understanding the power of money, they approached commercial venues,
especially restaurants, with a sense of consumer entitlement and demanded woman’s
right to access them, no matter the time of day. While activists were becoming savvier
about their use of the metropolis, the suffrage map created in New York still had definite
spatial boundaries.
Increasingly aware that meetings in private homes reduced the reach and standing
of their movement, they poked fun at anti-suffrage organizations that continued to shelter
themselves in private residences in the 1890s, scoffing that it showed how small the
opposition movement was when the whole annual meeting could squeeze into one
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woman’s drawing room.78 Many suffrage gatherings continued to occur within private
residences, but leaders also realized that space was a way to showcase the power of the
campaign and began to use New York’s most celebrated venues to host important
events.79 This was a change from how they appropriated halls and hotels in the 1870s and
1880s. Then their objective was to find any congenial venue to host lectures and
meetings. Now, their goal was to use New York’s landmarks to underscore their
respectability and expanding influence.
In 1894, suffragists witnessed the excitement and publicity that resulted from
society women’s use of Sherry’s. The press obsessed about the location’s details and
provided vivid accounts of meetings. Suffragists regularly followed suit in the years after
1894, appropriating elegant hotels to gain attention and draw in a crowd. Fortunately, as
the historian Andrew P. Haley has demonstrated, aristocratic restaurants and hotels began
to recognize the growing consumer power of the middle-class by the turn-of-the century.
To stay afloat, Haley explains, “hotels such as the Waldorf-Astoria . . . found it
increasingly necessary to accommodate middle-class business and vacation travelers in
order to subsidize luxury on a grand scale.”80 Advocates of the ballot used several criteria
to narrow down their growing number of venue options—prestige, price, location, stage
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design, and acoustics—deciding regularly on the Waldorf-Astoria, on the Astor Hotel,
and most frequently on the Tuxedo.81
Diagonally across from Lenox Lyceum, near Central Park, Hotel Savoy, the
Metropolitan Club, and several churches, the five story Tuxedo sat at the corner of
Madison Avenue and 59th Street.82 The hall was host to a variety of events, including the
annual dinner of the Alumni Union of the Union Theological Seminary and the Church
Association for the Advancement of the Interest of Labor.83 The Civic and Political
Equality Union held some of its meetings at the Tuxedo as did the Society for Political
Study, the NYCWSL, and its descendent, the New York City Legislative League. 84 While
suffrage organizations frequently used the Tuxedo for their meetings, this hall was not
particularly chic or remarkable. For more important events leaders turned to the WaldorfAstoria.
Originally built as two competing establishments, the Waldorf, completed in
1894, and the Astoria, finished in 1897, merged into one hotel at the end of the century.85
Harper’s Bazaar called the Waldorf-Astoria, “the fashion of New York and the Mecca of
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visitors,” exclaiming, “here is the chosen gathering place of New York society, which
comes here to see and to be observed.”86 Foreign dignitaries and members of the elite
took up residences there and socialites enjoyed promenading through Peacock Alley, the
hall that united the two buildings. Home to more than forty public rooms, the hotel
opened its quarters to everything from birthday and anniversary parties to fairs and
lectures.87 Blake considered its Astor Gallery the “most beautiful banquet hall in the
city,” electing to host Gotham’s most important annual suffrage event, the Pilgrim
Mothers’ Dinner, there beginning in 1897.88
One of Blake’s prized achievements, the Pilgrim Mothers’ Dinner remembered
“those noble women” who were “apt to be overlooked at the celebrations in honor of the
Pilgrim Fathers.”89 The NYCWSL held its inaugural dinner in 1892 at Jaeger’s at 59th
Street and Madison Avenue, remaining there until 1895 when it closed.90 For 1895, the
dinner temporarily moved to Sherry’s, the restaurant that served as headquarters for
society suffragists the year before. In 1896, it returned to its previous location, which had
changed its name from Jaeger’s to the Tuxedo, only to find a more permanent and
luxurious home at the Waldorf-Astoria the following year.91
The move there promised that the 1897 dinner would be of “unusual brilliancy,”
according to Blake.92 Decorated with paintings, drapes, and mirrors, the Astor Gallery
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provided a most elegant setting. Pink, yellow, and white flowers added to the
sophistication and pink globes lit up the room. A few men attended, but were confined to
the balcony (an ironic reversal from Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s experience at the World
Anti-Slavery Convention in 1840). Speeches ranged from one humorously focusing on
consolidation by telling a tale about the wedding of Father Knickerbocker and “fair Miss
Brooklyn,” to one detailing mountain climbing expeditions.93 Blake would decide to hold
her annual celebration at the Waldorf-Astoria for the next six years, only relocating it
further uptown to the equally prestigious new Astor Hotel by 1904.94
Doubtless, the decision to use the Waldorf-Astoria and later the Astor Hotel was
part of a strategy to improve the suffrage movement’s image. At the balls held in these
locations, women showcased their femininity, “conspicuous consumption,” and
“conspicuous leisure,” serving as symbols of their family’s wealth.95 Mobilizing a space
associated with elite refinement challenged stereotypes that painted suffragists as radical
zealots. Perhaps, Blake also hoped to reinvigorate the League’s relationship with the
city’s elite as well as use the luxury and reputation of the Waldorf-Astoria and Astor to
draw in new converts to the cause.96 As those attending the 1897 Bradley Martin costume
ball at the Waldorf-Astoria learned, not all Americans supported lavish displays during
the economic depression of the 1890s. Less than a year after the Martin ball was marred
93
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by security threats and public condemnation, Blake moved her suffrage dinners there,
suggesting the prestige of the venue outweighed concern about alienating New Yorkers
struggling to maintain economic solvency.97
Like many suffrage events, the Pilgrim Mothers’ Dinners were daytime festivities,
really more luncheons than dinners.98 However, champions of the ballot did make use of
commercial spaces at night for larger rallies, a departure from urban gender etiquette.99
New Yorkers generally and proprietors specifically seemed to tolerate this. Newspaper
reports ridiculing activists for moving around the city at night to attend meetings appear
non-existent. Presumably, these women’s reputations were not questioned because they
came escorted by other women and men and had the backing of an established
organization, which was willing to pay to rent venues. In terms of meeting space then, the
nighttime geography largely paralleled the daytime geography for suffrage groups. This
did not extend to women as individuals, however.
College-educated, self-supporting New Women increasingly attended
metropolitan venues without husbands or male escorts, brushing up against the city’s
established gendered geography. 100 This was particularly clear in terms of restaurants,
which in 19th century America were considered male terrain, places not only to eat, but
also to drink. Curtained-off booths that could be used by men to engage in sexual acts
97
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further marked restaurants as unfit for ladies. For most women concerned with
maintaining their respectability, the only option for dining out on their own was in
female-only dining rooms and tea rooms during the day. It was especially unacceptable
for women to eat outside of the home without a male escort at night.101 With some
women beginning to challenge this convention, restaurants considered it their
responsibility to police the gender boundary, while suffragists thought it theirs to contest
it.
In one instance that Blake recounted in The Woman’s Journal, a lawyer and her
daughter were on their way from a friend’s home when it began to rain. Without an
umbrella, they decided to go into a restaurant to stay dry, ordering food while they waited
for the storm to pass. The owner of the restaurant refused them service and forced them
back into the dismal weather.102 In another example described in the suffrage newspaper,
a female physician stayed at her patient’s bedside until after 9PM. Finding herself
famished when she left, the doctor decided to have a meal at the restaurant she regularly
patronized. She too was turned away.103 Restaurants might welcome woman’s
organizations, but many were unwilling to risk their reputation by serving individual
female customers at night, even if these women had the ability to pay for their meals.
Suffragists made it part of their agenda to challenge this nocturnal discrimination.
Trying to establish a precedent for woman’s “right” to patronize these venues, the
Civic and Political Equality Union sent out “ladies” to go to “fashionable places after
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dark” and attain service.104 A member, the Union reported, “had made several test visits
to well-known places of entertainment, and whereas a few years ago she had been refused
a meal in the evening at Dorian’s, this summer she had gone there at about nine o’clock
with a lady friend, and had been promptly waited on.” Based on several similar
experiences, the Union concluded “that the old prejudice had very nearly disappeared.”105
As second generation suffragists would later learn, that was a foolishly optimistic
conclusion.
This demand for unrestricted admission to restaurants suggests the consumer role
that women were chiseling out for themselves in the city. As a growing number joined
the professions and found ways to independently support themselves, restaurants and
cafeterias opened to attract female New Yorkers’ business.106 Amusement parks
developed, welcoming working- and middle-class women as visitors and customers.107
Retail stores courted them, encouraging female customers to traverse the city to spend
money. Suffragists embraced this consumer identity, approaching the metropolis with a
sense of consumer entitlement. 108 Since the 1880s, the NYCWSL leveraged the dollar to
open up commercial venues to the organization. Now, they were using this same power to
demand that women as individual patrons be treated on an equal basis with men.109
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Significantly, this fight was more than about simply ensuring a woman could
purchase a meal at night. Restrictions on women’s use of commercial spaces were
another way in which their powerless status was underscored and the boundaries of the
city’s geographical constraints reinforced. By contesting these policies, suffragists could
expand the definition of citizenship for female residents. The Civic and Political Equality
Union made this clear, labeling admission to restaurants part of women’s “civil” and
“personal” rights.110
Since Gilded Age activists remained convinced that city streets endangered
women, their map of suffrage events continued to have stark boundaries.111 In one 1897
case, Blake gave voice to their concerns, deeming a woman on 14th Street wearing an
advertisement banner a “sad sight.” The leader interpreted the scene in her column: “The
woman was tall, had a good face, and was respectably dressed; the banner she carried
was quite high, and though she clasped it with both hands, the weight was evidently
painful. People stared at her, and she seemed to feel keenly the humiliation of her
position.”112 Blake was expressing the long-standing, middle-class concern that urban
living made women vulnerable to the male gaze and victims of sexualization.113 Because
women were underpaid, she reasoned, they were “driven” to such actions. It would take
another decade, but Progressive Era suffragists would dispute the assumption that city
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streets endangered women, wearing sandwich boards themselves on Manhattan’s
subways, parading down Fifth Avenue to draw attention to their cause, and occupying
public space for political purposes.
As with the 1886 Statue of Liberty demonstration, pioneer suffragists also
continued to denounce their exclusion from public celebrations. Blake was particularly
outraged that women did not have a part in the Dewey Parade, which hailed the hero of
the Spanish-American War. With two million watching and thirty thousand soldiers
participating, the festivities captivated New Yorkers in 1899.114 “What part have women
in all this pageantry,” Blake rhetorically asked the readers of her column. “No part
whatever as individuals of importance,” was her sarcastic answer. The triumphal arch at
Madison Square might use a woman to embody Victory and undoubtedly females filled
the stands along the parade route, but not one woman was officially included in the
celebration.115
One year later Blake made a similar criticism about a new monument, the Hall of
Fame for Great Americans, being constructed in the Bronx. Helen Gould, daughter of
railroad magnate Jay Gould, provided the money for the five hundred foot Greek-styled
colonnade overlooking the Harlem and Hudson rivers on New York University’s campus.
To decide which individuals merited induction into the Hall of Fame, the University
selected a committee of ninety-seven individuals, instructing that it pick inductees born in
the United States and dead for at least ten years. Two hundred and thirty-four people
were nominated and twenty-nine inducted for the monument’s opening.116
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Of the ninety-seven individuals serving on the selection committee, not one was a
female. “Although a woman’s brain inspired the plan,” Blake blazed in her weekly
column, “and a woman’s money pays for its execution, no woman has been asked to
express a preference for those who shall receive these honors.” Even more outrageous,
the selection committee did not include any women in the monument itself. Washington
Irving was acknowledged, Blake continued, but Margaret Fuller was not. Nathaniel
Hawthorne was recognized, while Harriet Beecher Stowe was overlooked.117
Women had taken on an important role in public memorials following the Civil
War, but this did not always extend to suffragists during civic celebrations in New
York.118 Their exclusion was undoubtedly particularly jarring because of women’s
prominence in the recent Chicago World’s Fair. Not only did the 1893 fair devote a
whole structure to women’s exhibits and celebrating women’s progress, the Exposition
gave the Board of Lady Managers full authority over the Woman’s Building.119 Even
though this building was segregated space, it still granted women a position within the
World’s Fair, something nonexistent in both Gould’s monument and the Dewey Parade.
As in the 1880s during the Statue of Liberty protest, suffragists continued to
politicize their exclusion from civic celebrations to make a larger point about women’s
inequality. However, as Blake’s comment about the woman on 14th Street suggests, they
remained reluctant to take possession of the streets to broadcast their own message.
Given the geography of gender etched onto the city’s built environment, it was easier for
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first generation suffragists to complain and criticize than create their own public
spectacles. Money could provide access to some parts of the metropolis and renting
allowed activists to temporarily claim ownership of a venue, but public space could not
be bought to be made safe for women. Their exclusion from it was another way to mark
female residents as unequal citizens.
Struggling with Heterogeneity
As the Gilded Age generation reconsidered urban living, severed bonds with the state
leadership, and demanded access to a growing array of commercial spaces, it also struggled to
come to terms with Gotham’s heterogeneous population. Besides being home to the wealthiest
Americans, New York City was the nation’s key entry point for immigrants.120 Its female
population itself was incredibly diverse, ranging from nearly 50,000 Brooklyn “shirt, collar, and
cuff makers” to more than 3,000 actresses in Manhattan and the Bronx to approximately 22,000
teachers and professors in these three boroughs combined. 121
Each of these groups created its own subculture, defined by unique concerns, routines,
and rules, and suffragists had to learn to read the metropolis with an acute awareness of them,
judging their goals and translating their frustrations in a way that made the ballot the only
solution. The “feminized” city then provided a unique set of challenges for leaders who hoped to
see the movement grow. It also created exceptional possibilities. If suffragists could read the map
of the city’s subcultures effectively, their efforts would be rewarded by the conversion of
thousands of women to the cause, something their peers in rural areas could only imagine.
Within this tangle of professional subcultures, the first generation focused primarily on teachers.
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The effort to mobilize teachers was not new and it was not limited to the city. As early as
1853, Anthony attended the New York State Teachers’ Association in Rochester and spoke in
defense of the teaching profession. Reflecting on her experience in 1898, she expressed
frustration at educators’ persistent apathy. “After all of my fighting for the women teachers,”
Anthony unloaded to a reporter, “they do not seem to have the ambition to sustain their
rights.”122 Charlotte Chapman, an officer of the Brooklyn Woman Suffrage Association agreed,
declaring in 1899 that if “the thirty-five thousand women teachers of New York State could
realize the power they would exert with a vote upon educational questions, they would be
woman suffragists.”123 Five years later, the state suffrage association was still working to
conscript teachers, encouraging its clubs to hold “teachers’ evenings.”124
By shining a spotlight on instructors’ salaries, New York City’s suffrage leaders used
instances of gender discrimination against teachers to try to awaken them to their need for the
vote.125 The demand for equal pay was articulated by Blake as early as 1882 and became a
priority during the 1897 consolidation discussions.126 The urgency of this issue was heightened
in 1899 when the newly consolidated city failed to pay its teachers the higher salaries the state
had promised due to a legal technicality and questions of budgetary inaccuracies. As a result,
thousands of teachers in Brooklyn received no salaries for weeks at a time. Rumors flew of
educators having to walk to save car-fare and of them being evicted from their boarding houses
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as they could not make rent.127 Suffragists turned this into a lesson in the need for
enfranchisement. “There has been one good result from all this trouble,” Blake rationalized in
her column, “it has called attention to the fact that their disfranchised condition is directly
responsible for the cruel outrage that has been inflicted upon them, as the women teachers, the
only non-voters in the employment of the city, are the only employees who have not been
paid.”128 She charged that municipal officials used the money designated for the educators
elsewhere because they knew that female teachers would not be able to express their disapproval
at the polls.129 The Bedford Political Equality League also moved to capitalize on this issue by
distributing cards announcing, “If you had a Vote your Salaries would be Promptly Paid.” After
one meeting, twenty-one teachers applied for membership.130
Activists also worked to protect the rights of married female teachers in city schools. This
issue too had a lengthy history. In 1880, for example, The Woman’s Journal ran a column
protesting the firing of female educators for marrying in New York.131 In 1897 suffragists
successfully fought against a state bill that would have removed married women under fifty from
their teaching positions.132 However, in 1902, the New York City Board of Education created a
by-law that allowed it to dismiss female instructors and principals who wed, leading to suffrage
protests.133 In particular, Blake called attention to the case of Jennie M. Vandewater, a Queens
instructor who worked with children with disabilities. Vandewater’s efforts were lauded when
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she was single. But when the school discovered that she had married, it dismissed her. The New
York City Legislative League passed a sarcastic resolution challenging this decision: “Resolved,
That we would respectfully remind the Board of Education that it nowhere appears in any section
of the criminal code that it is a crime to be a woman, nor do any of our statues enact that it is
reprehensible or in violation of any law for a woman to marry.”134 Ultimately, the Court of
Appeals ruled against these marital dismals and Vandewater was reinstated.135 Three years later,
the Board of Education again debated how to respond to instructors who married, finding itself
“disturbed over the number” teaching.136 Once more, the Board confronted opposition from
suffragists.
While the extant records do not explain why leaders focused so much attention on
teachers during these years, four reasons provide plausible explanations. First, several suffrage
leaders themselves were teachers (one of the first professions opened to women). More
importantly, education was a feminized profession and schools feminized institutions. Thus,
suffragists were not challenging any gender norms by approaching teachers and likely felt
comfortable working within this environment. More strategically, if suffragists converted an
educator they could hope that she would conscript her colleagues as well as potentially the
students and parents with whom she worked. Winning instructors to the cause could then have a
multiplier effect. Finally, teachers had a well-defined community with publications, associations,
and common grievances bonding them together. Suffragists doubtlessly hoped they could
convert a large number of women by tapping into this unified subculture, a more efficient
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strategy than trying to reach out to each person individually. They worked to do so by framing
teachers’ professional struggles as stemming from women’s political inequality.
However, activists remained on the sidelines for one of the most controversial
educational battles: centralization. Thanks to overcrowding and poor facilities, many of the city’s
schools were in terrible condition by the late 19th century.137 Reformers in the 1890s advocated
for the centralization of the New York City school system to ameliorate these educational
shortcomings. Part of the agenda included eliminating the power of local ward trustees, who
reformers believed were controlled by Tammany Hall, to appoint teachers.138 Many educators
resisted centralization, fearing that it would diminish their role in the schools and make them
vulnerable to civil examinations. Anti-suffrage leader Mariana Griswold van Rensselaer fought
hard for reforms as did some society leaders involved in the 1894 Constitutional Convention.
Significantly, suffragists remained silent, perhaps because it pitted progressive ideas of reform
against an emerging teaching profession. There was not a clear gender discrimination to mobilize
around and activists risked alienating either teachers or progressive reformers were they to get
involved. Ultimately, in 1896, teachers and the trustees lost the battle against centralization. 139
Pioneer suffragists’ efforts, at best, only attracted a few followers from the schools during
these years. In 1905, six years after advocates of the ballot had joined in the campaign to secure
teachers’ pay, a Brooklyn educator commented that her colleagues were just “beginning” to
understand the connection between the vote and their salaries.140 The first generation of activists
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succeeded in broadening the movement’s spatial range, but was less successful in capitalizing on
the city’s various professional subcultures and molding them into a broad-based suffrage army.
*****
By 1906, New York City’s movement was largely independent of the state leadership,
but locally in disarray. With the Civic and Political Equality Union dissolved in 1900, Blake’s
new league desperately trying to maintain the strength of its predecessor, and the Interurban
Council struggling to get off the ground, Gotham lacked a centralizing organization. Blake
remained a symbolic figurehead, but her power was waning. While those in Manhattan struggled,
organizations in Brooklyn flourished. By the end of 1902, the borough contained five
associations: the Flatbush Political Equality League, the Brooklyn Woman Suffrage Association,
the Bedford Political Equality League, the Elizabeth Cady Stanton Political Equality League, and
the Bushwick Political Equality League.141 The Bedford League alone had the largest
membership in the state with 225 paid members.142
No suffrage society as dominant and active as Blake’s NYCWSL would emerge again in
Manhattan until Harriot Stanton Blatch organized the Equality League of Self-Supporting
Women in 1907. By that point, the state association had completely lost control over the city
movement and Blake had unofficially retired from active suffrage management, opening the door
for an independent campaign with younger leadership at the helm. Until then, Gotham remained,
as one organizer noted in 1903, “a city of magnificent distances, [and] of grand promise,” a
promise that had yet to be fulfilled.143
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In the end, the first generation of New York City suffragists left a mixed legacy. Blake
and her peers began the process of reimagining the metropolis and women’s place within it,
ensuring that the city movement would be independent from state and national oversight. Money
played a significant part in providing them access to the changing metropolis and consolidation
led them to focus on municipal affairs. Good government reforms further helped, convincing
many that corrupt political machines were responsible for urban problems and that voting
women could eliminate these problems. Despite their progress, the suffrage map that Gilded
Age activists created had definite boundaries. Believing that the city still endangered women,
the pioneer generation rented spaces, but did not take to the streets to protest independent of
other civic events. They were beginning to push for a wider sphere, but the diversity of the
metropolis’s population remained a problem, as did the emergence of fleeting and fragile
organizations.
Gotham followed a different trajectory than the national movement. While
Anthony handpicked the leader who would succeed her as president of NAWSA in 1900,
there was no such controlled generational transition in New York. Instead, a power
vacuum emerged in the nation’s largest metropolis, with the second generation gaining
control later in the city movement than in the national campaign.144 The decade
bracketing 1900 was a period of turmoil, possibilities, and change, as the pioneers passed
the baton to a rising generation of new leaders. No longer subservient to the state
organization, primed with a new rationale for the vote, and willing to capitalize on
Gotham’s resources, they would push the city’s movement beyond anything that their
predecessors could have imagined.
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CHAPTER 3: USHERING IN A “NEW ERA,” 1907-1909

On May 12 1908, Lillie Devereux Blake broke with the past and became an open air
speaker. Second generation activists had only begun to hold open air meetings a few months
before Blake ventured into one. Despite the potential to reach a larger audience and garner
publicity, many New Yorkers, including many suffragists themselves, resisted the new tactic.
Four decades after the New York City Woman Suffrage League first organized, women’s
appropriation of public space continued to grate against the city’s established gendered
geography. Perhaps concerned about the propriety of such activities and the crowd’s potential
response, the nearly seventy-five year old Blake planned to attend a meeting in Union Square
only as a spectator.1 After witnessing the orderliness of the event, according to one supporter,
she spontaneously changed her mind and decided to speak. The crowd’s response demonstrated
that it was familiar with Blake’s long history in suffrage work as a spectator exclaimed, “Glad I
am to see you! I’ve heard of the good things you’ve done for many a year!”2 By participating in
the open air meeting, Blake gave her imprimatur to the tactics of those succeeding her.
The Progressive Era generation capitalized more fully on the city’s resources, especially
Gotham’s public spaces and professional subcultures, than its Gilded Age predecessors had. This
chapter analyzes its early years, mainly 1907 through 1909, focusing on its understanding of the
city’s physical and social geographies. While the first generation only temporarily gained the
interest of society women, those in the second found more consistent support among New York’s
monied subculture. Earlier leaders also struggled to convert teachers, something that younger
suffragists did much more effectively. And whereas the pioneer generation refused to use public
1
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spaces independent of larger civic celebrations, the new crop of emerging leaders claimed them
as their own to broadcast their message. Not all of the Progressive Era organizers used the
physical landscape in the same way or to the same extent, however, differentiating themselves
through their approach to the built environment before 1910.
Rebuilding the Movement and Claiming Public Space
Between 1907 and 1909, three individuals filled the vacuum left by the passing of the
pioneer generation: Harriot Stanton Blatch, leader of the Equality League of Self-Supporting
Women (1907), Maud Malone of the Harlem Equal Rights League (1905), and Carrie Chapman
Catt, head of the Interurban Woman Suffrage Council (later Woman Suffrage Party in 1909).
Each leader targeted different parts of New York’s heterogeneous population and used the city in
different ways, but none were as overwhelmed as their predecessors by its perceived dangers.
Working in the nation’s largest metropolis involved obstacles—its immense size, embedded
socioeconomic hierarchy, racial and ethnic diversity—but these activists were aware of its
advantages as well.
The second generation’s ascendency coincided with a growing militancy within the
British suffrage movement, which included arson, window smashing, and physical violence as
well as arrests, court trials, prison sentences, and hunger strikes.3 In 1906, newspapers began
referring to the militant wing of the British suffrage movement as “suffragettes.”4 American
activists applied some of these British strategies, particularly open air protests, but never
embraced the violence that animated British militancy.5 Champions of the ballot on both sides of
3
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the Atlantic explained this difference by arguing that extreme tactics were not necessary in the
United States because American women received better treatment from the government and
more respect from the citizenry.6 Even without the same degree of militancy, New Yorkers
classified their suffrage leaders and organizations based on this British model, with moderate
suffragists and more radical suffragettes. Lacking the violence of the British movement, in New
York’s case it was where in the metropolis the suffrage activity took place, rather than the nature
of the event itself (e.g., window-breaking, paint slashing), that determined how the press
classified a group or leader. This distinction broke down in the early 1910s as most activists
adopted the more aggressive methods that some originally resisted. By the 1915 parade, the press
was more inclined to label the women marching along Fifth Avenue “suffragists,” rather than
“suffragettes.” Until then, the binary remained an important tool that New Yorkers used to
comprehend the burgeoning movement in their midst.
Maud Malone represented the suffragette end of this spectrum in Gotham.7 In 1906, this
fierce, Irish librarian became the president of the Harlem Equal Rights League, igniting the
suffragette crusade in the United States.8 A year earlier, the League staged a mock vote for
women on Election Day at the Harlem Casino on 124th Street and Seventh Avenue, countering a
long-standing anti-suffrage position that women did not want the vote. Women took the faux
election seriously, gathering outside the polling place long before it opened at 1PM and
campaigning for their chosen mayoral candidate. Ultimately, they cast more than five hundred
ballots on Election Day 1905. The New York Times reported that the stunt attracted a diverse
6
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crowd—“from the blushing maiden to the white-haired old women. There were pretty girls and
homely girls, with Bostonese looks, dresses and manners, and middle-aged women, deeply
interested in affairs political, economic, and social.” 9 Increasingly home to Italian and Jewish
immigrants and African Americans as well as middle-class white New Yorkers who had moved
there during the late 19th century, Harlem reflected the diversity of turn-of-the-century Gotham.10
Women of different classes and ages voted at the event, but, even in this vibrant environment,
activists struggled to gain the attention of immigrants and African Americans.
The arrival of British militants, especially Bettina Boorman Wells, led Malone to
embrace even more aggressive methods.11 Assisted by Wells, Malone organized the first open air
suffrage meeting at the foot of the Metropolitan Life Building in Madison Square on New Year’s
Eve 1907.12 Madison Square was a busy park surrounded by office buildings, government
structures, a subway station on its southwest corner, and lofts in the early 20th century.13
Scheduling the meeting for the afternoon, despite having at one point considered an evening
protest, Malone and Wells would have hoped to address tourists staying in nearby hotels, women
shopping at department stores in the vicinity, and employees leaving work early for the
holiday.14 A later, nighttime meeting would have allowed them to benefit from the crowds drawn
to nearby Madison Square Garden for a car exhibit, while an evening protest would have put
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them in the midst of a flood of businessmen leaving their offices.15 There is no extant evidence to
explain this scheduling decision, but likely Malone and Wells were nervous about New Yorkers’
reaction to seeing enfranchisement activists speaking for the first time from street corners.16
Meeting at night would mark them as extremely radical and unladylike, for convention continued
to dictate that unescorted women should never be out alone after dark. An evening protest might
have left them open to badgering from the mob of men pouring out of office buildings. An
afternoon meeting, therefore, could have been a compromise: they were taking unprecedented,
unconventional action in a busy location, but at a more respectable, quieter hour when more
women would likely be on the streets.
The open air meeting proved peaceful. The police did not need to intervene and one
reporter considered it “as quiet and orderly as an afternoon tea.”17 Even though it lacked the
drama and disorder some predicted and others fretted over, it still drew press attention.
Journalists and cameramen “converged toward the same spot from all points of the compass” and
curious New Yorkers flooded the first gathering.18 Women had used public space in the city to
draw attention to their causes before. However, they were generally religious or secular
reformers trying to assist others, which helped make their activities seem more traditionally
respectable. Now, suffragists were taking to the streets to draw attention to their own political
needs. The women left with two hundred signatures endorsing enfranchisement.19 Malone and
Wells advertised additional meetings in Madison Square, canvassing the city’s shopping district
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to hand out flyers with scheduling information.20 Future speakers included Harriot Stanton
Blatch and Harriette Keyser, a key figure in the 1894 Constitutional Convention campaign. 21 In a
letter to the Times, Malone explained the goals of the open air meetings: to draw public attention
to the cause and to gather signatures for a petition demanding an amendment to the state
Constitution.22 These outdoor meetings also allowed Malone, who was deeply committed to
creating a democratic movement that transcended class divisions, to reach “men and women who
would not come to hear the question debated in public halls or private drawing rooms.”23
In February 1908, Malone and Wells decided to make their protests mobile and planned
the first suffrage parade through the new Progressive Woman Suffrage Union, the organization
they had created together. Marching from Union Square, these leaders hoped to bring attention to
the cause while the state legislature was considering the suffrage bill.24 Scheduled for a Sunday
afternoon to ensure that “all classes” would be able to participate, Malone predicted four to six
thousand marchers would attend.25 The police quashed it by requiring a permit to march on a
Sunday.26 Forced to surrender their hopes of an official parade, the suffragettes unofficially
walked up to the Manhattan Trade School surrounded by upwards of six thousand people,
including Harriot Stanton Blatch, Lillie Devereux Blake, and photographers tracking the
unprecedented scene.27 While the activists did not ultimately carry their banners, walk in
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brigades, or have bands, they did create a moving demonstration in support of the vote that
garnered intense press attention.28
The relationship between Malone and Wells quickly deteriorated thereafter, resulting in
Malone’s resignation from the Progressive Woman Suffrage Union. Newspapers thrived on
suffrage conflicts since personality feuds enlivened what might have otherwise been stale reports
on women’s perpetual battle for equality. Moreover, the bickering reinforced assumptions about
women’s gossiping and quarrelsome natures. Suffragists, aware of the ways in which reporters
presented these feuds and used them to trivialize their message of political equality, generally
made an effort to keep conflict out of the papers. In this case, Malone, further distancing herself
from traditional suffrage protocol, bucked the trend and wrote an editorial to The New York
Times explaining her resignation. Committed to a democratic, trans-class movement, Malone
criticized Wells and the Progressive Woman Suffrage Union for focusing on the “well-dressed
crowd” at the expense of working New Yorkers and basing decisions on personal preferences,
instead of strategic goals.29 As many would have predicted, The New-York Tribune picked up on
this editorial and poked fun at the feud, ridiculing it as a fight over fashion, rather than
socioeconomic inclusivity. “It seems sad to acknowledge it,” the paper condescendingly noted,
“but after all suffragettes are women. They quarreled about clothes.”30
Despite leaving the Progressive Union, the press continued to consider Malone a
“militant” suffragette.31 She criticized activists who organized meetings in public halls,
maintaining that the only men who came were already converted or did so because some woman
28
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forced them to come. Frequently four or five times each week, she held meetings in the Lower
East Side and Harlem in 1908, proclaiming at the beginning of each that she had a “right to
speak in the streets” and “expect[ed] them [the crowd] to respect that right.”32 Malone claimed
the space as her own. Whereas etiquette books only a few years prior had instructed women to
try to be as invisible as possible in public spaces in the city, Malone not only drew attention to
herself, but also claimed a physical right to Gotham. She was the first advocate of
enfranchisement in New York to do so.
This enabled Malone to reach more people, but also opened her up to resistance.
Opponents scrambled onto their own soap boxes and started protest meetings on the spot.
Crowds responded to her arguments by maintaining that “woman’s place is in the home.”
Harlem boys tried to disrupt her uptown meetings, while in the Lower East Side, Malone noted,
Jewish residents consistently referred to Biblical passages to challenge her. She struggled to read
the city with an eye towards its various immigrant subcultures, a harbinger of later suffrage
difficulties. Feeling herself unprepared to respond to Biblical arguments, Malone practiced a
duck and weave policy. The only argument those in the Lower East Side responded to, she
thought, was that the vote would help their “working girls.” Quick, witty retorts were critical in
difficult situations. When some announced that women should not vote because their brains were
not as heavy as men’s brains, for instance, Malone would quip that elephants’ brains were
heavier than men’s.33
Blake had once painted a woman wearing a sandwich board as an object of pity. Now,
her successors donned them to further the cause. Wearing a Harlem Equal Rights League
suffrage sandwich board, Malone held two street meetings in 1909 at 35th Street and Broadway,
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in the shadow of Macy’s department store and the New York Herald building.34 Protesting
outside a major national newspaper ensured that reporters had easy access to the meeting. And,
while the department stores might have closed by the time of the demonstration, the streets
would have provided a potential audience of people traveling to and from the many hotels in the
near vicinity. Held at night, the first meeting drew in 1,000 individuals. When the police quickly
arrested Malone for failing to have obtained a permit and brought her to the station house, a
crowd of 1,500 followed.35 After her first arrest, she gathered together newspaper reporters,
explained her outrage, and told them to “be sure to put it in the papers” that she planned another
meeting the following week.36 One week later, as promised, the same incident repeated itself.37
This time the judge threatened Malone with time on Blackwell’s Island if she pulled another
stunt.38
By the end of 1909, The New York Times was referring to Malone as the “commander of
the Flying Squad of Street Suffragettes.”39 As the Times suggested, she claimed public spaces in
the city for suffrage purposes. These actions, which most considered unladylike, instantly
marked her as a radical. Her arguments generally echoed many of her more conservative peers’
positions—for equality to exist, women needed the vote; women had the intellectual capabilities
to understand politics; working women needed the vote to improve their laboring conditions.40
Because she violated the gendered geography of the metropolis to make these arguments,
Malone was placed on the radical edge of the movement, a position she relished. Many
suffragists were horrified. Katherine Mackay, a wealthy society woman discussed in detail
34
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below, thought that “go[ing] out to the street corners and shriek[ing]” propaganda was
unnecessary.41 Carrie Chapman Catt and others at the Interurban Council announced that they
were not in support of “aggressive methods.”42 Even The Woman’s Journal only half-heartedly
defended the open air meetings against the “yellow journalism” that had been heaped upon them,
noting that they were neither “illegal nor per se unladylike [emphasis added].”43
Despite their resistance, more conservative suffrage leaders owed Malone a degree of
gratitude. 44 The suffragette not only claimed new spaces for the movement; she also had an
adroit way of using locations in Gotham for suffrage purposes. She might deny that she chose
congested parts of the city for her protests, but the specific sites of the demonstrations and the
size of the crowds they drew suggest otherwise. Malone, like her British counterparts, craved
publicity and demonstrated its importance for the cause. She wrote letters to The New York
Times, reminded journalists to include details about upcoming meetings, and agreed to
interviews to spread her message. She even stationed her street meetings on the doorstep of a
major newspaper. With one hundred and thirty-two newspapers in New York City in 1900,
including more than fifty dailies in Manhattan alone, Gotham contained journalists ready to
detail her every action. Many of these reports found their way into newspapers across the
nation.45 Most importantly, by promoting a radical, aggressive side of the woman’s rights
movement, she made other suffragists’ once unconventional arguments seem conservative by
comparison and thus more acceptable to the general public. Malone had become marginal in the
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Gotham campaign by the early 1910s, but her approach to the metropolis had a long-lasting
effect as many leaders embraced at least some of her tactics. One beneficiary of Malone’s
radicalism was Harriot Stanton Blatch, who the press also increasingly labeled a “suffragette.”
The daughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Blatch was the one to see her mother’s cause to
victory. Created in 1907, her Equality League of Self-Supporting Women was unique for its
efforts to combine professional and industrial laborers in the pursuit of the vote. Having
participated in the Women’s Trade Union League since 1904, Blatch was seriously committed to
assisting working-class women.46 In 1909, she even warned participants at the national suffrage
convention not to use the term “lower class of women” for industrial and manual laborers since it
suggested inferiority.47 By that time, her League claimed 22,000 members, including doctors,
lawyers, milliners, shirt-makers, and other “economically independent” women (Blatch
considered herself the only “parasite” in the League). One of its first acts was to have female
laborers testify before the Albany legislature. 48
Since Gotham had the most “female breadwinners” of any city in the country, it provided
an ideal laboratory for such an experiment.49 The compact nature of New York ensured that
working-class women were in close proximity to those graduating from prestigious universities
and colleges. Members of the Equality League, Helen Hoy and Jessie Ashley, both earned their
law degrees from New York University in the early 20th century, while Leonora O’Reilly and
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Rose Schneiderman were both industrial laborers.50 For Blatch, New York’s teeming ranks of
female professionals and laborers was not an obstacle; it was a distinct advantage.
Blatch continued to rely on semi-public spaces like Cooper Union and Carnegie Hall for
gatherings, while also working to contest gendered barriers elsewhere.51 In 1907, she fought
unsuccessfully against the Hoffman House’s refusal to serve women. She and a friend had gone
to the Hoffman House’s rooftop restaurant one hot summer evening.52 After inquiring whether
they would be served at such an hour and being told that they would, the women took the
elevator to the top floor, left their parasols, and walked into the dining room. Since Blatch and
Mary Graham (or, as the hotel put it, the “tail to the dragon”) were not guests or friends of guests
at the hotel, the headwaiter refused to wait on them, unceremoniously escorting them out.53
The proprietor of the hotel defended this action and insisted that, after forty years in the
business, he believed it was necessary “for the protection of the hotel.”54 Not all of his colleagues
agreed; many argued that the problem would not have arisen if it had been handled properly by
denying women service before they entered the elevator. Other managers insisted that they never
refused a “lady” service, but admitted that identifying “ladies” was difficult. The type and
location of the venue as well as the time of day played a role in setting policies. The manager at
the Hotel Astor, for instance, was willing to serve unescorted women at breakfast and lunch, but
had more Byzantine rules for dinner: guests of the hotel, escorted women, a young woman
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chaperoned by an older woman, a pair or more of elderly women, women familiar to the
management or who, by their appearance, were clearly “ladies” were allowed. His counterpart at
the Hotel Belmont disapproved of these restrictions, noting that “hotels are . . . public service
corporations. And the ‘public’ includes women as well as men.”55 As the historian Andrew P.
Haley has argued, class and gender played a large role in determining access to New York’s
restaurants.56
Blatch sued the Hoffman House and her trial came before a jury in February 1908. It
pivoted on two issues: did the women enter the Hoffman House for a pleasurable dining
experience or to create a test case for woman’s rights, and had the hotel offered to serve them in
another dining area instead of the rooftop. Blatch received support from city and state suffrage
organizations, but was ultimately unable to persuade the court of the injustice.57 Before allowing
the jury to deliberate, the judge reminded it that the women were legally entitled to dinner
somewhere in the hotel, but not necessarily on the rooftop. With this in mind, the jury returned
its verdict against Blatch and for the hotel in a matter of minutes, upholding the geography of
gender etched onto the city’s built environment.58
For the press, this effort to gain access to commercial space was not enough for Blatch to
be categorized as a suffragette.59 That some managers supported her demands and viewed
restaurants and hotels as “public service corporations” indicates that these once strictly
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masculine urban spaces were already opening to female patrons. Moreover, challenging
women’s exclusion to restaurants was not new. Even Blake in the 1890s had insisted that
unescorted women had the right to eat in respectable restaurants after sunset. By suing the
Hoffman House, Blatch took her argument further than some earlier suffragists, but
appropriating commercial venues was fairly tame compared to Malone’s reterritorialization of
street corners.
Blatch was undeterred by the jury’s decision, aggressively using public spaces in the
following months. Along with Malone, she embarked on a suffrage “trolley tour” of the state,
with stops in Seneca Falls, Auburn, and Troy, in the spring of 1908.60 Blatch became
increasingly convinced of the benefits of open-air meetings, especially for unpopular causes with
little money, during this “tour.”61 She also learned how to select the best location for outdoor
protests. “The purveyor of quiet nooks always fails to mention that there will be no ears to hear
your eloquence,” Blatch explained, “Seek, on the contrary, a perch in the gutter on the main
business street. With back to the noisy highway, and facing the building which will act as a
refector [sic], a sort of amplifier of your voice across the sidewalk, the few hearers at the start of
a meeting rapidly grow to many.”62 She would implement these ideas when she returned to the
city later that year.
By the end of 1909, the press increasingly branded Blatch a “suffragette.” One reason for
this was undoubtedly Blatch’s friendships with British suffragettes, friendships that offended
more conservative New York activists. In the fall of 1909, Blatch even arranged a meeting for
Emmeline Pankhurst, a leader of the Women's Social and Political Union. Held at Carnegie Hall,
the meeting was open to anyone: no tickets were required and seats, with the exception of boxes,
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were free.63 If any moment best expressed Blatch’s ideal union of professional women and
female industrial laborers, this would certainly be it. Seventy-nine teachers, thirty-eight trained
nurses, one hundred twenty trade unionists, several actresses, one explorer, and dozens of other
self-supporting women crowded onto the stage, numbering four hundred in total (a “felicitous
number” Blatch pointed out).64 Dressed in violet velvet with white lace, Pankhurst captured the
attention of the three thousand people in attendance, celebrating militant tactics in England and
detailing the imprisonment of British suffragettes.65 Despite its success, some conservative
suffragists refused to play an active role. One worried that she had “placed” herself “in the
category of the ‘moral snobs’ . . . by refusing her [Blatch’s] request to sit on the platform.”66
Carrie Chapman Catt expressed concern about the meeting, hoping that it would not produce a
“deluge of suffrage anarchy,” and refused to provide the welcoming address because, as
president of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance, she felt she must remain neutral
regarding British strategies.67
Two additional reasons explain why the press labeled Blatch a “suffragette.” First, by
holding open air meetings, Blatch was copying the tactics of British activists.68 More
importantly, for the New York press, her strategies challenged the city’s gendered geography.
Lacking the violence of the British movement, newspaper reports in Gotham focused instead on
the location of suffrage stunts. Coverage of Blatch’s 1909 protest in front of an anti-suffrage
leader’s church makes this clear. Posting the name of their organization under Reverend Charles
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Parkhurst’s name on the church billboard, Blatch, dubbed by a reporter “the mistress of
ceremonies,” led the demonstration.69 Her curbside protest dulled in comparison to the violence
of the British suffragettes, but it was enough for one reporter to remark that the “suffragists went
suffragetting.”70
As her position on the Emmeline Pankhurst meeting indicates, Catt was the most
conservative or “orthodox” of these three leaders, representing the suffragist wing of the Gotham
campaign.71 She led the national organization from 1900 to 1904, when she resigned and turned
her attention to the international movement.72 In the meantime, the former national president also
chaired the Interurban Woman Suffrage Council.73 Catt clung to the tactics first used by the
pioneer generation, holding meetings at Carnegie Hall, the Hotel Astor, and Cooper Union.74
Under Catt, the Interurban Council even displayed a “twentieth century kitchen” at its 1908
bazaar. Exhibiting the wonders of gas and electricity, the kitchen also served to connect
suffragists to domestic life and concerns.75 She opened headquarters for the Interurban Council at
the Martha Washington Hotel in 1907, a “woman’s hotel” whose target clientele was female
travelers, providing a much more guarded place for suffrage arguments than the metropolis’s
busy streets.76
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During the late winter and early spring of 1909, Catt traveled to Europe in her capacity as
president of the International Suffrage Alliance, learning more intimately of suffragettes’ tactics
there. While she disapproved of their violence, she cast a longing eye on the publicity their stunts
yielded.77 Her reluctance regarding radical tactics seemed to have been tempered by her time
abroad, but, even after returning home, she insisted she was not and should not be labeled
“militant.”78 Instead, Catt “preach[ed] elasticity of method,” calling for more collaboration
between the militant and conservative activists. 79 She even pushed her peers to engage in
political work against elected officials who opposed enfranchisement and for those who
supported it, as well as toyed with the idea of “open air meetings, with everything done in the
most decorous manner,” and parades.80 As her focus on “decorous manner” suggests, Catt hoped
to rely on ladylike conduct to protect suffragists against the potential dangers of the street. 81
In the fall of 1909, the Interurban Woman Suffrage Council morphed into the Woman
Suffrage Party. For Catt and her allies, the greatest difficulty with organizing Gotham was its
size and its heterogeneity, characteristics that both Blatch and Malone seemed to celebrate.
Using city maps, founders of the new association prepared by working to identify and locate
those who had signed the suffrage petition and organizing New York’s sixty-three assembly
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districts by placing a temporary leader in charge of each one.82 Individuals in these districts then
held meetings and elected delegates to represent them at a convention scheduled for Carnegie
Hall in October. Underscoring Catt’s reluctance to accept aggressive strategies and lay claim to
urban public spaces, these district meetings were held in “semi-public places” like clubrooms.83
With more than eight hundred delegates and two hundred alternates, the Carnegie Hall
convention was procedural in nature and lacked the excitement and nervousness that
characterized Pankhurst’s meeting only days before. Nevertheless, The Woman’s Journal
trumpeted the significance of the founding of the Woman Suffrage Party. “[N]o sensational
features, no distinguished visitor,” The Journal proclaimed, “yet it was in itself, and its
constitution and makeup, quiet and matter of fact as these were, the most sensational event in the
history of the woman suffrage movement since the pioneers first promulgated the theory of
woman’s rights.”84
This was not an exaggeration. The convention resulted in a complete reorganization of
one of the city’s most dominant suffrage associations. The lists and lists of individuals divided
by senatorial and assembly districts still available in the New York State Woman Suffrage
Association’s papers hint at the immense undertaking necessary to organize the nation’s largest
metropolis. The new group considered itself a party and used the hierarchal structure of political
machines, primarily Tammany Hall, to push for the vote.85 This was a second way Tammany
influenced New York’s woman’s rights movement. The political machine’s rebirth helped
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suffragists rethink urban corruption in the metropolis and their relationship to it, while also
providing them a template for urban politicking.86
The Woman Suffrage Party arranged party members around assembly and the even
smaller election districts.87 These party members chose the district leaders and delegates for city
meetings. At these meetings, delegates elected the city and borough officers. At the very top sat
the borough chairmen and the city chairman, the first being Catt.88 To reach its goal of adding a
suffrage amendment to the state constitution, the party promised to canvass the city to determine
who had suffrage leanings as well as to interrogate legislators about their views. These strategies
were not new; they could be traced back to the abolitionist movement. For Catt they were
undoubtedly assertive tactics, but far from militant or radical.89
According to historian Sara Hunter Graham, the second generation of suffragists at the
national level began to build a pressure group in the early 20th century. The first priority of those
in Gotham was to come to terms with the dynamic metropolis that they found themselves in. Part
of NAWSA’s efforts, Graham explains, was to “banish” its “radical past” and make the cause
acceptable to “mainstream society.”90 This was not universally true in New York where some
activists, like Malone, aggressively pushed against the boundaries of the city’s gendered
geography.91
Neither Catt nor Blatch were in a position to lead this militant vanguard. They both had a
large number of individuals who looked to them for direction and who they required for support.
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Fueled by a devotion to core principles and lacking a substantial constituency, Malone could be
more radical. Reaching the height of her involvement in New York City’s suffrage campaign
around 1913, she set important precedents for the movement and revealed the ways in which the
physical spaces of the city could be used to its advantage.92 By the early 1910s, leaders largely
accepted Malone’s strategies, blurring the lines distinguishing suffragist from suffragette. For the
time being, however, Malone’s radicalism and independence made Catt’s and Blatch’s actions
more acceptable, a perception that they desperately needed to cultivate as they tried to expand
their constituencies.
Mobilizing Monied Networks
While reconsidering their approach to the metropolis, leaders in the early years of the
second generation tried to rebuild their relationship with the elite, a relationship that—with a few
exceptions—largely crumbled after the 1894 Constitutional Convention. Socialites created a
tightly knit subculture in New York, accustomed to wielding influence, having desires quickly
satiated, and scrutinizing members’ behaviors. Since New York’s leisured class served as the
arbitrators of social grace, leaders like Blatch and Catt doubtlessly believed that underscoring the
campaign’s respectability was critical to gaining wealth’s support. However, they would be
reminded, as their predecessors were in 1894, that society women were as divided about the vote,
tactics for gaining it, and reasons for supporting it as other subcultures in Gotham.
In March 1908, Catt and Blatch brought their suffrage arguments into the Colony Club.
Organized by a group of wealthy women in 1903 to rival New York’s most elite men’s private
clubs, the clubhouse on Madison Avenue featured a swimming pool, library, squash court, and
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dining facilities. It quickly claimed 550 of the city’s most established socialites.93 Four years
after its founding, the Colony opened the door to suffrage discussions, hosting a meeting of the
Collegiate Equal Suffrage League.94 The 1908 gathering was far more controversial.
The meeting was peppered with wealthy socialites, including Mrs. Clarence H. Mackay,
Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt, and Mrs. O.H.P. Belmont. Besides Catt and
Blatch, Margaret Aldrich (née Margaret Chanler), a member of the Astor family, also spoke for
the suffrage cause, tracing her interest in political equality to her position as a taxpayer
(undoubtedly a popular argument given the crowd) and asserting that women were intelligent
enough to vote. Controversy soon ensued. Mrs. Barclay Hazard, speaking on behalf of the antisuffragists, “stirred things up,” according to the Times. After prefacing her comments with an
apology because she knew and had worked with Aldrich in the past, Hazard accused suffragists
of allying with Socialists.95 As evidence, she pointed to the fact that advocates of the ballot
allowed a prominent Socialist to speak before the legislature in support of enfranchisement.96
Someone leaked the details of this exchange to the press and, by the following morning, New
York newspapers were broadcasting the intimacies of the event to the nation, which doubtlessly
horrified many members. Outraged, the Colony Club noted that it was a private meeting so “that
the subject might be thoroughly discussed among the members without any notoriety,” and
subsequently imposed stricter rules for members wishing to bring guests.97 While the Colony
Club sent out a “special notice” decrying the leak, the women involved did not seem adversely
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affected. Over the next few years, several of them, most notably Belmont and Mackay, would
work with Blatch and Catt for the vote.
As in 1894, the press was obsessed with their participation. Journalists had devoted pages
to socialites since the late 19th century, helping those “who sought to assert their social
leadership” become American celebrities.98 This coverage, as some found out, had a downside in
that it blurred the line between public and private lives and left society women open to ridicule.
It allowed them to engage in “trendsetting” at the same time it made them vulnerable to those
who opposed their decisions and actions.99 We can see this firsthand in terms of the elite women
who joined in the suffrage campaign. Some reporters teased that this was simply another society
fad. Others reasoned that since suffrage had become fashionable on Fifth Avenue, it would
“sweep” the rest of the nation.100 One journalist neatly linked both predictions, simultaneously
publishing and trivializing socialites’ involvement. Many ordinary individuals would support the
vote, the reporter predicted, “though they might find the arguments in its favor deadly dull and
the goal aimed at unallurring . . . [because it] is something to be even temporarily classed in the
public prints with the women who are invariably in the lists of invited guests at the weddings and
receptions of the best society.” Conversely, the writer reassured those opposing enfranchisement
that fashionable women’s involvement might draw some to the cause, but these elite women’s
interest would be fleeting.101
However, society women’s participation was far more than a fad. Several traced their
involvement back to the early 1890s. Aldrich, for one, was active in the 1894 Constitutional
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Convention campaign when she worked to convince “professional” and society suffragists to
collaborate. She continued to push for the franchise after the 1894 defeat. In 1895, Aldrich
traveled to Newburgh to attend the state suffrage association’s annual convention, speaking at
this meeting as well as at the New England Woman Suffrage Association’s 1895 gathering,
where her aunt, Julia Ward Howe, presided.102 Aldrich gained the most fame, however, for her
work with the Red Cross during the Spanish-American War. When she arrived home from this
wartime service, she jumped back into the political arena, lobbying the government to create an
Army Nurse Corps, as well as leading the Woman’s Municipal League in its effort to reform the
city.103 Throughout her political career, Aldrich retained her place in the upper reaches of New
York’s social world. 104 Town & Country even featured her on its cover in 1903.
Olivia Sage also participated in 1894.105 After the defeat at the Constitutional
Convention, Susan B. Anthony continued to turn to Sage for assistance. A year before Anthony
passed away, the suffrage pioneer wrote Sage a letter pleading and praying that “somebody
besides the Suffrage Society proper would go ahead and carry the thing to success.”106 When
Anthony died, the National American Woman Suffrage Association created the Susan B.
Anthony Memorial Fund to raise $60,000, which it would use to fulfill her mission.107 Sage
contributed the last $20,000.108 Unlike Aldrich and the society women described below, the
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philanthropist remained largely in the background of the reborn suffrage movement—quietly
donating money, but not using her celebrity to draw attention to the cause.109
Other socialites were new to the movement. The wife of the founder of the International
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Katherine Mackay, had actually served in an elective
position as a member of the school board in Roslyn, New York before she formally joined the
woman’s rights campaign.110 At some point, she “realized that she had news value [that] would
help the suffrage movement.”111 A friend encouraged Mackay to join one of the established
organizations, but Mackay declined. Blatch, astutely reading elite women’s culture where wouldbe leaders often discreetly jockeyed for social supremacy, understood that Mackay “wanted to be
on the top, running a show herself” and urged her to create her own association.112
In December 1908, at her “palatial home” on Madison Avenue, Mackay organized the
Equal Franchise Society.113 The Society sent out invitations to potential members “as gorgeously
gotten up as smart wedding cards,” according to renowned journalist Dorothy Dix.114 By doing
so, Mackay challenged stereotypes about unrefined suffragists. More importantly, she introduced
the movement to her peers, who had long become accustomed to the complicated etiquette of
calling cards and invitations, in a way that would have been familiar. She understood the
importance of her social networks and held luncheons to, as Blatch put it, “catch important
people in the suffrage net.”115 Unlike other organizations, Mackay’s was invitation only;
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established members nominated individuals for participation.116 Membership dues were initially
five dollars.117 Further underscoring its exclusivity, the Equal Franchise Society occasionally
used the Colony Club for meetings as well as Mackay’s own home.118 With attendees’ last names
ranging from Astor to Whitney to Gould to Morgan, these meetings attracted the height of New
York’s fashionable world.119
Mackay not only used her celebrity and connections to help the political equality
movement; she was also willing to spend money on it. At one suffrage bazaar in the fall of 1908,
she paraded in with a laundry bag and went from booth to booth buying items to support the
campaign.120 While the articles were about fifty cents each, Mackay doled out five dollar bills.121
She also opened headquarters on the twenty-ninth floor of the celebrated Metropolitan Tower,
then the tallest building in the world.122 The New York Times predicted that previous workers
would have been amazed by the plush settings, which featured a deep blue rug in one room,
mahogany furniture, and gold framed mirrors.123 By the early 20th century, suffrage leaders were
becoming aware of the semiotics of place in Gotham, and social leaders like Mackay had the
power to hone that awareness in new ways.
Elite women who threw themselves into the campaign did so for a variety of reasons. For
some, like Margaret Aldrich, taxation without representation pushed them to embrace
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enfranchisement. For women who expected to or who had already inherited property, the idea of
being taxed without having a voice in government was appalling.124 For Mackay, the stress was
more on female moral superiority. Since women were the “moral” and “highest element in
humanity,” she claimed that they needed to have a voice in politics to create a better world for
their children.125 Her Equal Franchise Society also pushed for the ballot to help working-class
women, but, as Ellen Carol DuBois has discussed, this was done with a tinge of “noblesse
oblige.”126 In New York City, elite women had a difficult time ignoring the plight of their
working-class sisters. If the proximity to working-class life in such a condensed city did not
make them aware of it, certainly the investigative reporting of the time did. The Society
published a piece that summarized its approach to socioeconomic differences—wealthy women
needed to support enfranchisement because the ballot would improve the position of their
“working sisters.”127 The need for the vote by working women became a theme within the Equal
Franchise Society, but working women themselves only participated on its margins.128
Mackay opposed the more militant methods of some of the suffragettes. Suggesting the
respect that those with financial power received, she found that most of the men she encountered
were courteous and considered her arguments, leading her to conclude that there was no need for
aggressive tactics. Instead, voters should understand that “the strongest suffragists are those
women who devote their best energies toward the development of their children.” And standing
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on street corners proselytizing to anonymous, random passersby certainly did not convey this
maternal commitment for Mackay.129
New York’s culture of wealth, while sometimes divided between new and old money,
was relatively small. Society women called on one another, attended balls together, and
participated in voluntary and cultural associations with each other. Informal gossip spread news
and information about elite families. When a few socialites began to support the vote in 1894,
debate about it rapidly permeated this community. In all, a wealthy woman lived in a world
largely limited to other leisured and equally privileged ladies. Thus, it is no surprise that
friendships (and rivalries) developed between society leaders. In fact, Mackay was a friend of
another socialite who was also interested in the vote—Alva Belmont.130
Belmont married William K. Vanderbilt, the grandson of Cornelius Vanderbilt, in 1875
and divorced him, an extremely unusual action, nearly two decades later due to his marital
infidelities.131 This decision ostracized Alva from many in “polite” society. However, within a
year of her divorce, she married Oliver H.P. Belmont, the son of the wealthy August Belmont.
When her second husband died of an infection from appendicitis surgery in 1908, Belmont was
heartbroken. Fortunately, she did not have to worry about money as she grieved thanks to her
divorce settlement and million dollar-plus inheritance.132 Following Oliver’s death, Belmont
began to take an active part in the enfranchisement movement. According to one telling, the
socialite spitefully became involved after her ex-husband tried to prevent their daughter from
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participating in the British movement.133 In the summer of 1909, Belmont jumped into suffrage
work, quickly organizing the Political Equality Association.134
Like Mackay, Belmont understood that, because of her position in society, she could
draw attention to the movement. Indeed, she even opened up Marble House, her palatial
waterfront home in Newport, Rhode Island—one scholar has compared its design to the Palace
of Versailles—to suffrage lectures.135 For five dollars, a hefty sum in 1909, a person could tour
the house for an hour. The New York Suffrage Newsletter exclaimed, “It’s the first time that this
marvelous palace full of art treasures has ever been opened to the public. None but Mrs.
Belmont’s personal friends have been admitted to the grounds even.”136 However, unlike
Mackay, Belmont took a more militant stance, hiring Malone as her personal employee and
celebrating open air protests. One historian has even speculated that Belmont offered to bribe
legislators for their support and encouraged a suffrage leader to bomb the Capitol in Albany. 137
While Mackay’s society was “invitation only,” Belmont worked to include various groups,
ranging from African American women to nurses. The association kept members’ names secret
to prevent employers or potential employers from blacklisting working women, indicating a class
awareness that Mackay’s association lacked.138
It was Belmont who facilitated the national organization’s move to New York,
posthumously fulfilling Susan B. Anthony’s wishes. According to her biographer and suffrage
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coworker, Anthony understood that Gotham was the “center from which news of all kinds was
sent to the four quarters of the globe. She realized the vast numbers of people who could be
reached and the great prestige which would be given to the movement” if it was headquartered in
New York City.139 However, lack of funds prevented Anthony from permanently achieving this
dream while she was alive.140 Instead, from 1903 until 1909, NAWSA was located in Warren,
Ohio, a town of twenty-thousand, because that was the home of the national treasurer, Harriet
Taylor Upton.141 While Upton lived in a rural Ohio town, the other officers were sprinkled across
the country: the corresponding secretary in New Orleans, the president in Philadelphia, others in
New York, Chicago, and Kentucky.142 Simultaneously, the state association remained in
Syracuse, a city with 125,000 residents.143 Until 1909, the state organization struggled to carry
on its work in a “businesslike manner,” with neither permanent offices nor a secretarial force. It
especially failed to mobilize New York’s extensive press and publicity resources.144
When Belmont asked Ida Husted Harper, a leader in the national association, how she
could help the cause, Harper informed her of the state’s desire for an improved headquarters.145
At about the same time, Belmont learned that NAWSA was considering moving to New York
and promised to provide it with appropriate headquarters for two years. Thus, Belmont helped to
139
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bring not only the state association to the metropolis, but also the national organization in 1909.
She rented the entire seventh floor, which included nine rooms, in a new office building at 505
Fifth Avenue. “Much of the rushing life of New York centres around this corner,” the state
association reported without hyperbole.146 The soon-to-be-open New York Public Library sat
across from 505 Fifth Avenue and Grand Central Station, with its roughly 50,000 daily
passengers, was around the corner.147 Belmont allocated two rooms for the state organization,
took an office for her Political Equality Association, and provided space for NAWSA and its
press bureau.148 In the largest and most “sumptuous” room, she installed a library dressed in dull
green fabrics and punctuated by walnut furniture. Pictures of suffrage pioneers hung on the walls
along with dedications from foreign suffrage societies. Windows provided visitors with
“sweeping views of the city.”149 Some hoped that this move would not only bring all the
branches of the campaign into closer working order, but also, by placing national headquarters in
the “financial metropolis of the United States,” reap enhanced economic rewards.150 The state
organization thought it would make it possible to carry out more effective propaganda and open
up the association to “new avenues of work.”151
On September 17, 1909 suffragists threw open the doors of their new headquarters, first
inviting reporters of the New York papers in to review their location. According to the state
movement’s report, the offices received “glowing accounts” the following day.152 In November,
The New York Times commented on the “business-like” furnishings, noting in one breath its
professional atmosphere (in “some ways it suggests a Republican or Democratic National
146
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Committee at work”) and, with the next, reminding readers that it was still a woman’s suite
(“except that everybody wears skirts”). Belmont, the reporter continued, pulled the national and
state associations from their “rural localities where they struggled under disadvantages” and
brought them to the “centre of the Nation.”153 Significantly, leaders showed the reporters around
their new space before they invited local club presidents to come in and explore, suggesting that
the move was not only about consolidation, but also about increasing publicity.154 Like Anthony
before them, second generation suffragists understood “the advantages of this great newspaper
and magazine center,” and no one understood it better than a socialite of Belmont’s caliber.155
The state association at the turn of the century was deeply suspicious of the Gotham
campaign, while NAWSA concentrated on the South and West. Suddenly, power and decisionmaking was centered in New York.156 Given this past tension, it is not surprising that some
members were less than enthusiastic about Manhattan’s growing prominence. The Woman’s
Journal found itself reassuring readers that the move would not affect the daily workings of
either the state or national associations. NAWSA, it promised, would continue to push for
suffrage across the country and would not focus myopically on the Empire State. Likewise, the
state organization would have no more concern with or power over the city than any other
city.157 Harriet May Mills, a leader in the state association who had originally been hesitant about
the move, soon celebrated it. “Headquarters have meant heretofore a place for quiet and
necessary work,” she explained, “They now mean constant intercourse with workers who have
never been able to reach us, as well as with those who have already joined us.” For those who
153
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still doubted the move, Mills invited them to stop by and see for themselves. Gotham had
“ushered” in a “new era of work” for the crusade. “There should be no east or west, north or
south in this great movement, which is all one!” Mills continued, “From the metropolis as a
center all points can be reached and all sectional lines erased.”158
Offices in New York cost four times as much as they did in Warren, Ohio ($2,145
compared to $500). They also demanded a small increase in staff (from 10 to 12 individuals) and
a larger payroll ($12,400 compared to $10,300). However, they put suffragists in a much better
position to broadcast their message and raise funds.159 Thanks to Belmont, headquarters became
more than a simple space from which to send correspondence. They became a tool for
advertising the movement’s stature, professionalism, and power to the rest of the nation as
leaders carefully considered both the location and design of the space. Advocates of the ballot
benefited from New York’s centrifugal qualities as information about the movement spun out
across the nation, and could capitalize on its centripetal pull as individuals moved to Gotham for
jobs, education, and pleasure. Even those who might have resisted the recentralization of the
campaign in New York City could not deny the advantages.
Blatch and Catt worked to rebuild their movement by courting women in Gotham’s
monied subculture. Elite women brought a degree of social cachet to a cause struggling for
rebirth. They spent money on the campaign, helping to rejuvenate it, and their participation drew
reporters’ attention. Moreover, their financial assistance enabled the national and state
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movements to relocate to the nation’s largest metropolis and to harness its resources. However,
their cooperation was not without difficulties.
Some believed that elite women’s participation exacerbated class tensions. This became
particularly clear during the 1909 Shirtwaist Strike, when forty thousand female industrial
laborers went on strike to increase wages and receive recognition for their union.160 From Blatch
to Belmont, suffragists supported the striking women, arguing that, with the vote, industrial
laborers would find themselves in a better position.161 Members of the Equality League of SelfSupporting Women participated in the picket lines.162 Belmont and her Political Equality
Association hosted a rally at the Hippodrome Theater in support of the protest.163 Mackay used
the Colony Club to meet demonstrators and to raise money for them.164 Some strikers were
skeptical of this support from the beginning, however.165 Their fight was, after all, not about the
vote, but about working conditions and pay. When Belmont arranged an outdoor protest in
Rutgers Square, few showed.166 Emma Goldman ridiculed suffragists’ desire for the vote and
argued that wealthy women could never understand the position of industrial laborers, especially
the shirtwaist strikers.167 A week later female Socialists refused an invitation for cooperation
from the national suffrage association. They fully supported the vote, but believed that
movement leaders were part of the “capitalistic class” and that they could never find common
ground. One Socialist described her disgust when a Belmont employee approached her during
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the strike, suggesting that Belmont would be glad to pay her to help organize the picketing
women. For these Socialists, Belmont and even Blatch were simply using them to attract
working-class women to their suffrage campaign.168
Not only did wealthy women’s support of the ballot fuel class tensions; it fanned elite
disputes. Eleanor G. Hewitt, the daughter of the wealthy, former New York mayor, acted as a
vice-president of the League for the Civic Education of Women (an anti-suffrage organization,
despite its misleading name). Honorary vice-presidents included Mrs. Andrew Carnegie and Mrs.
Grover Cleveland; later, in 1909, Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish joined.169 The president was Mrs. Richard
Watson Gilder, the wife of a prominent editor.170 New York’s upper echelons of wealth and
social prominence were sharply divided on the issue of woman’s rights.
Blatch and Catt gained immensely from wealth’s involvement. Leaders could tally the
money that these fashionable women donated to the cause (and Belmont did—she gave more
than $40,000 from August 1909 to March 1910), but it was the social cachet and the press
coverage that proved invaluable.171 New York City contained a small but dense network of
women with national prestige and money to spare. Catt and Blatch worked to channel these
resources into their campaign.
Attracting Teachers
Although far less wealthy, teachers constituted a significantly larger pool of potential
members. With fifteen thousand women composing 86% of the teaching force, New York City’s
public school system was the largest employer of “educated women” in Gotham and indeed the
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largest school system of any metropolis in the country.172 The new suffrage leaders, like their
predecessors, hoped to tap into this subculture to gain converts and spread their message. This
time they had more success, benefitting from a new voice in the teachers’ struggle.
Men held most of the highest administrative posts within the school system, but the
classroom was indisputably female terrain. Teaching young children was assumed to be a
womanly task and schools profited from this assumption, paying women less than their male
equivalents. Since teaching was one of only a few professional occupations available to them,
women largely accepted this pay inequality in the mid- and late-19th century.173 By the early 20th
century, however, teachers began to organize, demand greater equality, and stress their own
educational credentials. They also started to welcome the participation of parents into their
schools. Started in 1897, the National Congress of Mothers took up this call, advocating greater
parent-teacher cooperation. 174 Educators did not have all parents’ support, since instructors were
deemed “uniquely responsible” for assimilating immigrant children. To reformers this was a
position to celebrate, while to some immigrant families it was a reason for suspicion.175
For suffragists, teachers served as a conduit to new constituencies across the city’s
patchwork quilt of neighborhoods. They could encourage a discussion of enfranchisement in the
classroom, as was done at the Washington Irving High School.176 They could also convert
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parents to the cause. 177 And as respected members of a neighborhood, they could make political
equality seem less radical to those they encountered on a daily basis. To help enlist them, second
generation suffragists, like their predecessors, tried to tap into educators’ own aspirations.
In 1907, the battle for equal pay for teachers heated up again in New York City. The year
before, city educators had organized the Interborough Association of Women Teachers to fight
against the pay inequality created under the 1900 Davis Bill. Based on the bill’s salary schedules,
female teachers received thirty to forty percent less than male colleagues performing the same
jobs. A female elementary school teacher, for example, started at $600, while a male instructor
received $900.178 Several other cities had already equalized their salary schedules, including
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Portland, and even upstate Buffalo, but New York City remained committed
to salaries determined, in part, by gender.179 The leading force in the struggle for pay equality
was Grace Strachan, a district superintendent in Brooklyn and president of the Interborough
Association.180
The Interborough Association began by trying to convince the mayor and Board of
Education to change the pay schedules, but after no success turned its attention to Albany. By
doing so, it offended those who fervently believed in home rule for New York City.181
Regardless, in 1907, an equal pay bill passed through the legislature, but both the mayor and
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governor vetoed it.182 Even with the teachers’ failure, the Board of Education tried to pass a “gag
law” in 1908 that would have prevented educators from campaigning for or against candidates
based on their position on teachers’ salaries.183 One Board member explained his support of the
proposed by-law, declaring that “[t]he spectacle of teachers electioneering has gotten to be a
public scandal.”184 Others opposed it because it infringed on individuals’ freedom of speech.185
The motion lost by four votes.186 Again in 1909, the mayor vetoed an equal pay bill, but this time
created a commission to investigate the issue, which concluded that it would save the city
somewhere between seven million and eleven million dollars if it continued to allow the “market
price” to “control” teachers’ salaries.187
Strachan and the female teachers faced intense opposition in their fight, especially from
the Association of the Men Teachers and Principals of the City. Composed of roughly 600 men,
reportedly one-third of the male teachers, this association stressed the importance of having a
large number of male instructors in the workforce to avoid the “feminization” of boys. With the
growing presence of women in professions and the changing nature of work requiring less
physical labor (at least for white collar workers), feminization was a pervasive concern in turnof-the-century New York and across the nation.188 Some male teachers capitalized on this. When
an equal pay supporter attended a meeting, one New Yorker mocked, “We have with us a male
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from Brooklyn, I wouldn’t say a man.”189 At a meeting of the Brooklyn Board of Trade, a
member announced that he never had a female teacher and was “glad” of that. “Perhaps,” he
reflected, “that is the reason I am formed in a sterner mould than some other men.”190
Opponents of equal pay also stressed that the market demanded that men be paid more than
women since men had plenty of other professional options open to them.191 Some argued that
women did not do equal work and therefore did not deserve equal pay, while others worried
about the budget increases that would result if there was pay parity.192 One male, Brooklyn
teacher wrote in to the Brooklyn Times opposing the bill because New York could attract as
many female teachers as it pleased, but needed more men in the classroom. Mandating equal pay
would create precedents for other industries in the city and nation, the author continued, and then
rhetorically (and cruelly) asked, “Do you want your State to deliberately subsidize female
celibacy?”193
Suffragists rushed to publically support female teachers. Blatch, Catt, Shaw, and Belmont
were all honorary vice-presidents of the Interborough Association.194 Blatch’s Equality League
of Self-Supporting Women passed a resolution endorsing equal pay in 1907, while the state
association protested against the governor’s veto.195 Suffragists also spoke at teachers’ events.
On January 30, 1908, Blatch addressed the Interborough Association’s mass meeting.196 Rather
than urging teachers to demand the vote, she stressed that women and men received equal pay in
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many professions and teachers should also be paid equally.197 A few months later, Catt addressed
a mass meeting held by the Interborough Association of Women Teachers. Like Blatch, she did
not explicitly mention enfranchisement, arguing instead that public school teachers in the United
States were necessary to instill patriotism and provide lessons in how to deal with graft and
corruption. With responsibilities such as these, Catt contended, female school teachers deserved
to be paid the same as men.198
There were faint echoes of municipal housekeeping in their speeches, as both Catt and
Blatch mentioned the ways in which teachers could improve the city. This is not surprising. As
earlier chapters have mentioned, municipal housekeeping ideas were gaining traction in the early
20th century suffrage campaign. As Rheta Childe Dorr, a pro-suffrage, New York
newspaperwoman, explained “Woman’s Place is Home. But Home is not contained within the
four walls of an individual house. Home is the community. The city full of people is the family .
. . And badly do the Home and Family need their mother.”199 From brief comments in The
Woman’s Journal to formal speeches at the Albany legislature, these arguments proved useful
for suffragists.200 However, what is notable is that both Catt’s and Blatch’s addresses to teachers
presented a narrow rendering of municipal housekeeping; it was not teachers as women that
Blatch and Catt celebrated, but teachers as professionals.
This limited interpretation suggests one of the problems in invoking municipal
housekeeping arguments across New York’s heterogeneous female population. While suffragists
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were trying to convert middle-class professional women to the cause, they were frequently
relying on assumptions about women’s nature that, while intended to be empowering, had the
potential to be exclusionary. Municipal housekeeping depended on the belief that women’s
interests stemmed from their place in middle-class family units. However, many professional
women, teachers included, were single and struggling to gain recognition for their expertise.
Therefore, an argument that relied exclusively on maternal roles and municipal housekeeping
might have been difficult for instructors to appreciate. As a result, Blatch’s speech stressed equal
pay for equal work, while Catt’s depicted teachers as professionals with the power and expertise
to address urban problems.
It is particularly notable that they did not rely heavily on municipal housekeeping given
the gender crisis that men invoked in their effort to quash pay equality. In their speeches, Blatch
and Catt could have depended on municipal housekeeping to calm these fears, while continuing
to support teachers. Instead, they spoke in a language that they thought female educators would
most appreciate, undoubtedly alienating some men in the process. Organizers presumably
assumed that converting female instructors outweighed any negative effects of their support for
equitable pay.
As their presence at teachers’ meetings suggests, suffragists saw room to gain converts in
this struggle, bolstering their power through numbers.201 The Woman’s Journal ran a column
detailing instructors’ efforts in Albany and predicted that they would be unsuccessful. The only
likely result was an “increase in the membership of the Woman Suffrage Association.” “It
certainly ought to lead to that,” the paper editorialized, “Not only the teachers, but many women
whose interests are not directly involved have read with indignation the flippant newspaper
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comments upon the affair.”202 One local city organization even created a committee devoted to
attracting teachers who, it hoped, would be convinced that they had no voice without the
ballot.203 Over the next few years, suffragists quickened their pace in targeting teachers. From
circulating a petition for equal pay to holding a reception for educators, local leagues worked to
convert these professionals.204 The national organization created a leaflet entitled “Do Teachers
Need the Ballot?” and one suffragist wrote an essay on “The Relation of the Women School
Teachers to Woman Suffrage.”205
Despite pressure, Strachan’s Interborough Association never formally took a position on
enfranchisement.206 Some in the association did not support the ballot and thus Strachan did not
want to alienate them.207 Given the intense resistance the Association faced, its reluctance to take
a stand on the vote might also have been due to a desire to avoid unnecessarily antagonizing
opponents. That they were public employees also should not be overlooked, especially since the
Board of Education had already tried to silence teachers’ political voices.
Even though the Interborough Association did not officially endorse enfranchisement,
suffragists’ efforts did bear fruit. One activist in 1908 believed that the Interborough Association
was “alive” with interest in the vote and another noted that the Bedford Political Equality League
was attracting teachers.208 The following year, several educators spoke before suffrage
organizations, most notably Strachan. Strachan had always stood on the margins of the suffrage
campaign; her primary goal was improving teachers’ positions and participating could
potentially risk her chances of doing so. As early as 1907, she did address suffrage meetings on
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teaching, but does not seem to have linked the causes of enfranchisement and equal pay until
1909.209 At Blatch’s Equality League of Self-Supporting Women meeting, Strachan finally
publicly endorsed suffrage, having become convinced that teachers required the ballot.210 A few
months later, she spoke before the founding Woman Suffrage Party meeting at Carnegie Hall.
Her appearance and speech were greeted with extensive applause, and the “equal pay” resolution
was, according to one report, “the most popular thing in the whole meeting.”211 Based on the
accounts of this event, it is not clear whether she linked the vote to equal pay at this critical
juncture. Her presence and participation must have, at the least, sent a message of collaboration.
In a few years’ time, Strachan would become an open air speaker on the movement’s behalf.
Suffragists ended the first decade of the 20th century with the president of a teachers’
association representing 12,000 women tentatively advocating the vote and feeling pleased about
the work they had achieved. While risking offending some men, advocates of the ballot
brilliantly read female teachers’ needs in their drive to conscript them.
*****
By the end of December 1909, the pioneer generation had passed from the scene. Stanton
died in 1902 and Anthony in 1906. Blake would die seven years later, but long after surrendering
her central position in the city movement. With their departure, younger women like Blatch and
Catt took the helm and rebuilt the campaign.
Both Blatch and Catt absorbed ideas from Malone about how to use the metropolis’s
physical spaces. They also successfully mobilized local communities of teachers and socialites
by tailoring their message to each subculture’s specific identities, interests, and needs. The
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relocation of state and national power to New York City was perhaps this generation’s most
important early achievement. Blatch, Catt, and their coworkers understood the possibilities this
shift created—greater press coverage, a more unified campaign, closer proximity to wealth and
the fashionable world, and a vast number of potential converts in the professional and working
women’s crusades against gender discrimination. All existed within the city’s borders on an
unprecedented scale and intensity.212
As the years progressed, suffragists harnessed New York’s resources to broadcast their
message in even more innovative and ambitious ways. The stage and film allowed them to
spread their arguments from the metropolis across the nation. Actresses provided publicity for
the campaign, added a new dash of celebrity and glamour, and instructed members on public
speaking. Nurses brought the message of political equality to New York’s immigrant population,
while teachers spread it across the city’s neighborhoods. Advocates of the ballot even began to
broach traditionally masculine spaces and “dangerous” districts to underscore their commitment
to enfranchisement. The second, Progressive Era generation was beginning to not only
understand the city’s empowering potential, but to capitalize on it.
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CHAPTER 4: SUFFRAGE CULTURE AND SUBCULTURES, 1910-1913

In May 1912, ten thousand supporters of enfranchisement took to Fifth Avenue to
demand political equality.1 Harriot Stanton Blatch’s Women’s Political Union (formerly the
Equality League of Self-Supporting Women) organized the event, and Carrie Chapman Catt’s
Woman Suffrage Party participated. Children celebrated as their teachers passed by carrying
banners noting the illiteracy rate under patriarchy.2 The parade’s dramatic section included stars
like Ethel Barrymore, Gertrude Elliot, and Mary Shaw.3 Lillian Russell marched behind Inez
Milholland, leading one journalist to comment, “Even Lillian Russell who was accustomed to
riding in handsome cabs walked the long route for the glory of womanhood.”4 Two hundred
nurses paraded behind a banner celebrating Florence Nightingale and Clara Barton. And Alva
Belmont walked up Fifth Avenue, with the “appearance of a brave soldier facing fire.”5 As The
New York Times described the procession, “There were women who work with their heads and
women who work with their hands and women who never work at all. And all marched for
suffrage.”6
This third large-scale parade since 1910 was a highly theatrical event, with leaders
obsessing over everything from supporters’ attire to the crowd’s behavior. “We wished to make
the processions a great emotional appeal,” Blatch explained, convinced that individuals “must be
converted through” their “eyes.” Parades visually demonstrated that organizers had transformed
numerous individual groups in New York into a unified army willing to declare its support for
1
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the ballot.7 The earlier line dividing conservative suffragist and militant suffragette had become
largely obsolete as all agreed on the need for public action by the early 1910s. Leaders’
awareness of suffrage stunts’ visual possibilities dovetailed nicely with changing technologies,
especially the growing sophistication of film. Through moving pictures, champions of the vote
could capture these spectacles and allow individuals to see how their alliance had grown from a
small group of women to a broad, urban campaign.
Unlike their Gilded Age predecessors, activists moved beyond the protected spaces of
halls and parlors, understanding the city as a mosaic of subcultures, each with its own established
protocols and expectations. As with teachers and socialites, suffragists learned to appreciate the
webs of aspirations threading together some of these subcultures, transforming the campaign
from a narrow group of supporters to a broad, urban coalition. They also worked to read the
various neighborhoods in New York, helping them to claim a “right to the city.” In Murray Hill,
they found a feminized district with landlords willing to collect rent from activists as they
created a veritable suffrage district there. Other times, advocates of the ballot misread New
York’s diverse communities, facing resistance and anger when they tried to move into male turf.
This chapter tracks activists’ efforts to conscript nurses and actresses, whittle out spaces in which
to build a physically defined suffrage culture, and broadcast images of their united suffrage army
to the rest of the nation via film from 1910 to the beginning of 1913, the year that the New York
State legislature approved a suffrage bill.8
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Exceptional Possibilities and Difficulties
By 1910, New York City spanned five boroughs with more than four million people of
innumerable races and ethnicities.9 Suffragists were keenly aware of the difficulties of working
within this environment. They had long assumed that Gotham’s immigrants carried with them
“old time traditions” as part of their cultural history, biasing them against women’s
enfranchisement.10 In some districts, newly arrived working-class families lived nearby wealthy
individuals who traced their roots to New York’s old money, complicating efforts to tailor
messages to specific interests and audiences.11 Corruption and machine politics exacerbated
suffragists' frustrations with the city.12 Champions of the vote also had to deal with the fact that
Gotham was a city of renters with a pronounced "nomadic tendency.”13 Converts to the cause
would fill out enrollment forms for the Woman Suffrage Party and then move, requiring a
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herculean effort on the part of suffragists to keep track of supporters.14 That California
enfranchised women in 1911 only after overcoming an adverse vote from San Francisco
confirmed activists’ misgivings about urban campaigning.15
The 1898 consolidation further complicated their work. Queens, Staten Island, and the
Bronx were part of New York City, but they remained strikingly different from Manhattan.
Suffragists considered Queens “the borough of magnificent distances." It included everything
from farms to sprawling country estates. Staten Island housed villages (described as "a little
larger than the 'corners' of a less thickly settled locality”) whose residents had never set foot in
Manhattan and who "passed their days in a monotonous round of farming and of chores."16 The
Bronx produced its own set of organizational headaches, having both "densely populated"
neighborhoods and quasi-rural areas that looked like "distant suburbs, even farms.”17 While
women had greater mobility in the 1910s than they did in the 1880s and 1890s, the distances
between the boroughs remained a challenge, as did the differences between communities and
cultures within them.18
There were organizational divisions as well. Brooklyn’s suffragists sought to maintain
their independence from the central Woman Suffrage Party in Manhattan. This came into clear
focus in the fall of 1911 when district leaders elected Bertha Elder chairman under suspicious
circumstances. Opponents accused Elder and her supporters of suppressing dissenting votes. At
the election meeting, Elder’s allies removed three suffragists, a Sergeant-at-Arms put up a futile
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effort to maintain order, and Elder herself hid under the dining room table.19 Suffragists’ reports
that the affair was “disorderly” seem like an understatement.20 Seeking redress, the dissenting
individuals brought the matter to the Woman Suffrage Party’s (WSP’s) City Committee, further
infuriating Elder and her followers. The Brooklyn borough chairman refused to go into
Manhattan to testify before the Woman Suffrage Party, professing that “Brooklyn intends to act
independently of Manhattan and without interference.” She felt that the leaders of the WSP had
been ignoring the borough’s needs, refusing to grant it organizers or money, and suggested to a
Sun reporter that she and her allies would create a new organization because they did not want
“an imitation of absentee landlorism in Brooklyn.”21
Earlier in the century, Brooklyn contained stronger organizations than Manhattan. The
creation of the Woman Suffrage Party and the Equality League of Self-Supporting Women
(renamed the Women’s Political Union in November 1910) as well as the relocation of the
National American Woman Suffrage Association and the state organization to Manhattan
19
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changed that. This incident suggests the problems that the Manhattan-based campaign
encountered when it tried to organize Gotham’s boroughs. Not only did distance and differing
environments make it difficult; so did efforts by individuals to maintain their community’s
independence from the overpowering Manhattan movement.
Despite all of these tensions, suffragists were also acutely aware of New York City’s
advantages. The national association noted the benefit of having the campaign so close to major
newspapers, allowing it to broadcast ideas and arguments to the rest of the world.22 As a cultural
bellwether for the nation, suffragists felt certain that New York could also lead the way for the
remaining anti-suffrage states.23 While sharing their predecessors’ assumptions that New York
City would likely oppose enfranchisement, Progressive Era suffragists were not intimidated by
the city in the way that Lillie Devereux Blake and her contemporaries had been, and were even
beginning to claim a right to it.
Reclaiming Dangerous Places
Instead of surrendering to perceived urban dangers, this second generation combatted
them, aggressively taking to street corners throughout the city. Originally a tactic used only by
the militant Maud Malone, open air meetings became standard procedure in the early 1910s,
popping up from Columbus Circle to Tremont Avenue in the Bronx.24 Catt’s Woman Suffrage
Party held ninety such demonstrations during the summer of 1910 alone.25
Suffragists’ protests in Hell’s Kitchen, Chinatown, and Wall Street were particularly
notable. These districts each had different reputations. Hell’s Kitchen was considered a home of
gang warfare; Chinatown a foreign district that ostensibly threatened to entrap young, white
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women; Wall Street a neighborhood dominated by financiers and capitalists. Rather than running
from these unfriendly environments, suffragists made an effort to establish a presence in them,
thereby underscoring their commitment to the vote. However, activists severely underestimated
the hostility they would face when they seized street corners and invaded male terrain in the
financial district and Hell’s Kitchen.
The first of such unruly scenes unfolded on Wall Street in 1911. Not much had changed
there since Blake had described downtown New York as “very full of men . . . Among all these
strong, pushing, busy men, there seemed no place, and no hope for a woman to expect justice or
mercy.”26 Undoubtedly, there were more female clerks and stenographers working in the district
in 1911 than in 1874, but overall Wall Street, at the heart of New York’s financial world,
remained decidedly male turf. In 1908, militant suffragettes experienced animus there, dodging
the apple cores, ticker tape, sponges, and bags of water that the crowd aimed at them while they
tried to promote political equality.27 Nevertheless, three years later, the Women’s Political Union
along with the radical British suffragette leader, Emmeline Pankhurst, and Anna Howard Shaw
decided to hold another street meeting in the financial district.
A large crowd of reportedly 3,000 gathered for this event. Instead of being politely
listened to by the businessmen that worked there, messengers (the WPU labeled them "unruly
boys" and The New York Times referred to them as “[h]oodlums”) attacked the suffragists. The
businessmen in the crowd attempted to silence their younger peers, but to no avail. Blatch and
Pankhurst had difficulty projecting their voices over the chaos that was unfolding.28 When
Pankhurst began to tell a sentimental story about a young boy who would not kiss his mother
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after she converted to suffrage, the crowd grew rowdier.29 As the exasperated leaders fled,
Pankhurst told reporters that she would rent a hall if businessmen wanted to learn more about
enfranchisement, falling back on older suffrage methods that relied on sheltered spaces.
Underscoring their possession of the streets, the young men chanted back, “Hire a hall! Hire a
hall!”30 From the chaos, activists went to police headquarters and demanded an explanation for
the absence of order and police protection. Downplaying the situation, the captain trivialized
their complaints by explaining that the police could not be held responsible for people yelling.31
In organizing this protest, the WPU had badly misjudged the nature of the financial district.
Visiting Wall Street automatically placed them on male terrain and standing on a street corner
emboldened the men in the financial district who might be willing to accept women’s clerical
services, but refused to listen to them demanding to be their equals.
Blatch and her Women’s Political Union refused to be silenced. Suffragists told reporters
that the incident only meant “that we’ve got to go on holding open-air meetings in Wall street
[sic] until we compel the city to give us protection. We shall begin our Wall street [sic]
campaigns at once.”32 And they did, holding another meeting in front of the Sub-Treasury
Building a week later. The increased police presence helped to ensure a more orderly atmosphere
and overall, a New York Times journalist thought the crowd was “respectful.” Blatch thanked the
police, while Shaw reflected on her experience at the same spot the week before and explained
that working women needed the vote in New York City for protection.33 The crowd’s docility
must have relieved the suffragists, but it was ultimately more important that the women returned
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at all to the scene where only a week before they had been so badly heckled. By doing so, they
demonstrated that they would not be cowed. As one reporter noted, the crowd listened "to the
women who had the courage to 'come back’ [emphasis added]."34
While Wall Street was hostile, it was not necessarily dangerous like Hell's Kitchen and
Chinatown were thought to be. A district on the west side of Manhattan between 30th and 59th
Streets, Hell’s Kitchen was home to gangs that roamed the streets swilling their “three-cent
whiskey.”35 Tour books listed Hell’s Kitchen under neighborhoods where thrill seekers could go
“slumming” to experience the excitement of New York’s underworld.36 There, they might run
into gangsters from the Gophers or at the least attend a venue frequented by them.37
Despite the neighborhood’s unsavory reputation, the Woman Suffrage Party vowed to
hold a meeting there in the summer of 1912. Two years earlier, the Women’s Political Union
suffragists served as poll watchers in the district only to be arrested for supposedly violating
election laws.38 The 1912 street meeting proved even more disastrous. “Roughs” descended on
the activists, flinging garbage and, as The Woman's Journal reported, "chas[ing] them up the
street in terror of their lives." It was rumored that Tammany Hall had sent in these "thugs" to
spearhead the attack. After five calls to the police who organizers thought "indifferent to the
disturbance," two officers arrived. With the police protection, the "brave but exhausted women"
addressed the crowd. Afterward, when they spoke with the precinct captain about the
disturbance, he warned them that the street corner was not safe. Given this warning and their
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own terror, it is impressive that they replied that this only meant they would need greater police
protection for the meeting they planned for the following weekend. Here, too, they
reterritorialized hostile space through sheer persistence. The Woman Voter proudly summarized
their decisions, proclaiming, “[T]he gospel of suffrage was carried into Hell's Kitchen. And thus
the women of the Woman Suffrage Party upheld their principle that they will not be shut out of
any part of New York where women and children are living. No districts, however dangerous,
shall be closed to us."39
As with their Wall Street protest, suffragists failed to fully recognize the extent of the
hostility their presence would create. Once they did, they refused to surrender. Unfortunately,
while such action might make them appear courageous, it was unlikely to soothe the anger men
felt when middle-class women took to their street corners. Not only were suffragists threatening
them by demanding the right to vote, one of the few undisputed badges of masculinity, in these
two cases they were also appropriating masculine turf.
Activists experienced similar trepidations about Chinatown, which for many decades was
considered a foreign district filled with unknown customs, people, and languages. The area had a
reputation for violence, gambling, drugs, and white slavery. Police, reformers, and government
leaders were particularly concerned about young white women who traveled to the neighborhood
for excitement, ostensibly leaving themselves vulnerable to drugging and entrapment. As
recently as 1909, the sensational murder of a white missionary by a Chinese man became linked
in the public’s mind with the perils of Chinatown, even though it took place elsewhere in the
metropolis. The police and reformers pressured dance halls, sightseeing companies, restaurants,
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and “opium joints” in the district to discourage white women’s attendance.40
Suffragists disregarded warnings about holding meetings in Chinatown. "We refuse," one
explained, "to allow that there shall be any section or spot in this city of our residence where, as
suffragists, citizens and social workers, we are not to go."41 If a place was dangerous, it was
exactly where advocates needed to speak. In the late 19th century, suffragists depended on money
to access the city’s commercial spaces. By the early 1910s, they had moved much farther, relying
on their status as citizens to claim public spaces. In this case, the crowd did not attack them as
they had in the financial district and Hell's Kitchen. Instead, suffragists expressed surprise at the
order that prevailed during the meeting.42
On all three occasions, leaders did not avoid “dangerous” areas, but, in two of the cases,
they underestimated the hostility that their street politicking would create. Rather than retreating
to the safety of parlor meetings, suffragists went to the police, demanded protection, and returned
to preach the gospel of enfranchisement. What organizers did not seem to understand, however,
is that by misreading Hell’s Kitchen and Wall Street, they might have made it temporarily more
difficult to convert male voters in those districts. Instead of recognizing this mistake, suffragists
strategically framed their stunts in a manner that emphasized their commitment to spreading the
message of political equality to New York’s diverse population. Their courage and determination
were notable at a time when American cities were in the throes of a growing panic about “white
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slavery,” the rumored entrapment and sale of innocent young women into prostitution.43
A Suffrage District
Other neighborhoods in New York were less challenging. In Murray Hill, organizers
discovered an area already welcoming and open to middle-class women’s public presence. By
1912, suffrage headquarters dotted the area between 29th and 42nd streets. 44 These were not hotel
rooms or restaurants temporarily transformed into meeting spaces or occasional headquarters, as
in the past. Champions of the vote increasingly had the resources and confidence to rent their
own dedicated spaces and, after Alva Belmont helped lure the state and national associations to
Gotham in 1909, activists seemed particularly inclined to do so in Murray Hill.
In the late 19th century, Ladies’ Mile (an area from 14th to 23rd streets and between
Broadway and Sixth Avenue) served as the home to New York’s retail district. By the end of the
century, both the stores and locations changed, becoming more extravagant and moving further
uptown to Murray Hill and its surrounding streets in order to be closer to new transportation
centers, the theater district, and middle-class residents.45 Shoppers, mainly women, were
welcomed to browse in the elaborate stores and retailers strove to make them comfortable,
providing everything from miniature zoos for children to ladies’ lunchrooms.46 As they built new
and more elaborate venues, owners embraced innovative advertising techniques, including show
windows. These decorated windows drew pedestrians’ attention, helping to make window
shopping an acceptable way for women to linger on metropolitan streets.47 Both inside and out,
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the plethora of department stores in Murray Hill welcomed and encouraged women’s public
presence.48 It was also close to the homes of wealthy New Yorkers and filled with elite social
clubs and churches that further marked it as a neighborhood where women could feel secure
walking by themselves or in groups. Suffragists capitalized on the environment created by
retailers to construct their own veritable suffrage district. 49
The southernmost headquarters in this district was Blatch’s Women’s Political Union
(named the Equality League of Self-Supporting Women between 1907 and 1910). From 1907 to
1910, this organization moved its headquarters further and further uptown, from near the Bowery
to 32 Union Square to 43 East 22nd Street (the Women’s Trade Union League’s home).50 It
relocated to the basement at 46 East 29th Street between Madison and Fourth Avenues in 1910,
placing it on the edge of Murray Hill. Blatch explained, “We had come down to street level to
advertise suffrage.” The move to “street level” was in and of itself radical. Earlier that year,
Blatch tried to convince socialite Katherine Mackay to start a suffrage headquarters in Albany in
a shop “opening boldly on the side-walk.” Mackay refused, thinking it (in Blatch’s words)
“brazen, lacking in all subtlety,” and instead demanded that they open offices on the third or
fourth floors of an Albany hotel, a more protected and respectable environment.51 When it came
to her own organization, Blatch ignored Mackay’s cautious approach and placed her
headquarters at eye level.
A few blocks north of the Women’s Political Union and past hotels, churches, and the
exquisite Colony Club, sat the New York State Woman Suffrage Association on Madison
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Avenue, with the Woman Suffrage Party around the corner.52 The state association left
“Belmont’s Headquarters” at 505 Fifth Avenue in 1911 and began renting space at 180 Madison
Avenue, a “large old New York residence,” for $100 per month.53 Located just below 34th Street,
it put the association “near the heart of the shopping district,” B. Altman’s, a new elegant
department store, and the Waldorf-Astoria.54
Directly across from B. Altman’s and right around the corner from the state headquarters
were the Woman Suffrage Party’s offices. One of the first priorities of the WSP when Catt
organized it in 1909 had been to secure a proper headquarters. Paying $1,900 per year, the
Woman Suffrage Party located its first office on the 21st floor of the Metropolitan Life Building.
Olivia Sage helped to foot the bill by contributing $2,500.55 However, by the beginning of 1912,
the WSP decided it had “outgrown” its quarters at the Metropolitan Life Building and did not
have enough money to purchase more space in the tower, forcing it to move.56 In early April, the
WSP decided on its new location—the third floor of an “old mansion” at the corner of Madison
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Avenue and 34th Street.57
Three blocks up, past J.P. Morgan’s elaborate home, was the Equal Franchise Society.
Like the Woman Suffrage Party, Mackay’s Equal Franchise Society also decided to leave the
Metropolitan Life Building in 1912, moving to the first floor of the Peter Marie house at 8 East
37th Street, a “large brownstone mansion with abundant room” right off Fifth Avenue and next to
Tiffany & Company Jewelers. There members created offices and transformed the ballroom into
a free circulating library.58
The Political Equality Association had offices a few blocks away. Prior to 1911, Alva
Belmont scattered the branches of her association across Manhattan, Harlem, the Bronx, and
Brooklyn, but in the fall of 1911, she decided to centralize operations and opened a headquarters
on 41st Street.59 Never one to do things by halves, she purchased two houses for an estimated
$320,000.60 For the entrance, Belmont planned a massive Suffrage Victory monument with
wings that spanned the whole front and hands waving suffrage flags.61 The interior featured a
lunchroom, classrooms, and offices along with a “beauty repair shop,” where women could
purchase soaps, powders, and ointments.62
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The headquarters of the National American Woman Suffrage Association marked the
northern boundary of this suffrage district at 505 Fifth Avenue. The organization moved there in
1909. Two years later one of the country’s greatest educational facilities, the New York Public
Library, opened across the street. Thus, the national headquarters sat across from a celebrated
educational institution, around the corner from a major transportation hub, Grand Central
Station, and only a few blocks from the heart of Manhattan’s entertainment world, Times Square.
Of course, other suffrage headquarters existed elsewhere in the city.63 Even with these
other offices, it is remarkable that most of the organizations decided to place their central
headquarters within a concentrated space, especially given the size of the city and its
innumerable potential rental locations. While discussion of this suffrage district is notably absent
in the publication and minutes of the associations, at least two reasons help to explain its
creation. First, organizations undoubtedly benefitted from being in close proximity to one
another. Leaders could more easily meet with each other about legislation or parades. Suffragist
workers, many of whom supported more than one association, could frequent several
headquarters daily. Reporters looking for information simply needed to walk a few blocks up or
down Fifth and Madison Avenues. Second, Murray Hill was considered a safe and respectable
neighborhood, a place women could maneuver independently of men even if they left their
63
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offices late at night. It was also a prestigious area that lent the movement an air of sophistication.
Suffragists strategically read the city’s geography of respectability and prestige when
they decided to open offices in Murray Hill. The concentration of headquarters in this relatively
small area did not go unnoticed by outsiders. Indeed, when Belmont decided to centralize her
operations and open headquarters on 41st Street, one journalist was left to speculate about her
decision. Undoubtedly, the reporter concluded, Belmont wanted to move “uptown with the rest
of the vote for women clubs.”64
Building a Diverse Community: Nurses
Leaders used the more hospitable environment in Murray Hill to build a physically
defined suffrage culture, but organizers were also acutely aware that the map of the city was
overlaid with female subcultures that transcended neighborhood boundaries. Part of claiming a
“right to the city” involved suffragists learning to access these communities to build a unified
coalition. As with teachers and socialites, Gotham nurses created one such subculture.
If a single, young woman wanted to gain a degree of independence, while also helping to
comfort and aid others, attending a nursing school would have been an attractive option in the
early 20th century. Located in the nation’s largest cities, these schools provided ways “for a
woman to participate safely in the excitement, independence, and opportunity of the urban
working world.”65 According to a late 19th century count, Boston contained eleven such
institutions, Chicago twenty-four, and Manhattan and Brooklyn thirty. Not only did Greater New
York have a substantial number of options for individuals who wanted to join the nursing
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profession, its schools were amongst the most competitive in the nation.66 Manhattan also was
home to the first academically-based program. A hospital economics course at Teachers College
opened to students in 1899 and was endowed by the college in 1910.67 Given these qualities, it is
not surprising that New York’s nursing schools lured women from across the state, the country,
and even the continent to the metropolis.
Like teachers, nurses thus provided a fertile field of potential converts. Leaders
understood this—strategically remembering Clara Barton's and Florence Nightingale's support of
political equality in The Woman’s Journal, celebrating the American Nurses' Association’s
decision to endorse enfranchisement, and holding meetings targeting nurses.68 At the same time,
organizers confronted resistance. In 1909, trained nurses wrote letters to The New York Times
detailing their opposition to the ballot. One explained that nurses had gained professional
recognition without the vote and that, because most were not in direct competition with men for
jobs, they could command fair pay while remaining disenfranchised.69 Pay parity, a tool
suffragists wielded to convert teachers, would not work as effectively with nurses. Even those
who responded and argued that women needed the ballot admitted that most of their colleagues
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were at best apathetic.70 This apathy was only exacerbated by suffragists’ lack of understanding
about divisions within this professional subculture.
Despite the existence of training schools and professional organizations, nursing was still
an amorphous profession in 1900, lacking formal regulations and specific requirements. Leaders,
generally superintendents of the nation’s most elite nursing schools, worked to create stricter
professional regulations and demanded a registration law.71 They successfully pushed New York
State in 1903 to define the requirements for the "registered nurse,” which included matriculation
in a two year program and passage of an exam.72 Many working nurses did not support the drive
toward registration laws and educational improvements, fearful that such changes might threaten
their positions.73 For them, wages were a much more relevant fight than professional standards.74
Suffragists appeared unaware of these divisions between professional leaders and the
rank-and-file; indeed the evidence suggests that they focused much of their effort on converting
the upper echelons of the profession—trained nurses from elite schools and the leaders of these
institutions. The socialite and suffrage champion Alva Belmont, for instance, created a Trained
Nurses' Branch of her Political Equality Association. The name of the branch indicates that those
without the proper education and licensing (“untrained nurses”) would have been excluded. That
Dr. Mary Halton presided over it further suggests either an inability to find a trained nurse
willing to run the organization or a lack of understanding regarding the tensions between nurses
and physicians.75 Similarly, suffragists’ articles in the Alumnae Association of the Presbyterian
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Hospital Training School for Nurses' Quarterly Magazine reveals a desire to focus on the
profession’s elite since Presbyterian Hospital had one of the nation’s most eminent programs. 76
While struggling to directly reach rank-and-file nurses, suffragists did manage to win important
endorsements in the field from individuals who could indirectly connect them to others within
this professional community.
One of the most important converts was Lillian Wald. The daughter of Jewish
immigrants, Wald grew up in Rochester, New York. After encountering a nurse during her
sister’s labor, she decided to join the profession, graduating from New York Hospital’s Training
School for Nurses in 1891. While providing a home nursing course for Jewish immigrants, a
child took Wald to a tenement to help her ailing mother.77 The visit changed Wald’s life; it was
her “baptism of fire” and she soon became linked in the public’s mind with services for the urban
poor. In 1893, she began the Nurses’ Settlement, which brought nurses into the heart of New
York’s immigrant world—the Lower East Side—to provide healthcare for its residents.78 The
Nurses’ Settlement later grew into the Henry Street Settlement, which ultimately rivaled Jane
Addams’s Hull House in fame.
Suffragists had worked since at least 1907 to make Wald an active participant in their
campaign, asking her to serve on a committee to discuss enfranchisement with President
Theodore Roosevelt in that year.79 She declined, claiming that she supported the movement, but
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did not think she would add anything to the committee.80 Two years later, Carrie Chapman Catt
devised a plan to have a woman stand for election to the legislature and then, once elected, push
for a suffrage amendment. She thought the best candidate was the founder of the Henry Street
Settlement.81 Wald again politely expressed her enthusiasm for the ballot, but explained that she
did not have the time to devote to Catt's endeavor.82
However, by 1911, Wald had become more active in the campaign. In 1910, she agreed
to be an honorary vice-chairman at the second Woman Suffrage Party’s convention and in 1911
was scheduled to march in the suffrage parade.83 She published an article in The Woman's
Journal explaining her rationale for endorsing the vote. Combining municipal housekeeping and
natural rights, Wald contended that the state needed women's training and talents and that both
men and women had an "inherent right" to vote.84 Growing more vocal, a year later she wrote a
letter for the militant British suffrage newspaper, Votes for Woman, at Sylvia Pankhurst's request
and refused to preside over the National Women's Organization of the Democratic National
Committee since the party failed to include a suffrage plank in its 1912 platform.85
Wald supported enfranchisement, but her involvement dulled in comparison to that of her
colleague and friend Lavinia Dock. Born in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Dock did not seriously
consider nursing as a profession until 1884 when she went to Bellevue’s Training School for
Nurses in New York. After completing the program, she spent time as a visiting nurse and later
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in supervisory roles at Bellevue, Johns Hopkins Training School for Nurses, and Chicago’s
Illinois Training School.86 At thirty-eight she arrived at Wald’s Henry Street Settlement. From
founding nursing organizations to publishing a history of nursing and reference books for
students, Dock was at the center of the emerging profession.
As early as 1903/1904, Dock revealed her interest in the suffrage movement. Writing
from Italy, she expressed her anguish to her friend Lillian Wald that Tammany Hall had regained
control of the city. "How can you all keep on from day to day,” she asked rhetorically, “it seems
to me such a sickening testimonial to the deep-rooted corruption of men that it almost destroys
faith in the possibility of their doing any better." She predicted that this electoral "thunderbolt"
would have dire consequences for the causes she believed in and thought that the only solution
lay in enfranchising women. Like Wald, she embraced the municipal housekeeping arguments
that had been gaining momentum in the suffrage movement since the late 1890s. "I am
convinced," she told the founder of the Henry Street Settlement, "that there will be no salvation
for municipal politics until the women get their own votes."87 In a following letter, she told Wald
that, as she was getting too old for nursing work, she was considering throwing herself into the
suffrage campaign.88 And she did. By the end of the first decade of the 20th century, Dock joined
Blatch’s Equality League of Self-Supporting Women and participated in the creation of the
Woman Suffrage Party, chairing the 11th Senatorial District. Two of her more radical, public acts
in Gotham included serving as a poll watcher in Hell’s Kitchen in 1910 and plastering the city
with posters announcing the arrival of the British militant Sylvia Pankhurst the following year.89
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Dock worked to convince her colleagues of the power of the ballot. In 1907, the nursing
leader encouraged the Tenth Annual Convention of the Nurses' Associated Alumnae of the
United States to throw off its indifference and seriously consider enfranchisement. Dock defined
her support in unequivocal terms, calling suffrage "essential to the whole scope and reach of
social progress and important in its bearing upon character development as well as a thing of
concrete, practical possibilities in all work and all advance." Relying, in part, on municipal
housekeeping ideas, she concluded that changes in cities and industries had altered the nature of
the home. It no longer existed within four walls, but encompassed the whole city, and women
needed to take responsibility for it.90 Dock was "humiliat[ed]" that her association ignored these
arguments, voting against endorsing the suffrage movement.91 Besides speaking at professional
conventions, she used her position as editor of the Foreign Department at the American Journal
of Nursing to detail international suffrage events, including nurses’ roles in the London marches,
and discussed efforts by NAWSA to build a “monster petition.”92 Dock campaigned for the vote
through her participation in the nursing program at Teachers College as well.93 Many in the
student body agreed with her position and even marched in the parades.94
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Significantly, both Dock and Wald framed enfranchisement in terms of municipal
housekeeping. A suffragist used the same rhetoric in an article she published in the Alumnae
Association of the Presbyterian Hospital Training School for Nurses' Quarterly Magazine.
Frances G. Ecob explained how changing conditions demanded that women needed a political
voice, telling nurses that "politics means only the city housekeeping."95 This is striking since
Blatch and Catt did not rely so regularly on this rhetoric when speaking with teachers (as
discussed in chapter 3). Teaching and nursing had the potential to reinforce maternalistic
qualities, and some individuals chose these professions because they seemed an extension of
feminine characteristics. However, both occupations were also undergoing serious efforts at
professionalization that distanced nurses and teachers from these presumed traits, and
undoubtedly included single women who may not have responded to municipal housekeeping
beliefs. That Wald and Dock were already laboring to clean up New York City via the settlement
house movement likely made them particularly inclined to embrace this language of reform.
As nurses in a settlement house, Dock and Wald had intimate knowledge of New York's
immigrant communities. To some suffragists, including Harriot Stanton Blatch, this population
remained one of the most difficult obstacles in New York.96 Many assumed that immigrants
would be antagonistic toward a movement that wanted to emancipate women.97 Some also
resented the fact that recently arrived men whom they considered less American than themselves
disenfranchisement. As one scholar explains, disenfranchisement “rendered their [nurses’] profession defenseless
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were able to vote while they could not.
Dock disagreed, assiduously working to persuade immigrants in her district and the city
to support enfranchisement. She carried banners and sandwich boards around the Lower East
Side to promote woman’s rights, clearly understanding immigrant subcultures better than some
of her peers, including Maud Malone. Recognizing that the large Irish Catholic population might
conflate suffrage yellow with Protestant "Orangemen," Dock used green for her banner. The
Woman's Journal reported that the change in color made a real difference, and that "men often
show their respect for them [suffragists] by taking off their hats as they pass."98 It was not only
the Irish that Dock worked to convince. She felt confident that Jews in the East Side wanted to
learn about enfranchisement and used lantern slides to reach Jewish mothers.99 In the public's
mind, Dock became associated with the vote. When asked to enroll in the Woman Suffrage
Party, one young man responded that that would not be necessary—he knew Lavinia Dock and,
as his companion remarked, "That means a whole lot."100
These interests—nursing, women, and suffrage—were clear in one of Dock's most
important publications, Hygiene and Morality. The book was, in her words, “a manual for nurses
on venereal diseases.”101 In it, Dock traced women's infertility to diseases resulting from men's
infidelity. Reacting to proposals that would have tried to control venereal disease by regulating
prostitution, she insisted that the solution could be found in sex education, improvement in
women’s working conditions, and eradicating white slavery. Women’s enfranchisement would
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drive these social changes.102 The Woman Voter rebuked, “The woman who can read that book
and not believe in votes for women, afterward, must be either stupid or brutal."103
Suffragists keenly understood nurses’ skills and resources. Those serving in public health
and nursing settlements could link the movement to the working-class, while trained nurses in
private employment regularly cared for New York’s well-to-do and might be able to help
organizers reach these individuals.104 Activists worked to mobilize nurses, but failed to fully read
their professional fault lines. While suffragists had some difficulty converting the city’s nurses
and seemed focused on a specific subset of the profession, leaders like Dock and Wald expanded
their efforts by connecting the political equality crusade to a broad swath of women struggling to
gain professional recognition in a medical field long dominated by men. To extend the reach of
the movement even further, suffragists lured actresses into the campaign, making inroads into
another group of women that gravitated to New York in significant numbers.
Actresses, Theatres, and Plays
New York was the dramatic capital of the nation, and the city’s actresses built a
particularly vibrant subculture bound by a desire for self-promotion, commitment to their art, and
unconventional lifestyles that frequently required them to navigate the metropolis at questionable
hours after evening performances. Like nurses, actresses had their own specific skill sets,
including a gift for public speaking and celebrity status, both of which could aid woman’s rights.
That many were also glamorous and attractive challenged the stereotype that suffragists were
marginal, manly, unfeminine women.105 Champions of the ballot tapped into their ambitions,
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providing actresses an avenue through which to gain publicity and, in some cases, paid work.
By the mid-19th century, New York City was home to the nation’s largest critical mass of
theaters and to the most important, most lucrative touring companies. Aspiring actors and
actresses flooded into New York, hoping to find employment in the theaters that dotted
Broadway. Even for actors who toured and lived on the road, Gotham remained a place to meet,
socialize, and gossip with colleagues.106 By the early 20th century, some of the profession’s more
fortunate performers were becoming national celebrities, with magazines devoted to their
personal and professional lives.107
Despite having a considerable community in New York, actresses were not the easiest
cohort for suffragists to attract. Some worried about the effect participation might have on their
careers, and even those who endorsed the cause were often distracted by professional
demands.108 Busy schedules filled with rehearsals and tours made it difficult for them to commit
to suffrage events. Others prioritized publicity over the principle of political equality. The leader
of the 15th Assembly District learned of these challenges when she scheduled actresses to speak
at the Hotel Astor. Despite their promises, none were present when the event began. Suffragists
delayed, while the leader dispatched her automobile to find the scheduled speakers. Instead of
actresses, notes began to trickle in explaining why the women could not be present. Four were
away from New York, another sent her regrets, one was in a meeting, and another rehearsing.
The title of the New York Tribune’s article about the event is revealing—“Actresses Send
Regrets: Interest in Suffrage Doesn’t Go beyond Publicity Stage.”109
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Some of the first actresses to express interest in enfranchisement were Henrietta
Crossman and Trixie Friganza. Friganza not only donated money; she also joined a group of
suffragettes demanding a meeting with the New York City mayor in 1908.110 Several months
later, Henrietta Crossman, perhaps the most radical suffrage-actress, encouraged advocates to
pull together “an army of working women” to “storm the doors of the Capitol.”111 Reflecting on
the political possibilities of the stage, she urged champions of enfranchisement to develop a
“good suffrage play” since the “theatre is better than the Church for preaching sermons.”112
Several of her more famous colleagues, including Ethel Barrymore, Lillian Russell, Mary Shaw,
and Maxine Elliott, agreed that the stage could be pivotal for the crusade, speaking at suffrage
meetings, performing in plays supporting political equality, and collecting signatures for
petitions.113
For struggling actresses, the suffrage movement provided an opportunity for paid work.
Fola La Follette’s career is a case in point.114 She came from a venerable line of activists. Her
father was Wisconsin’s Progressive Senator, Robert La Follette, and her mother was an active
110
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reformer, so it was no surprise that she became a willing ally.115 A student of Frederick Jackson
Turner at the University of Wisconsin, La Follette fulfilled a lifelong passion to become a
thespian in 1905 and soon made her way to Manhattan.116 As La Follette never became a star,
speaking about woman’s rights was both a principled act and an opportunity for paid work. 117
These priorities sometimes collided, leaving La Follette jealous of other suffrage performers. In
one case, she railed against her agent for promoting someone else’s reading of How the Vote was
Won, a popular political equality play, accusing him of reducing her “earning capacity by
utilizing this vehicle with another reader.” Near the end of her letter, in a backhanded fashion, La
Follette acknowledged that reading the play “may help the cause of woman suffrage,” but
nevertheless objected to her manager promoting someone else.118 In a profession where work
could be irregular, suffrage plays provided an outlet for struggling actresses, one that La Follette
fiercely guarded.
Champions of the ballot fully recognized the visibility that came with actresses’
participation and the potential uses of the stage. As early as 1910, the Woman Suffrage Party
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tried to create an Actors’ League.119 In late 1911 and early 1912, the 25th Assembly District of
the Woman Suffrage Party organized a “Dramatic Committee,” which produced suffrage plays.
The Woman Voter described the committee’s work as a “splendid way of . . . gathering the
lukewarm or uninterested members of an Assembly District into the fold.” The group, which
renamed itself the Twenty-Five Players, put on performances ranging from A Woman’s Influence
to one simply called The Parade.120 Beatrice Forbes-Robertson staged an early play as did Mary
Shaw; a former actress managed the company.121
To host events and performances, raise money for the campaign, and efficiently convert
Gotham’s heterogeneous population, suffrage organizations also made use of New York’s
theaters.122 According to one 1911 count, Manhattan contained 275 theaters, 30 of which were
high-priced, 44 low-priced (27 that focused on vaudeville, 8 on burlesque, and 9 of “mixed
types”), and 201 moving picture houses. Each category catered to a different audience—the high
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priced theatre clientele was nearly evenly divided between the leisured and middle-classes;
working-class audiences dominated the low-priced playhouses as well as the moving picture
shows.123
At least three of their most important plays from 1910 to 1912 took place in the upscale
venues.124 On March 21st 1910, David Belasco and Charlotte Walker presented Just a Wife at the
Belasco Theatre, donating all the profits to the Woman Suffrage Party.125 Ten days later Beatrice
Forbes-Robertson put on three English plays at the Maxine Elliot’s Theatre for the Equality
League of Self-Supporting Women.126 Ethel Barrymore cabled her manager to ask permission to
participate (he apparently granted it because she acted in all three plays). La Follette contributed
her skills and Maxine Elliot and her partner, Lee Shubert, provided the theater and the
orchestra.127 In a single afternoon, they raised more than $1,000.128 Two years later, the Woman
Suffrage Party produced George Barnard Shaw’s Press Cuttings, the first time the suffrage play
was performed in the United States. Surrounded by other professionals at the Broadway Theatre,
Mary Shaw starred in it.129 Those attending were entertained, but also pressured to write their
representatives demanding political equality.130 The production collected over $1,000.131
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Pageants and tableaux also found homes in the more elite theatres.132 In January 1911, the
Equal Franchise Society along with the Women’s Political Union and College Equal Suffrage
League organized tableaux again at the Maxine Elliot Theatre. Society women dressed up as
famous heroines to portray paintings, statues, and/or famous events, including Katherine Mackay
as Florence Nightingale and Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt Jr. as Joan of Arc. Undoubtedly due in
part to the participation of New York’s society world, the event proved a financial success, with
some seats costing $25 and $50 and receipts around $3,000.133 A few months later the activists
held a pageant at the Broadway Theatre. The New York Times expected it to be the “Greatest
Demonstration Yet.”134 Originally called the “Pageant of Great Women,” the renamed “Pageant
of Protest” took place at the end of March 1911 as a benefit for the Woman Suffrage Party.135
Party members performed alongside professional actresses who volunteered their skills.136 Ruth
Litt, the widow of the millionaire manager of the Broadway Theatre, Jacob Litt, donated the
venue for the benefit.137 With 1,800 of the 2,100 seats filled, the pageant raised nearly eight
hundred dollars.138
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However, suffragists did not limit themselves to high-brow venues, entering vaudeville
houses to spread their message as well. These venues offered a host of different short sketches,
sold cheaper tickets than traditional theatres, and were extremely popular with working- and
middle-class Americans. 139 While sometimes pushing the boundaries of traditional decorum
with their acts, managers strove to improve their reputation by drawing in women and
constructing more refined and elegant atmospheres.140 Activists tapped into owners’ dual goals
of attracting female audiences to increase their respectability, and sensational, newsworthy
stories to entertain their ticketholders.
Following the innovation of his father, Oscar Hammerstein, William Hammerstein
invited seven prominent suffrage organizations to perform at the Victoria Theatre in 1912, giving
each organization twenty minutes between acts to present their arguments. While the Victoria
Theatre was one of the most celebrated vaudeville houses in the city and known for producing
strange shows, managers scheduled advocates of the vote to speak between “high class
vaudeville” acts, including the “European dancing novelty” the Salavaggis, the world’s only
“deaf-mute performer,” singing comedians, and a “chatterbox.” 141 Hammerstein hoped to
capitalize on the movement’s publicity and controversy to attract large audiences and bring in a
substantial profit.142
Leaders decorated the Victoria Theatre with the suffrage color (yellow), the colors of the
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Women’s Political Union (purple, green, and white), and banners.143 When the curtain rose the
first day, two hundred activists organized by the Woman Suffrage Party occupied the stage and
marched into the audience. Nervous about how they would be received, the WSP chose someone
comfortable on the stage to make the opening speech: Fola La Follette.144 “No one doubted Miss
La Follette’s ability as a speaker, in general, but this audience was ‘different,’” The Woman’s
Journal admitted, “Obviously they had come merely to be amused.” The Journal continued on to
celebrate La Follette’s success with this antagonistic audience, squealing, “Not a person left
during the fifteen minute speech—and that means something in vaudeville.”145 In the succeeding
days, the Men’s League, National American Woman Suffrage Association, Women’s Political
Union, Collegiate Equal Suffrage League, state association, and Wage Earners’ Suffrage League
took over the stage.146 Ultimately, champions of the vote could not be sure if they made many
converts, but were delighted that their ideas and arguments received respect from “an audience
that had come to be amused by cabaret and acrobatic performers.”147
Everything did not go as smoothly as this comment suggests. After the Women’s Political
Union began selling “Votes for Women” cigarettes in the lobby, suffragists quickly learned that
some in New York still believed vaudeville was not a place for respectable women. The New
York Times, a notoriously anti-suffrage paper, blamed the decision to hawk cigarettes on the
women’s entrance into vaudeville, “which led them to other wicked things.”148 Equally offended,
Oscar Hammerstein refused to allow activists to sell anything the remainder of the week. Adding
143
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insult to injury, he went on to announce that, while he supported the cause, vaudeville was
“beneath the dignity” of champions of the ballot.149 Performing at a vaudeville house was
questionable to begin with, but selling cigarettes there was undeniably unladylike. The theatre
thus presented suffragists’ opportunities to publicize their cause, but only within defined
parameters.
Gotham’s role as the center of entrainment helped to change the tone of the campaign by
creating a community of actresses that suffragists could mobilize. Leaders responded to some of
these women’s most pressing concerns by guaranteeing publicity and paying for some of their
work. In return, performers could use their celebrity and skill to attract and entertain those
willing to purchase tickets to suffrage plays and pageants.150 That theatre owners occasionally
donated the venues also aided the cause’s fundraising initiatives. Mobilizing the dramatic arts
allowed activists to capture the attention of New Yorkers who might otherwise cross the street to
avoid the crowds at an open air meeting or skip the newspaper column detailing enfranchisement
arguments.
However, there remained troubling limitations, as Hammerstein’s reaction demonstrates.
Suffragists could be ensnared in owners’ agendas, which generally prioritized profit over
political principle. If they did not receive the venue free of charge, renting one could be costly.
Besides newspaper reports and perhaps a photograph, plays were also fleeting and reached a
limited audience. Activists would have to go through the trouble and expense of producing
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another play to convey the same message. Films provided a timely and innovative solution to
some of these difficulties.
Filming Suffrage
Their growing reliance on visual spectacles like parades combined with their increasing
dependence on drama and actresses dovetailed nicely with the growth of the film industry in the
1910s. While still in its infancy, moving pictures were already playing a significant role in
redefining urban leisure. Many film companies were headquartered in Greater New York prior to
World War I, providing an opportunity for local activists to capitalize on this burgeoning
industry.151 Movies captured their suffrage stunts, documented the breadth of New York’s
growing urban coalition, and showed, rather than told, Americans why the vote was necessary
via captivating fictional stories.
According to one count, Gotham claimed 50 motion picture theatres in 1900; only eight
years later that number exploded to over 500.152 Despite (or maybe because of) this success,
reformers agonized over the content of the films as well as the venues in which New Yorkers
consumed them. Accepting these reservations, the mayor of New York temporarily shut all
motion picture theaters in 1908. In an effort to ensure the morality of films while avoiding
151
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government censorship in the future, the National Board of Censorship of Motion Pictures
emerged in 1909 to review new motion pictures.153 Film companies accepted the National
Board’s policies as a compromise that promised to prevent state regulation. From 1909 to 1914,
the Board’s power was at its height as it worked to ensure wholesome entertainment for the
masses that flocked to moving picture houses.154
This provided an unprecedented opportunity for suffrage films.155 As Kathleen D.
McCarthy noted about Chicago, film companies’ fear of censorship opened them to reform
themes. At the same time, they were trying to overcome the stigma associated with movie
theaters and draw in respectable, middle-class women by, for instance, holding matinee
showings.156 Given these efforts to attract female customers, it is not surprising that early films
featured a host of heroines.157 Advocates of the vote seized the opportunity created by this
confluence of factors.
In 1912, Blatch and her Women’s Political Union began working with the independent
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Éclair Film Company to create the first suffrage movie.158 Suffrage and the Man was a comedy
that told the story of a fiancé who calls off his marriage when he is horrified to discover that his
future-wife is a suffragist. Trying to nurse his broken heart, he goes to a summer resort where he
is tricked into proposing to another woman. When he realizes that he has been duped, he calls off
the marriage and, in return, is sued. In the meantime, women have achieved the right to vote and,
when the case comes before a jury, his former fiancée is the forewoman. He is acquitted,
converts to suffrage, and is reunited with his former love.159 Blatch even performed in it and the
film used suffrage headquarters as a setting for at least one scene, showing women planning an
upcoming parade.160 While largely unprecedented in terms of the film industry, which had been
more inclined to ridicule than celebrate the woman’s rights movement, Suffrage and the Man
was still relatively conservative in nature.161 The author of the screenplay even reassured a
reporter, “I believe that woman’s place is in the home, and suffrage isn’t going to take her out of
it. It is simply going to make her a better wife and mother.”162 The comedy opened in early
June.163
Suffrage minutes do not reveal the intended audience, but there are clues that it may have
been diverse. As a silent film that relied heavily on actors’ expressions to convey plot lines,
moviegoers did not need to be able to read or speak English to understand it and since it was
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advertised as a dime movie, it was clearly slated to play in nickelodeons.164 However, it also
premiered at Weber’s Theatre, which was a higher priced venue, suggesting that a middle-class
audience may have seen it as well.165
NAWSA collaborated with Reliance to release a second, even more noteworthy, suffrage
film, Votes for Women, a few weeks after the Women’s Political Union movie.166 The origins of
this film are not entirely clear. The Moving Picture World explained that Reliance first raised the
question and suffragists needed time to consider it, while The Woman’s Journal claimed that the
Board of Censorship approached NAWSA to create the 1912 film.167 Both are plausible. As early
as 1910, the minutes of the Board of Censorship mentioned producing “educational pictures for
general trade uses.”168 Many suffragists supported the Board, believing that if the government
were to regulate films, those movies that criticized patriarchy and sexism would be found
obscene.169 There were personal connections that further tied the Board of Censorship to
activists—the chairman of the National Board was himself a suffragist and married to a leading
figure in the campaign.170 In either case, it is clear that Reliance, another independent New York
firm, produced the movie.171
Following the patterns established by the Russell Sage Foundation and the National
Association of the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, Votes for Women marketed itself as an
"educational photo play." In it, a senator’s vote is needed to pass a suffrage bill. To try to gain
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his support, champions of the ballot turn to his fiancée, hoping that she will pressure the senator.
An activist brings the apathetic bride-to-be to see the horrors of tenement-living, revealing to her
that the senator owns the tenement. The fiancée is further enraged to find out that her father, a
department store owner, fired one of the tenement-dwellers for refusing the advances of a male
employee. Irate, she speaks to her father and future-husband, but it is futile. She realizes she
needs the vote and joins the campaign, only to fall ill from scarlet fever. The betrothed
contracted the disease from her bridal gown, a gown that had been worked on in the senator’s
tenement and came from her father’s store. Understanding that they contributed to the woman’s
illness, both the father and fiancé join the suffrage movement. They are shown at headquarters,
participating in the Men’s League, and at the parade.172 Suffragists had been explaining why
women needed the vote for years, but film allowed them to create a visual storyboard to illustrate
these points, persuading watchers by tugging on their emotions rather than their intellect. One of
the big draws of Votes for Women was that real suffrage leaders, most notably Jane Addams and
Anna Howard Shaw, acted in it.173 The film ended with footage from the 1912 parade.174
Such marches were a marked departure from early suffrage strategies that clung to the
safety of parlors, halls, and restaurants. Radical advocates of the ballot organized the first,
unofficial suffrage parade in 1908. Increasingly large processions followed in 1910, 1911, and
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1912. They quickly became a form of street art as organizers tried to convert New Yorkers
through their “eyes,” as Blatch explained.175 By carefully orchestrating these processions, leaders
used the parades to provide tangible evidence of suffragists’ new relationship to the metropolis
and showcase the diversity of women that they were sculpting into a broad, urban political
movement. Newspapers could provide detailed verbal renderings of these street theatrics and
regularly ran a few photographs of them, but film provided a new way for individuals across the
nation to experience them.176 NAWSA understood the power of this new medium and its
importance as activists increasingly relied on visual stunts, leaving the parade footage to the
conclusion of Votes for Women doubtlessly to stir viewers’ emotions by ending on a triumphant
high note.
The moving picture also included headquarters scenes. Whether it was a strategic move
or an effort to save money on the part of the film company, these images helped those who might
not be able to visit headquarters temporarily enter them. Significantly, the publications detailing
both suffrage films reprinted photographs of these scenes, further providing a way for reluctant
individuals to vicariously look inside.177 Challenging the stereotype of suffragists as manly
zealots, they highlighted the cause’s respectability, decorum, and professionalism.
From New York to Ohio to California, newspapers in various states discussed Votes for
Women in the weeks before its release.178 Unlike a later film that celebrated the fact that it did
not include a suffrage march and contained “no-long winded arguments,” leaders made a point of
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using the parade footage to promote Votes for Women.179 Advocates encouraged individuals
from across the nation to approach managers of moving picture theaters to run the film because it
"offer[ed] a chance for suffragists all over the country not only to see a good suffrage play, but to
witness a remarkable moving picture of the great woman suffrage parade in New York."180 At
one showing, the footage hit its mark as one woman could barely contain her excitement. The
Woman's Journal teased, "only occupied theatre seats refrained her from taking immediate part
in the production."181 For two years afterward, activists and their peers screened the film at
everything from movie houses to fairs.182 That New York City was home to the film industry at
the precise moment that the industry was most amenable to reform films and leaders were
crafting well-orchestrated, highly public visual spectacles in the city’s streets was a boon for the
movement.183
While those converted or leaning toward enfranchisement might have been Votes for
Women’s primary audience, it potentially spoke to an even broader group. As a two-reel film,
rather than the customary one reel, 17 minute film, it would have been considered a feature.
These multi-reel films were only beginning to emerge in 1912 and were better positioned to
attract middle-class customers who had more time to watch a plot unfold.184 However, the film
not only spoke to middle-class women, but also to immigrants and the working-class, making the
case that only the ballot could provide justice and better working conditions for them. Its
premiere at the Bryant Theatre, a vaudeville/movie house, also suggested a mixed working- and
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middle-class viewership.185
In incorporating parade footage, suffragists captured the extraordinary moments in the
campaign. In including scenes from headquarters, they also visually defined themselves as
serious and highly professional organizations . In the 1870s and 1880s, the best Gilded Age
activists could do to spread their message to New Yorkers and Americans more generally was to
write fictional accounts detailing the consequences of inequality, personally tour the country, or
author newspaper columns outlining their arguments. In the early 1910s, Progressive Era
suffragists had a new medium at their disposal in New York, one that could capture the myriad
urban subcultures that they transformed into a broad woman’s rights movement, broadcast their
reasons for demanding the vote, and celebrate the headquarters they had only recently built.
*****
Part of suffragists’ drive to claim the “right to the city” involved accessing urban spaces
and correctly reading the text of the metropolis. At moments between 1910 and 1913, they did so
brilliantly; at other times they misjudged and exposed themselves to danger. By the end of 1912,
champions of the vote had become adept at deciphering the range of female professional
subcultures that existed in New York (although they did not always recognize divisions within
them) and tapping into their webs of aspiration. Once they understood the language and concerns
of nurses, teachers, actresses, and society women, they could convert them, capitalize on their
unique sets of skills, and build a stronger, more diverse suffrage culture. Untangling this knot of
female subcultures was a challenge that organizers in rural districts lacked. In small towns and
villages, men and women knew each other more intimately than in major urban centers.
Divisions and rifts existed in rural landscapes, but the cultures there were undoubtedly more
homogenous and more familiar.
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Suffragists proved much more adept at reading women’s communities than men’s. Men
in the financial district and in Hell’s Kitchen fiercely defended the masculine terrain of street
corners and public spaces when advocates broached them and as women whittled out greater
roles for themselves elsewhere in the city. Conversely, Murray Hill was particularly congenial to
suffrage organizing. The home of fashionable retailers, hotels, and wealthy New Yorkers, this
neighborhood was welcoming to woman’s organizations and activists used their office spaces
there to develop a new, more professional, urban appearance. The films they produced and sent
out to the rest of the nation captured them at their best, parading through the streets, navigating
between the different subcultures in the metropolis, and diligently working for the vote at their
headquarters.
In January 1913, advocates of the franchise in New York celebrated their first real
legislative achievement—the state legislature accepted a suffrage amendment. According to the
New York Constitution, the legislature would have to pass the bill again before the voters of the
Empire State would have the opportunity to approve it. Even with these additional obstacles, the
official history of the movement considers this “the beginning of the end.”186 Suffragists had
achieved a legislative milestone and were fully taking advantage of Gotham’s resources to build
a community in the city and across the nation. While they still had to pass the bill through
Albany again, they felt confident of their legislative success. More daunting was the task of
convincing apathetic and antagonistic male voters to cast their ballots for woman’s rights during
the constitutional referendum in 1915.
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CHAPTER 5: “SUFFRAGE ‘OWNS’ CITY,” 1913-1915

Concerned that large-scale parades had lost their novelty, metropolitan suffragists opted
instead to participate in national Suffrage Day in 1914.1 Over the course of twenty-four hours,
different organizations brought the message of woman’s rights to various parts of the city. The
College League went to universities, the Equal Franchise Society to Madison Square, the
Political Equality Association to Riverside Park, and the Woman Suffrage Party everywhere
from the Plaza Hotel to Rutgers Square. The Women’s Political Union gained permission to hold
an unprecedented meeting on the Mall in Central Park, where 2,000 individuals reportedly
attended, leading the Evening Sun to declare “Suffrage ‘Owns’ City.”2
The young, newly elected mayor, John Purroy Mitchel, was scheduled to conclude the
day at Carnegie Hall by giving women the “keys of the city.” Having appointed the first woman
to a cabinet post, suffragists expressed optimism about Mitchel’s position on the ballot.3 The
mayor ultimately disappointed them at the meeting by tactlessly suggesting that women did not
need the vote. Regardless of his position, reporters’ coverage revealed that some New Yorkers
recognized that suffragists were successfully claiming a right to the metropolis. One newspaper
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even announced that women did not need to wait until Mitchel granted them the “freedom of the
city”; they were planning on “tak[ing] it by storm.”4
To win at the 1915 New York State referendum, suffragists had to convince male voters
to support their amendment. Doing so would be momentous. The Woman Voter promised that
success in New York State would break “the traditions of the conservative East and hasten . . .
the day of equal suffrage for the women of the entire world,” while another paper predicted that
it would have more of an impact on the remainder of the nation “than would a victory anywhere
else” in the country.5 Not only would it symbolically shatter the conservatism of the East and
create a critical precedent, it was also important in terms of the Electoral College. By
enfranchising New York State women, the state’s 45 Electoral College votes could help to
support pro-ballot presidential candidates.6
Victory would not be easy. The mobility and diversity of the city’s residents, the
metropolis’s presumed conservatism and its size, and the male-controlled corporations and
political machines that made Gotham their home all continued to convince organizers that New
York City would be difficult to win.7 Expecting to lose Manhattan, leaders hoped at least to win
Brooklyn, where the “independent vote controls,” and use that borough to try to reduce the
margin of defeat in Greater New York.8 New York City’s heterogeneity and magnitude still
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weighed heavily on activists’ minds even as it was becoming clear that upstate New York might
not vote reliably for enfranchisement.9
The moment was further complicated by organizational rivalries, as New York City’s
leaders jockeyed with one another for position. Tension had been growing between Harriot
Stanton Blatch and Carrie Chapman Catt for years. Both had committed their lives to the cause,
but Blatch wanted innovation, according to historian Ellen Carol DuBois, while Catt wanted
organization.10 In the fall of 1913, suffragists created the Empire State Campaign Committee to
plan for the 1915 referendum. The Woman Suffrage Party, the Equal Franchise Society, the
College League, and the Men’s League all joined the new association under Catt’s leadership.11
Concerned about losing its independence, Blatch’s Women’s Political Union (WPU) refused to
participate, creating a serious problem for Catt who desperately wanted to access the WPU’s
deep pockets.12
Even with these tensions, Blatch and Catt managed to work together fairly effectively in
New York City.13 With the referendum looming, they spent 1913, 1914, and 1915 trying to
retain the support and enthusiasm of the city’s various professional and economic subcultures, as
well as working to expand the movement beyond its white, middle-class female base by
canvassing and bringing their messages to sites of commercialized leisure throughout the
9
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metropolis. They continued to claim their “right to the city,” filtering it through the lens of
municipal housekeeping to make it more palatable. While some New Yorkers accepted this,
suffragists quickly were reminded that their rights were not absolute and still could be
constrained by geographies of capitalism, the state, and gender.
Retaining Converts
Over the last decade, advocates of the vote had become far more sophisticated in their
mobilization of the urban environment and understanding of its patchwork quilt of female
subcultures. With the referendum on the horizon, they could not afford to lose the interest of
those they already converted, continuing to nurture their relationships with teachers, nurses,
actresses, and society women and incorporating their specific skills to the campaign’s advantage.
Leaders looked to actresses to creatively spread the movement’s message. They also
encouraged performers to teach suffragists how to better address audiences, and to use their
celebrity to attract more converts.14 On one exceptional occasion (“Theatrical Day”), Sarah
Bernhardt visited the Woman Suffrage Party’s headquarters. Fans packed the house, others stood
outside begging to be allowed in, and police officers worked to control the mob. The crowd was
so thick inside that Mary Hay worried that the floors would not hold. Yellow roses and cheers
greeted Bernhardt when she arrived a half hour late with an entourage that included a maid and a
doctor. Bernhardt was the draw, but other performers, including Mary Shaw, were there to help
orchestrate the event, and to discuss the importance of the stage for suffrage.15 Perhaps to show
their gratitude to performers, or perhaps to try to attract more to the cause, the state association
created an emergency fund for unemployed actresses in 1915, creating a tangible gesture of
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solidarity.16 As it had with Fola La Follette, the suffrage campaign spoke directly to actresses’
difficulties finding regular work by providing them financial opportunities.
Activists also found themselves increasingly working with theater owners. In one 1913
case, the Woman Suffrage Party accepted a proposal from the Hudson Theatre allowing it to
receive 50% of profits from tickets it sold and 25% of profits from those sold by the theater for
the performance of The Fight, a contentious play about the white slave trade. This was a win for
both sides. Advocates of political equality could promote their cause and gain some additional
financing, while pushing audience members to consider women’s position under patriarchy.
Owners could use organizers as ticket agents, growing their profits and filling seats.17
One theatre stands out among all those in New York City for its support of
enfranchisement—the Maxine Elliot Theatre. As early as 1910, organizers made use of this
elegant space, benefitting from the support of owner/actress Maxine Elliot.18 In 1913, they used
the venue to produce perhaps their most controversial play, Lysistrata. It told the story of
Lysistrata who, fed up with war in ancient Greece, rallied women to make peace by withholding
sex.19 It was not Aristophanes’s original play, which one reporter predicted would have been
“severely censored” by Anthony Comstock, but an adaptation, making it more suitable for New
York audiences.20 There were still enough suggestive scenes, however, to make some members
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of the Women’s Political Union uncomfortable.21 Nevertheless, the Union eventually sold more
than $1,400 worth of tickets for the event.22 Performed at Monday and Tuesday matinees, many
of those attending were undoubtedly middle- and upper-class women.23
The drama’s most “daring” scene saw a group of young females, played by society
women, celebrating their victory when men finally agreed to a peace. As they rejoiced, the
shepherd, acted by a man said to be a perfect replica of a Greek god and wearing only a small
leopard skin, leapt across the stage.24 One commentator joked that if the tailor for the shepherd
“cut the garment according to the skin, that must have been a mighty small leopard.” When he
appeared, the audience released an audible gasp. Seeming to enjoy the thrill, “matronly
suffragists,” wrote a journalist, “cran[ed] their necks” to determine the shepherd’s identity.
“Well, well, isn’t he a Bacchus! My, my,” some reportedly exclaimed.25 At least twenty articles
covered the production of the play and both The World and The Evening Post featured
photographs of the shepherd.26 With headlines ranging from “Shepherd in Leopard Skin to
Dance for Suffragists” to “Poor Young Shepherd a Lamb before Society Shepherdesses,” the
coverage framed the activists as predators and the shepherd as their sexual prey. Where other
parts of the metropolis were selling female bodies, suffragists benefitted from Maxine Elliot’s
support and used her stage to turn their gaze on the male body.27
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In early 1914, The Woman Voter decided to dedicate an issue to the dramatic arts,
celebrating the playwrights, actors, and theater managers who had aided the campaign. “There
are few groups in the community,” a suffragist applauded, “who have helped us more in the past
and to whom we look for even greater assistance in the future.”28 Actresses who organizers had
drawn into the campaign over the last half decade described the importance of their professional
involvement. Through the stage, Fola La Follette explained, arguments could reach apathetic
individuals who would never wander into a suffrage meeting.29 Mary Shaw agreed, but used the
platform of the newspaper and undoubtedly the expectation of a friendly audience to reflect on
the level of sexism in the profession. Women did the majority of the work on the stage,
according to Shaw, but rarely held leadership positions.30 One of the most famous and beloved
stage beauties, Lillian Russell, announced that she had believed in the ballot since birth. In fact,
her mother had run for mayor of New York City.31
Reflecting back on the campaign in 1917, actress Louise Closser Hale maintained that her
colleagues were always by necessity suffragists. “Any women who goes home from work at
midnight,” Hale explained, must defend the propriety of doing so. In the 1890s, the performer
recalled that she carried a newspaper parcel with her when returning home late to signal to male
“prowler[s]” that she was not interested in conversing with them. By 1917, Hale felt confident
that actresses no longer needed to go to such extremes. Whether it be noon or midnight, they
were citizens and thus had a right to occupy urban space without question.32 Actresses’
professional obligations required them to travel on city streets at unconventional hours, leaving
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them acutely aware of the geography of vulnerability in the metropolis. Suffragists capitalized on
this awareness as it drew members of the city’s theatrical community into the fold.33
Advocates of the ballot also continued to work with teachers. Another opportunity to
benefit from teachers’ professional struggles presented itself in 1913 when the debate over
mother-teachers and maternity leave erupted in New York City.34 The most famous case was that
of Bridget Peixotto, a Bronx teacher who claimed to be taking off from work for an infection, but
really did so to have a baby. The Board of Education dismissed her, finding her guilty of
“neglect of duty.”35 Its report argued that pregnancy and motherhood led to absences and
distractions. Tellingly, the report also issued a statement regarding teachers’ increased
responsibility in poorer areas of the metropolis. Instructors were supposed to teach those in
“congested districts” privacy and reserve, but were unable to do so when their bodies told
another story.36 The debate over maternity leave was well publicized, gaining the attention of
prominent New Yorkers like John Dewey and Rabbi Stephen Wise. To challenge the Board’s
policy, one woman even taught until she nearly gave birth, leaving her classroom only fourteen
hours before she delivered her infant.37
As they did during the equal pay struggle, suffragists came to teachers’ defense.
However, they did so with a degree of division and reserve this time. An issue of The Woman
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Voter highlighted this by holding a “symposium.” In it, Charlotte Perkins Gilman explained that
the Board’s policy was mandating celibacy, while one Columbia professor argued that allowing
teachers to marry while dismissing them for having children was essentially endorsing
prostitution, and Fola La Follette called the Board’s policy “un-American, un-progressive, [and]
unenlightened.” The Woman Voter provided space for opponents to respond. A member of the
Board of Education took aim at La Follette’s criticisms, arguing that the “more progressive a
nation the more insistent is it that the employment of mothers in industry shall be restricted.”
Grace Strachan, the leading figure in the pay equality battle and an increasingly active
participant in the suffrage campaign, agreed by providing seventeen reasons explaining why
women should not receive maternity leaves—from arguments that a mother’s duty was at home
to statements about teachers’ absences “damag[ing]” students—and went so far as to maintain
that female educators should resign their positions upon marriage. According to Strachan, only
five percent of Gotham’s female instructors endorsed maternity leaves; thus, it was “unfortunate”
that suffragists would waste their “thought and energy” on this trivial minority, while ignoring
the 95 percent who supported the Board of Education.38
Even Blatch took a restrained approach. In an editorial to the Tribune, she framed her
argument around the Board of Education’s power, rather than equal rights. Even if people agreed
that female teachers should not get married and should not have children, Blatch wrote, it did not
matter for it was outside the Board of Education’s jurisdiction to mandate it.39 No evidence
explains why some suffragists embraced more conservative arguments. A few, like Strachan,
undoubtedly believed that teachers should not be mothers. Others, like Blatch, probably did so
because they feared losing support. By recognizing the fractures on this issue and taking a
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moderate approach, The Woman Voter and Blatch could stand by teachers without embracing an
extreme position that might alienate other New Yorkers, a savvier move than their earlier, vocal
demands for pay equality.
The moderation does not seem to have offended instructors. In 1914, the National
Education Association passed a resolution in support of the vote. A few months later, Strachan
along with the Interborough Teachers’ Association donated money to the suffrage battle.40 By
the beginning of 1915, a newspaper reported that 94% of teachers in Greater New York wanted
women to have the ballot.41
One of the most important figures connecting this subculture to the suffrage movement
was Katherine Devereux Blake, the daughter of Lillie Devereux Blake. In 1915, with
encouragement from Catt, Blake took a leave of absence from her position as principal of a New
York City school and agreed to work for the Empire State Campaign Committee for half her
usual salary ($1,800 rather than $3,500). Catt assured members of the Committee that Blake was
“well worth the money”: she was a “fine speaker” and “full of iniative [sic].” The leader of the
Empire State Campaign Committee hoped Blake would bring new energy and innovation to the
campaign.42 She was not disappointed. Under Blake, the Teachers’ Branch of the Empire State
Campaign Committee formed, claiming a membership of anywhere from 8,000 to 12,000 New
York City public school teachers.43
One of the high points for Blake must have been the campaign luncheon in May 1915 at
the Hotel Astor, where teachers pledged $2,000. While the luncheon raised more than $46,000 in
40
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total, it was still nearly $4,000 short of the $50,000 suffragists had hoped to solicit. Highlighting
their commitment, the educators as well as two other leaders agreed to raise the balance. Blake
read this meeting, and specifically teachers’ involvement in it, as one of many “signs of
victory.”44 In the following months, she successfully pushed instructors, including a reluctant
Strachan, to engage in open air street meetings in New York City, and persuaded them to donate
their summer vacations to organizational work.45 Blake reminded teachers that they had special
skills the campaign needed—they made speeches all day in the classroom and they were
therefore fit for the work.46 It was Blake, according to the president of the state association, who
was responsible for arousing this “lukewarm” group and “galvaniz[ing] them into an active, vital
force for suffrage.”47 Thanks to her, the network of teacher-suffragists that organizers built in
Gotham was fanning out across the whole state.
Advocates of the franchise could also still count on several wealthy women for support.
Olivia Sage continued to provide generous financial assistance for the Woman Suffrage Party,
donating more than two thousand dollars to help it pay for its headquarters.48 Margaret Chanler
Aldrich’s passion for the cause did not abate and might have even grown. During a visit to her
cousin, Mrs. John Jacob Astor, at Bar Harbor in the summer of 1913, a neighbor reported that
Aldrich nearly “tackl[ed]” a prominent anti-suffragist. 49 A more recent convert was Louisine
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Havemeyer, wife of the late sugar magnate, Henry O. Havemeyer. Writing in The Woman Voter,
she explained that she wanted the ballot “politically, legally, civically, and naturally.” Like many
of her wealthy peers, Havemeyer rested her final argument on the fact that women paid taxes.50
Not only was Havemeyer wealthy, she and her husband were avid art collectors. More than once,
she placed her artwork, ranging from El Grecos and Goyas to Rembrandts and Rubens, on
exhibit to help raise money for the cause.51 Besides lending their names, presence, and art
collection to the movement, society women also lent their homes. During the summer of 1915,
many prominent women allowed organizers to place posters on their doors while they were
vacationing. Leaders understood that tourists and average New Yorkers were fascinated by
socialites and would be shocked to see yellow suffrage flyers posted on the city’s most
sumptuous residences.52
The Colony Club also remained opened to holding suffrage events (despite the earlier
scandal). A meeting in early 1913 drew such a large audience that some members had to attend
an auxiliary meeting at the Women’s Political Union’s headquarters. It was not so much the
suffrage arguments or the crowd that attracted journalists’ attention at this particular gathering,
but the women dressed in pink bathrobes who anxiously listened to the speech. They had been
practicing basketball in the club’s gymnasium when the draw of the meeting had proven too
much. They threw bathrobes over their uniforms and snuck onto a balcony of the clubhouse to
hear the speech. They tried to hide in a corner and members refused to release their identities, but
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their choice of attire made the headlines of Gotham’s newspapers. With the participation of
women like Alva Belmont and Katherine Mackay being detailed for years, it took pink bathrobes
to truly excite the press.53
Despite the support of many elite women, suffragists were still not satisfied that this
monied subculture was being used to its fullest potential.54 At a 1914 meeting at the Hotel
Manhattan, an activist took affluent women to task for not donating enough. Vira Boarman
Whitehouse, a wealthy suffragist herself, complained that working-class women funded the
campaign, while “women of wealth, who could give lavishly, leave it to struggling girls in the
shops and factories to go without their Easter hats that we may send out organizers.” The
problem for Whitehouse was that her wealthy peers were not “rabid enough” about
enfranchisement.55 Suffragists long considered socialites to be apathetic (even after many
assisted in the crusade), but had accepted their generosity and ideas when they engaged in the
campaign. Blatch even tiptoed around Katherine Mackay’s resistance to propaganda to guarantee
her support.56 Now, one activist was criticizing her elite sisters for not doing enough.
Meanwhile, nurses continued to provide a critical link to New York’s immigrant masses.
Lavinia Dock was exceptionally adept at attracting their support. She kept an eye on foreign
newspapers to measure their level of sympathy, walked around the Second Assembly District
with a suffrage map, carried a sandwich board in Yiddish, and took a test census among the
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Jewish electorate.57 Along with three other women, she even dug into the subway trenches to talk
about political equality with construction workers.58 According to Harriet Burton Laidlaw, a
leader in the Manhattan movement, Dock was “a human dynamo that few people whom she
really seeks to convert can escape.”59 Lillian Wald, herself an advocate for immigrants within the
suffrage movement, singled out Dock for gaining the support of “all the nationalities of our
cosmopolitan community.”60 For the 1913 Washington D.C. parade, leaders turned to Wald and
Dock to gain immigrants’ support.61
Nursing schools also showed a growing interest in the campaign. In 1913, the
superintendent of Bellevue Training School and the nurses at the Bronx Nurses’ Settlement
organized suffrage meetings. At the Bellevue Training School, fifty nurses listened and The
Woman Voter reported that all were sympathetic to the cause.62 At a meeting at the Friends’
Seminary, six hospitals sent representatives and the nurses of the New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary donated $25 to the campaign.63 Despite continuing to rely on the profession’s
leadership, at least the Women’s Political Union began to acknowledge differences in the
medical profession, devoting one article to discussing the tension between nurses and doctors,
and concluding triumphantly, “So long as nurses and midwives are largely women and the
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doctors for the most part men the question of woman’s rights will enter subtly in.”64 A 1915
newspaper poll reported that 87% of this group (it lumped together “nurses, midwives,
manicurists, hairdressers etc.”) in Greater New York believed women should be able to vote.65
Only weeks before the 1915 referendum, Whitehouse proposed a Women’s Strike to
highlight the size and power of this female constituency of laborers and professionals,
demonstrate the role women already played in public, and energize supporters. By refusing to
leave home for one day, women could prove how few actually remained there and how important
their work outside the private realm was to the city’s daily functioning. Suffragists reported that
as soon as they thought up the scheme, they realized that it would be impossible to carry out as it
would “crippl[e] the world’s work to an irreparable extent.” Nevertheless, they advertised it to
make a point, sending out details to newspapers and women’s clubs.66 “The effect was
instantaneous and amazing,” Gertrude Foster Brown, the president of the state association,
reflected, “Everywhere men were appalled at the suggestion. Merchants, hospitals, captains of
industry, schools, telephone exchanges—they saw the entire business of the city at a standstill.”67
Many concluded that this was the most “effective stunt” of the campaign.68 Protests poured in
from all parts of the metropolis—department stores, telephone companies, schools, and
hospitals.69
The threatened Women’s Strike and the city’s reaction to it suggest how effectively
suffragists had exploited Gotham’s female social geography. By sensitive readings of the city’s
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webs of professional and social networks, activists converted growing numbers of teachers,
actresses, nurses, and wealthy women, who then carried the message of political equality to their
families, neighbors, institutions, and friends. Unlike their predecessors, the second generation of
suffragists succeeded in building a mass movement of female advocates of political equality.
However, their reach was still limited. Men, not women, would vote on the referendum in
November 1915. To gain more male converts, organizers made broad claims about women’s
purifying powers in the metropolis via municipal housekeeping, while simultaneously making
specific pleas to targeted groups and infusing entertainment with messages of political equality.
Municipal Housekeeping
Municipal housekeeping increasingly seeped into suffrage rhetoric following the good
government reforms of the 1890s. Over the ensuing years, activists strategically mobilized the
concept when speaking to specific groups of New Yorkers. By 1909, they were translating the
language into concrete actions.70 While many scholars have considered it conservative in nature,
these actions demonstrate that municipal housekeeping also had a sharp edge: it helped shatter
women’s restricted places in cities. The concept was a tool suffragists could wield to convert
other New Yorkers, especially men, while reimagining the political geography of the city to
include women. This reimagining of the metropolis was a critical component of suffragists’
claim to a “right to the city.”71 As one flyer explained, “Women are, by nature and training,
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housekeepers. Let them [through voting] have a hand in the city’s housekeeping, even if they
introduce an occasional house-cleaning.”72
A 1913 drawing from Life’s suffrage edition captured these ideas, demonstrating how
much they permeated the public’s perception of enfranchisement. In it, a city is divided in half
(image 5.1). On the side where women remain disenfranchised, darkness prevails, men lurk
dangerously in the streets, fight each other, and frequent establishments like the “Cheap
Theatre,” “Motel Vice,” and “Red Light Dive.” On the side of the metropolis where women vote,
families enjoy the sunshine, public playgrounds, schools, and museums.73 Of course, suffragists
could have packaged their right to the metropolis in a more fundamental and radical notion of
equality (women as people have the right to access the city), but municipal housekeeping
allowed them to do so in a more palatable manner both for themselves and for their neighbors.
Their use of this concept to whittle out a greater place for women in municipal government is
clearest in the fight for female poll watchers.
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Image 5.1
Americans long considered polls dangerous places for women. Lillie Devereux Blake
encountered individuals in 1890 who worried that “roughs” would swarm women at polling sites
if they won the vote.74 Four years later, The World ran a political cartoon ridiculing the
“emancipated” women. In one of many scenes poking fun at female residents’ public presence,
an old woman serves as a poll watcher and challenges a young, masculinized woman (she is
dressed in a suit) as she casts her ballot.75 The location of polling places in smoke-filled saloons
and barbershops further marked them as male territory.76 In order to vote, women would need to
reterritorialize these spaces. Municipal housekeeping helped support female poll watchers as
they demystified a space essential to the democratic process.
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New York City saw its first woman poll watcher in 1894. Notably, she did not frame her
decision to take this position as part of an effort to clean up politics, informing a reporter that she
gained the role because the Committee of 70 and the Republicans asked her to donate money to
pay for poll watchers. She refused to offer any money until women could vote, but did volunteer
to be a watcher herself. 77 That she based her position on equal justice, rather than municipal
housekeeping, provides evidence that the latter concept had not gained substantial momentum in
the early 1890s, further suggesting the important role good government reforms played in driving
this rhetorical shift.
It was not until 1909 that female citizens served again at the polls. Even fifteen years
later, New Yorkers still considered these places dangerous. A threat lingered that if a poll
watcher reported corruption, he would sustain physical violence, primarily from Tammany Hall
men. Fortunately, it was rumored that even Tammany would not attack a woman, at least not at
first.78
Testing this rumor, Blatch and her Equality League of Self-Supporting Women mobilized
a handful of intrepid women to serve throughout the metropolis. At an ice cream parlor, Alberta
Hill in her “Votes for Women” sash watched the polls, invoking municipal housekeeping to
reassure those present that she was “just going to be a mother” to them. The men seemed to
respond, creating a protective circle around Hill free of tobacco smoke and ensuring she had
coffee and food.79 Not all women experienced such pleasantries. At a different spot, they faced a
challenge from Tammany and, while ultimately allowed to perform their duties, were not made
welcome, with one reporter noting that the “atmosphere was that of a refrigerator all day.”80
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Even with less than a dozen female watchers, Blatch celebrated this event for the publicity it
created for the campaign, noting that all the newspapers carried information about these
women’s experiences.81 She also used it to make a point, telling a meeting that voting in “third
rate cigar stores” and “bootblack shops” did not grant citizenship the dignity it deserved.82 In the
end, suffragists claimed that two election officials were drunk and that the watchers had to help
keep track of the votes.83 Many admitted, according to The Sun, that the women “exercised a
powerful purifying influence upon the balloting of the day,” just as municipal housekeeping
promised that they would.84
Challenges to suffragists’ right to watch continued, however. 85 At the 1910 primary,
inspectors at various polling stations (reportedly pushed by a Democratic assemblyman) argued
that women did not have the right to be at these sites, accused them of “obstructing the polls,”
and asked the police to arrest them. “This is my city,” Blatch roared after one earlier attempt, “I
was born here and have lived here half my life, and it is to my interest that competent watchers
be stationed at the polls.” Significantly, she added an essentialist footnote tempering her radical
defense, noting that women’s presence made the environment more “dignified” and that it was to
everyone’s benefit to have their special qualities in the polling place. More “patient” and “selfsacrificing” than men, female poll watchers were better able to sustain the long hours of
watching.86
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Suffragists vehemently protested when the state legislature clarified that only electors,
meaning male citizens, could serve as poll watchers in 1911.87 The desire to have women regain
this role grew more intense in 1913 when it became clear that voters would decide on a suffrage
amendment in 1915.88 While many of these arguments centered on women’s right to monitor
ballots when so much was at stake for them, municipal housekeeping arguments crept in, fueled
by revelations of corruption in polling places. 89 Writing in The Women’s Political World, an
activist could not help but wonder what such dishonesty would have meant if it was 1915 and
men were deciding on political equality. The author was quick to note that in the same district
where fraudulent votes were most prevalent in 1913, a woman poll watcher had served in 1910,
ensuring a “clean count.”90 Above this article, the magazine ran an image depicting the
corruption and violence in polling places without women. Smoke fills the room, a policeman
beats the one respectable looking citizen there, a man is being paid to cast his vote a certain way,
while another (perhaps an election official) is making changes to a ballot (image 5.2).91 Leaders
were clearly contending that female poll watchers would help to eliminate such outrages.
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Image 5.2
A group of suffrage hikers set out from Gotham to present their demands for women poll
watchers to those in Albany in early 1914.92 Their limited appeal was successful—women would
be eligible to watch in 1915 when their amendment was under consideration, but they would not
be allowed to serve as poll watchers until then.93 In all, suffragists struck a delicate balance
between highlighting the corruption at the polls to underscore the need for women’s purifying
presence, and not depicting the polls as too dangerous for female citizens, which would have
bolstered arguments that women would be unsafe casting a ballot.
Combining municipal housekeeping and specific Progressive Era concerns, suffragists
were able to open the polling place door—as Blatch put it “We have lifted the veil, we have
entered the holy of holies.”94 Once they cracked open this masculinized space, they were able to
challenge the idea that voting imperiled women. Polling sites might be far from ideal, but
suffragists pointed out that they were well-treated by men and suggested that women’s presence
92
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could be beneficial. Poll watching also gave females a degree of political clout—an ironic
situation considering their own disenfranchised status. They might not be able to vote, but the
state empowered them to scrutinize men’s balloting. More than merely a conservative rhetoric, in
the 1910s municipal housekeeping reflected women’s changing position in the city at the same
time that it enabled them to carve out an even greater role for themselves in the metropolis and
encourage all New Yorkers to reimagine the political topography as one that would benefit from
women’s inclusion.
Targeting Individuals
It was not enough to simply make these general claims about female residents’
importance to the metropolis. To gain enough converts to win in 1915, suffragists also had to
target specific groups and make pointed arguments about the vote. New York’s heterogeneity
and size were challenging, but activists understood that the city was composed of webs of
subcultures and that they needed to bring their message to each one. From trying to canvass
every voter to publishing arguments in different languages, they actively sought to do so.
For the Woman Suffrage Party and the Empire State Campaign Committee, canvassing
was key.95 Leaders believed that only through house-to-house visits could an activist battle
confusion about the ballot, humanize the cause, and explain its importance to New York’s
citizens.96 Suffragists had canvassed Gotham for support since the late 19th century, but the city
had always presented unique difficulties as its residents were reluctant to open their doors to
strangers. In 1894, Lillie Devereux Blake and Susan B. Anthony found themselves at
loggerheads over whether or not to employ this enrollment strategy. When canvassing did
happen, it was only marginally mentioned in suffrage publications. This changed in the 1910s as
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suffrage newspapers obsessively detailed activists’ experiences. Suggesting the precision leaders
strived for, The Woman’s Journal labeled canvassing a “science.”97
Working in pairs, activists attempted to visit every voter in the city. The process was
straightforward and routinized. From the Board of Education, they acquired a list of voters, cut it
up, and pasted slips of names on a piece of cardboard. Inserting colored pins (yellow for
supporters, black for opponents, blue for neutrals, and white for those who had moved away),
suffragists could easily see the results of their work. An attempt was made to speak to a voter
three times. If, after the third attempt, an organizer could not reach him, she left literature.98
Understanding the seasonal nature of New York’s well-to-do, they tried to canvass wealthy
voters before they left the city for the summer.99 In another case, they brought William Lloyd
Garrison’s daughter to solicit support from African American voters in San Juan Hill, hoping
residents would link the emancipation of slaves with women’s enfranchisement.100 Hearing of
these various methods, women from across the nation came to learn from the Woman Suffrage
Party’s canvassers. They were struck by their “calm, businesslike” manner, commenting that
they worked without “fuss or excitement, as if it [canvassing New York’s population] was the
easiest thing possible.”101
To maintain this critical, but labor intensive, approach, leaders framed door-to-door visits
as exciting and educational. The title of one article in The Woman Voter gave this away—“A
Canvassing Night’s Entertainment.”102 Organizers told supporters that this strategy was a way
for them to know all parts of the metropolis, “from the ugly and the sordid, the mean and
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miserable . . . to the beautiful, the generous, the noble.”103 From an African American woman
chopping wood in a tenement to a homeless woman eating crumbs at a bar to an apartmentdweller wearing “Turkish towels,” the stories of canvassing crowded suffrage publications.104
It was not always easy to convince women to sacrifice their comfort for this political
work. Canvassers expressed discomfort approaching strangers and felt anxiety about going doorto-door in fetid, loud, and poorly labeled tenements to reach laborers and immigrants.105 Leaders
had to admit that some might consider these movements around tenements, alleys, and roofs to
be unladylike, but they fiercely defended canvassing, believing it vital to convert New York
voters. Invoking ideas about municipal housekeeping, one asked rhetorically “Wherever the men
have assembled, should not the mothers of men come?”106 To further make it palatable, the
enrollment process was occasionally framed in religious and moral language, with canvassers
celebrated as “missionaries, carrying the gospel” and part of a “great Salvation Army for
Suffrage.”107 With these statements, activists tapped into religion’s long history of legitimizing
women’s public actions.
Still, even after convincing individuals to canvass, there were obstacles. Staten Island’s
“small towns” and “scattered villages” made moving quickly through the citizenry to discuss
political equality difficult. In one enrollment drive, suffragists reported acquiring only one
signature in that borough.108 Apartment houses throughout the metropolis refused to let activists
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enter, making it impossible for canvassers to talk to tenants.109 Residents around Central Park
and Fifth Avenue were difficult to reach since they needed to make appointments in advance to
see those in the “marble palace[s].”110 The Bowery presented its own challenges. Before
suffragists could even talk to the men there, they had to track them down, a difficult task in a
population that was largely transient.111 One obstacle compounded another and ultimately, the
leader of the New York City campaign admitted that the work was not “perfectly done,”
estimating that only 60% of voters were canvassed—a far cry from their original (and
unrealistic) goal of speaking to every single voter.112
Because they could not feasibly meet each New Yorker, suffragists turned to urban nodes
of amplification to spread their ideas. During a “Suffrage-Hold up” night, for instance, activists
wore masks to cover their faces, startled train ticket sellers, and presented them with a gun
formed from a suffrage leaflet.113 Women had been taught for years to worry about the
possibility of muggings on city streets. With the “Suffrage Hold-up,” activists appropriated this
concern to cleverly spread their message as well as subtly suggest women’s new metropolitan
presence. Another day was devoted to converting barbers. Understanding that barber shops were
centers of male cultural exchange, advocates worked to convince barbers to discuss political
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equality with their clients.114 The suffragist who came up with the idea joked that this was
particularly important to do when the customers “were helpless under lather and blade.”115
They also began to more vigorously target racial and ethnic minorities. Having stood on
the margins of the suffrage movement in New York City for years, some supporters concentrated
on converting black New Yorkers in the early 1910s. “Colored meetings” were organized in
Manhattan at locations from the Colored Mission to the Colored Branch of the Young Men’s
Christian Association.116 Alva Belmont founded a Colored Branch of her Political Equality
Association, and a suffrage headquarters opened in 1915 on 63rd Street to gain the endorsement
of black voters. 117 That year the Men’s League turned to the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People for help in locating speakers who could reach the African
American community. While the secretary of the NAACP cautioned that black New Yorkers
might not think that women voting was “refined,” she encouraged the Men’s League “to reach
colored people . . . through their churches.” The League graciously accepted this advice, working
to win the attention of New York’s growing African American population through religious
institutions.118
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Suffragists did gain the support of The Crisis, which devoted its August 1915 edition to
their fight. With a drawing of Abraham Lincoln and Sojourner Truth on its cover, it began with
Blatch describing how Truth stayed with her family during one woman’s rights convention and
how Blatch used to read to Truth.119 In the journal’s symposium, more than two dozen prominent
men and women shared their reasons for supporting enfranchisement.120 Leaders thought so
highly of this edition of the journal that the Woman Suffrage Party ordered 500 copies for the
campaign.121 Simultaneously, The New York Age, another black newspaper, published pieces
demanding political equality for women.122 An editor thought it would be a “blow against all
arbitrary limitation of the right to vote” and that it could double the power of black New
Yorkers.123 The paper also interviewed “race leaders in New York and Brooklyn,” concluding
that the majority supported the cause.124 Reverend A. Clayton Powell of the Abyssinian Baptist
Church was quoted as declaring, “For the life of me, I do not see how any colored man can
consistently oppose suffrage for women. Such a position on the part of the Negro strengthens the
efforts of the South to relegate the race to political slavery.” 125
While suffragists in Gotham worked to convert African American men, NAWSA, in an
effort to maintain the support of Southerners, “all but officially sanctioned second-class
citizenship” for black Americans. By either turning a blind eye to the white supremacist
arguments of Southerners or actively echoing them to suggest that enfranchising women would
diminish the power of African American voters, NAWSA ignored earlier suffrage rhetoric
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linking sexism and racism. 126 Catt herself blamed the enfranchisement of African Americans (as
well as immigrants and Native Americans) for the “inertia in the growth of Democracy.”127
Given this national context, it is striking then that some in the New York movement made an
effort to actively court the support of African American residents, successfully gaining the
backing of community leaders. It is also important because the number of African Americans
living in Gotham exponentially increased around the turn-of-the-century as many fled the South
before World War I.128 Below the Mason-Dixon line, grandfather clauses, poll taxes, and
literacy tests resulted in disenfranchisement, but in New York African American men had a
political voice that suffragists needed to acknowledge. Moreover, the avenues activists chose—
newspapers, reform organizations, churches—suggests that they were particularly concerned
about gaining the support of educated, middle-class, black New Yorkers.129
By opening local headquarters as well as providing speeches and publishing flyers in
foreign languages, suffragists also worked to convert New York’s diverse immigrant
subcultures.130 Several organizations created specific committees focused on presenting
enfranchisement arguments to different ethnicities. The Woman Suffrage Party, for instance,
celebrated the fact that it held meetings for Germans, Italians, and Bohemians in the early
months of 1915.131 And they specifically worked to convince Germans in New York City that
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enfranchisement would not result in prohibition.132 At the same time, racist and xenophobic ideas
still haunted the movement. In one case, the Women’s Political Union published statistics and
arguments remarkably similar to those from 1894, arguing that women’s enfranchisement would
increase the percentage of the “native-born white vote,” making the electorate “more
American.”133 Suffragists had to strike a precarious balance between courting the political power
of immigrant men, while maintaining the loyalty of nativist New Yorkers whose support they
also desperately required. Like many seasoned politicians, they learned to approach different
constituencies in often markedly different ways.
Trying to reach every single New Yorker, while tailoring arguments to specific
subcultures and making broad municipal housekeeping claims left activists in a state of frenzy in
the months before the 1915 vote. Canvassers slogged up dark staircases, male suffragists worked
with black religious leaders, and women collaborated with barbers in their effort to ensure
victory in November. Never before had they spent so much energy on converting their neighbors,
friends, colleagues, and strangers in Greater New York.
Gendered Amusements
The more organizers relied on these strategies, however, the faster they lost their novelty,
becoming background noise to New York City residents.134 To overcome this boredom and
maintain the press’s interest, suffragists worked to enliven their campaign by turning to New
York’s growing array of commercialized sites of leisure, including movie theatres, amusement
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parks, and baseball fields.135 At these venues, leaders tried to convey their arguments to those
seeking respite from their everyday lives, struggling to find the appropriate balance between
joviality and gravitas. When suffragists entered some of the few remaining sites of male
homosocial leisure, however, they swiftly learned that parts of the entertainment landscape
remained fiercely gendered.
Coney Island was one of Gotham’s most popular Gilded Age and Progressive Era
recreation sites, drawing in both middle- and working-class men and women to it beaches and
amusement parks.136 Understanding this, suffragists organized meetings that reportedly drew in
two to six hundred individuals, with at least one attracting those still in their bathing suits.137 Not
all pleasure seekers welcomed the opportunity to hear woman’s rights arguments as they rushed
toward roller coasters or floated through Venetian canals.138 When advocates of the ballot held a
Suffrage Day at Luna Park, the management even arranged for one of its clowns to stroll around
the amusement park with a “Votes for Men” sign, transforming suffragists into just another
attraction for New Yorkers to laugh at and enjoy.139 Leaders seemed to pick up on this cue,
working to make their message of political equality entertaining, but on their own terms and by
controlling the medium.
In 1915, they created a game—the Hopperie—at Luna Park to spread their ideas, raise
money, and draw a crowd. Contestants paid five cents to jump on one foot over forty-eight states
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up a “tortuous incline” toward “Victory,” dressed in a white gown and wearing a yellow sash. 140
The challenge, besides the one-foot, incline-hopping, was to stomp on the states where women
could not vote and avoid those where they could.141 The victorious hopper received a box of
“Votes for Women” caramels.142 The game cost organizers over six hundred dollars, and they
found that participants thought it lacked danger and excitement. However, the Hopperie did
create the publicity that activists so desired and seems to have been at least tolerated by parkgoers. Although Luna Park prohibited advertising, management allowed activists to hang one of
their posters and deliver speeches from an overhead bridge.143 Thirteen Gotham newspapers
discussed the game in twenty-nine different articles.144 The New York Tribune even ran a
photograph of women holding up their skirts as they made their way up the incline.145
Suffrage balls and dances also allowed activists to mix pleasure and politics by
capitalizing on “dance madness,” while also controlling the atmosphere and the agenda.146 At the
71st Armory, a castle-like brick structure located between 33rd and 34th streets on Park Avenue,
the Women’s Political Union welcomed everyone from “shabby little cash girls” to society
matrons in 1913 to watch a performance of Russian and Hungarian dancing and to join in the
Turkey Trot and the waltz. At fifty cents a ticket and on a Saturday night, the ball catered to a
diverse and large group—reportedly more than ten thousand people, compared to only three
thousand in 1912. The following year both the Men’s League and Woman Suffrage Party held
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events at the Armory, a pageant and a “cosmopolitan fête.”147 From a man in a bear costume
handing out flyers advertising the occasion to the sale of mice to prove suffragists’ courage at the
event itself, the “fête” introduced its own set of amusing and innovative tactics.148
The most popular form of entertainment, however, was the movies. Suffragists, as the
previous chapter discussed, knew that films allowed supporters across the nation to vicariously
participate in the New York campaign. That is why activists did not feel defeated when the
winter cold forced them inside after a little more than an hour for an advertised twelve hour
meeting in Times Square. When they moved indoors, they had their “heroism recorded on a
film,” which they celebrated would “last longer than their words.”149 Through the production of
What 8,000,000 Women Want (1913) and The Ruling Power (1915) leaders hoped to use New
York’s entertainment resources to reach beyond the converted to attract new members to the
cause.150
The Women’s Political Union and the Gotham-based Unique Film Company were
responsible for the one hour long, feature film, What 8,000,000 Women Want.151 The Unique
Film Company advertised it as “A Great Political Drama of Love, Intrigue and Detective
Work.”152 Weaving a complicated tale with many subplots, it was all of these things. The story
centered on a young lawyer and his suffragist girlfriend. The “intrigue” and “detective work”
revolved around the lawyer’s conflicted relationship with the boss of a political machine and an
147
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anti-suffragist, Boss Kelly. Falsely arrested for attempting to assassinate the boss, it is his
girlfriend’s detective work that helps free the young lawyer. Through the help of the lawyer and
the suffrage movement, the boss’s corrupt political activities, including buying votes, are
ultimately revealed (after all, enfranchising women would help purify the city). It ends with
suffragists celebrating their enfranchisement and the lawyer and his girlfriend celebrating their
engagement. As with their earlier films, suffragists worked to capitalize on the changing
technology to enliven their campaign by fictionalizing arguments and projecting them onto the
silver screen.153
Advocates of political equality packed the audience at the film’s premier at the Bryant
Theatre, a short-lived vaudeville/movie house.154 It was shown commercially for the first time at
the Loew’s Circle Theatre and soon thereafter screened across the nation, from the Family
Theater in upstate New York to the Esthena on the North Side of Chicago.155 The film did not
seem to have hit its mark as a suffrage tool, however, fulfilling one critic’s prediction that
because it was “long and involved” most consumers would not have the “patience” to sit through
it.156 If the lack of advertisements is any indication, What 8,000,000 Women Want never became
the suffrage sensation that the Women’s Political Union had hoped, failing to draw in those
looking for amusement as well as edification.
Similarly, the Brooklyn-based Vitagraph Company was responsible for The Ruling
Power.157 Released in October 1915 to help in the final push for enfranchisement, it showed,
according to its advertisement, “the benefits and happiness which Women’s Suffrage brought to
153
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one family.”158 By early 1916, the film made its way to Westchester, Long Island, and
Binghamton as well as to distant theatres in Medford, Oregon, Bemidji, Minnesota, and Ogden
City, Utah.159 Discussion of this film was so limited, however, that a recent dissertation has even
questioned its existence.160
Reflecting back on the campaign, a leader complained that movies were never used to
their full advantage.161 The receptions to The Ruling Power and What 8,000,000 Women Want
suggest this is an accurate assessment. While advocates did mobilize New York’s film industry
to capture events and thereby create a sense of intimacy for a scattered suffrage community, the
films do not seem to have worked to their full potential on apathetic or antagonistic audiences.162
With the range of entertaining films and other recreations available for customers to choose from
and the framing of these particular movies as suffrage films, it seems reasonable that only those
interested in political equality would have been their most consistent audiences.
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While men were among those who attended these Coney Island games, movies, and
dances, they made up only a portion of the audience. With the referendum only months away and
men’s votes solely responsible for deciding woman’s rights, suffragists ventured into male
commercial amusements. Homosocial venues like saloons, baseball fields, and bowling alleys
dominated men’s, and especially working-class men’s, recreational activities in the late 19th
century, but heterosocial amusements increasingly eclipsed them in the early 20th century,
resulting in some men fiercely defending those that were still uniquely theirs in an era when fears
about feminization were on the rise.163 Upon entering these masculinized spaces, suffragists
discovered that their use of the metropolis continued to be circumscribed by a gendered
geography.
On a partly cloudy and rainy May day in 1915, suffragists invaded the Polo Grounds to
raise money for the Empire State Campaign Committee and to agitate for the ballot during a
baseball game between the New York Giants and the Chicago Cubs.164 With gambling, yelling,
spitting, and alcohol permitted at such games, suffragists could expect about 90 percent of the
crowd to be male, primarily white-collar employees.165 During the game, yellow banners hung
from the boxes, suffrage advertisements found their way into scorecards, ushers wore dandelions
to incorporate yellow into their uniforms, and suffrage paraphernalia sold out.166
The weather led to low attendance and the Giants lost in a zero-to-one game, but that did
not dampen suffrage spirits.167 Being at the Polo Grounds ensured that their message would be
broadcast to more than those disappointed fans who attended the game itself. Leaders only sent
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out four articles about this “stunt,” but journalists wrote over ninety-five pieces on the subject.168
The New York Tribune even published a large photograph of a woman peddling tickets on
Gotham’s streets.169 Most importantly, it put suffrage into the sports section and therefore right
under the “eyes and noses” of men who normally ignored the cause.170 Not all the newspaper
coverage was flattering, however. The article from The New York Times pointed out that women
were out of place at the baseball game—they could not understand the complexities of the sport,
compared the dugouts to trenches, discussed weight loss strategies during the game, and wanted
players to wear sandwich boards to make them more easily identifiable.171
A few months later the debate about political equality entered the boxing ring, an even
more decidedly masculine space. In July, a Staten Island suffragist climbed into the ring before a
fight between Charley White and Kid Lewis. It went so poorly that The New York Times,
deploying racist imagery, likened the woman to “a missionary making her first speech to a band
of Hottentots.” The crowd hissed, whistled, and cat called her, making it impossible to even hear
the speech. The reporter from the Times continued his string of analogies: the audience was
“about as interested in ‘Votes for Women’ as an Eskimo is in straw hats.” The crowd wanted the
fight to begin and individuals stomped their feet to further drown out the suffragist. Ultimately,
the announcer suggested she surrender. The speaker did and she and a few colleagues struggled
to sit through the match. After making it through eight of ten rounds, they left, promising it
would be their first and last boxing match.172
The semiotics were unmistakable. The late 19th century witnessed an increased concern
about demasculization. Sports provided a way that many tried to counter this “over-civilization”
168
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and reinforce their masculinity, and the violence of prize fighting made it a particularly strong
arena to do so.173 As historian Elliot J. Gorn notes, “[b]loodletting, merciless competition, and
stern self-testing in the ring addressed the newly perceived need of middle- and upper-class men
for more active life.”174 The suffragists were entering into this sacred male space—a venue men
frequented to feel manlier in the face of an effeminizing world. Not only did they attend the
fight; they entered the ring, disrupted the proceedings, and demanded equality. By doing so,
they challenged the established gendered geography of the city in ways that many men in the
audience found intolerable.
Advocates understood that Gotham’s sporting venues drew in large numbers of men, but
baseball proved a far better fit for suffragists than the rowdy crowds at the boxing ring. Women
might have been thought to be out of place at the Polo Grounds, but they at least were not
silenced. In both cases, men reminded them that there were still spaces in the city that defined
themselves, in part, by the exclusion of women. Undoubtedly, New Yorkers did not want to be
forced to listen to political messages of any sort during their leisure activities. However, they
seemed more inclined to tolerate suffrage messages in heterosocial spaces like Coney Island and
dances, especially when they were entertaining, than during men’s sporting events, where
responses ranged from ridicule to hostility.
Geography of Government
Whether successful or not, all of these tactics—canvassing, creating an amusement park
game, venturing into a boxing ring—brought women into the heart of the metropolis.175
Activists claimed their space and demanded that people respect it. Many did indeed acknowledge
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this claim. Demanding this recognition, however, put activists occasionally on a collision course
with the police and city leaders. This was not unique to suffragists. More radical organizers, like
anarchists and Socialists, experienced much greater repression than these women who, as
historian Linda J. Lumsden points out, were asking to be included in, rather than working to
overthrow, the government.176 Nevertheless, state regulation became a frequent concern for
suffragists in the years and months leading up to the 1915 referendum. Only later did they learn
that to gain men’s support it was more effective to co-opt their rules than defy them.
The greater a sphere suffragists carved out within the metropolis the more likely they
were to clash with the police. Such an innocuous stunt as the Voiceless Speech provides
evidence of this collision. The Women’s Political Union inaugurated this strategy in the winter
of 1912/1913 to advertise its upcoming ball.177 During it, activists steeled their nerves and used
an easel to display cards with suffrage messages. It was straightforward enough and even
conservative in nature compared to the tactics that required women to strain their voices in
public parks or swallow their fear to traverse tenement districts. However, it also required
patience and “discipline,” according to Blatch, because there was temptation to rush through the
cards to finish.178 On the third day, someone decided he/she had enough of the voiceless
speeches. Two police officers approached Anna Constable who was flipping cards in a vacant
store window at 240 Fifth Avenue, informing her that she had violated a corporation ordinance
and would need to appear before a judge.179 There, one of the police officers justified his action
by arguing that Constable’s stunt was causing traffic problems and that she continued it even
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after several warnings.180 The judge dismissed the charge, but not before lecturing Constable
and telling her not to repeat the “offense,” as The New York Times labeled it.181
Outraged, suffragists argued that their voiceless speeches were part of the urban
milieu—stores demonstrated vacuum cleaners in their windows and displayed newspaper
headlines and baseball scores. Even the Association for the Blind used a similar exhibit on Fifth
Avenue during Christmas week.182 The goal of all these displays and performances was to gain
pedestrians’ attention. Constable was particularly angry that the judge found her innocent, but
yet had the audacity to lecture. The New York Times quoted her as declaring that she was
working for “common justice” and “within” her “rights.” The idea that she was blocking traffic
was groundless, according to Constable. Traffic was moving and the crowd was behaving. Even
more disconcerting, Constable did not know who made the complaint against her and understood
it as an effort to intimidate suffragists by challenging their freedom of speech.183 The level of
indignity that champions of the franchise expressed underscores their growing sense of
entitlement. They kept holding the voiceless speeches despite this kerfuffle, only adding a sign
that jabbed at the police by saying, “Please keep the sidewalk reasonably clear, or we may be
arrested.”184
Permits and the police would continue to occasionally trouble them. Believing that the
marches brought business to a “complete standstill,” cost merchants one million dollars annually,
distracted employees, and allowed for incidents of disorderly conduct to spill onto the streets, the
Fifth Avenue Association (a group of property owners and merchants) pushed for an ordinance
180
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that would largely prohibit parades on Fifth Avenue south of 59th Street in 1913.185 Suffrage
organizers, unsurprisingly, expressed outrage and claimed that the ordinance was targeted at their
demonstrations and labor parades.186 “Fifth avenue dealers ought to be willing to take the bitter
with the sweet,” Blatch scolded, “They have the best section in the city for 360 days in the year;
they ought to be able to endure four or five little parades.” Plus, the crowds would come back
Monday to shop, she predicted. Leaders threatened to retaliate by boycotting Fifth Avenue
stores.187 Others went further. “We will make Madison avenue the Peacock avenue in place of
Fifth,” one self-importantly declared, “With 100,000 of us we can soon set the fashion.”188
Similarly, when considering selling flags, the Empire State Campaign Committee
realized that it was illegal to peddle goods on New York’s streets without a special license.189
When some activists tried to climb the “Goddess of Liberty” at Columbus Circle for a speech,
they were prevented because they lacked a permit. In another instance, they held a meeting in
front of the Sub-Treasury Building at the base of the George Washington statue, but then too
were stopped because they did not have permission of the Secretary of Treasury.190 Whereas in
the past, concern was mainly with lack of police protection during parades and gatherings,
increasingly suffragists’ use of the city brushed up against police and official regulations,
sometimes resulting in activists criticizing the police force and city for limiting their movements
and efforts.191 By the summer of 1915, with the campaign heating up, Mary Hay, leader of the
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Woman Suffrage Party, met with the police commissioner, who advised suffragists to “make
friends with the police.”192
Geography of Capitalism
As part of the urban milieu, they also experienced a more typical New York problem—
conflict with landlords and pressures from the metropolitan real estate market. Their central
headquarters remained in Murray Hill through the 1915 referendum.193 However, suffragists
shifted locations on several occasions; sometimes this was voluntary and sometimes the real
estate market demanded it. Suffragists might have overcome many of the pioneer generation’s
fears about working in the nation’s largest metropolis, but the city still had geographies of
gender, of government, and of capitalism with which they needed to wrangle.
The Women’s Political Union, for instance, moved twice in a matter of months in 1913.
First they found themselves in conflict with the Woman’s Municipal League, which had sublet
some rooms to the WPU at 46 East 29th Street. In a publicized case, the Woman’s Municipal
League fumed that the Union had used the backyard for photographs. In doing so, it picked a
beautiful setting: the backyard was home to the Woman’s Municipal League’s treasured tulips.
Unfortunately for the tulips, suffragists were not overly delicate during the photography shoot,
leading women of the Municipal League to complain that suffragists trampled on their flowers.
While the press painted this as an anti-suffrage/suffrage feud over tulips, the Woman’s
Municipal League actually contained several suffragists.194 Regardless, the League’s members
were so upset that they threatened to release the WPU from its contract. The Union reported that
if freed from the lease, it would move to Fifth Avenue because its current space was “terribly
192
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small” and, more importantly, because it could not “stay hidden away on a side street during the
campaign.”195
It did just this by relocating to 13 West 42nd Street in July 1913, a space owned by Ga
Nun and Parsons, oculists.196 Across from the New York Public Library and the National
American Woman Suffrage Association, sandwiched between Grand Central Terminal and
Times Square, and blessed with a twenty-six foot show window, this new location promised to
“work wonders as an advertising medium on account of the excessive pedestrianism that daily
prevails in front of it.”197 Anna Howard Shaw was envious of the spot, believing that if Mary
Ware Dennett, corresponding secretary of NAWSA, had rented it much could have been
achieved.198 However, a feud developed between the new landlord and the suffragists, both of
whom wanted to hang their signs in the same spot on the building. Believing that the landlords
had finally capitulated, suffragists were stunned to find an electric advertisement for the oculists
above their own sign, effectively eclipsing it.199 Unsurprisingly, the WPU did not last long at this
location. Claiming that the landlord did not provide sufficient heat during the winter, they broke
the lease and moved headquarters a few blocks further north to 25 West 45th Street in March
1914.200
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The Woman Suffrage Party also shifted headquarters. The exact reason for the relocation
is not clear from the sources, but it seems likely that the association wanted to rent an entire
house, rather than only a floor of a building as it had at 30 East 34th Street.201 Moving a few
doors away to 48 East 34th Street, they achieved this goal in 1913. The Woman Voter celebrated,
the WSP’s transfer to “a great big house [with six floors], on the best side of a fine street in an
exceptionally good neighborhood.”202
Apparently, anti-suffragists were concerned about the power of these headquarters
because only a few months after the Woman Suffrage Party moved in, they opened their own
offices across the street. The New York Tribune reported that they planned to use the space for
music and other entertainments.203 Champions of the ballot believed that the anti-suffrage
Guidon Club stationed itself there to furtively count the number of visitors to suffrage
headquarters.204 By 1914, members of the Guidon Club had started a lunchroom that specialized
in Southern fare to try to draw more New Yorkers toward anti-suffrage. The lunchroom had a
separate area for men to smoke, suggesting how anti-suffragists used interior space to convey a
different model for urban life than the one developed by suffragists.205 A few blocks north the
New York State and National Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage had headquarters at 37
West 39th Street.206 Murray Hill landlords responded to the dollar, and it did not matter if the rent
came from suffragists or anti-suffragists to them as long as it was paid on time.
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With the creation of the Empire State Campaign Committee in 1913, another
organization needed to find a home. Ultimately, the state association decided to relocate to 1 East
41st so that it could share offices with the Committee.207 This placed them not only nearby other
suffrage offices, but close to Grand Central Terminal and the New York Public Library. As The
New York Times wrote, “[a]nother suffrage headquarters has come uptown . . . The new
headquarters makes four within a block of each other”: the campaign committee/state association
at 41st Street, the Political Equality Association at 41th Street, NAWSA at 505 Fifth Avenue, and
the Women’s Political Union at 42nd Street.208 It is not clear why, but the Campaign Committee
and the state association were forced out of their headquarters in the middle of April. With only a
few weeks to find a new location, they settled on 303 Fifth Avenue, on the 20th floor of a “large
office building” several blocks south and on the border of Murray Hill.209
Both the Women’s Political Union and the Empire State Campaign Committee found it
necessary to also create an additional headquarters in the male bastion of financial power located
in downtown New York to try to convert men—the Union at 83 Nassau Street and the Empire
State Campaign Committee at 70 Wall Street.210 Even with smaller headquarters across
Manhattan and in the boroughs, the bulk of the suffrage work took place in one confined district.
Reflecting the middle- to upper-class base of the movement as well as women’s comfort in
Murray Hill, a district filled with respectable stores, restaurants, clubs, and other institutions
catering to female New Yorkers, the leading organizations remained close to one another near
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the center of Manhattan. However, landlords, apparently aware of the benefits of these locations,
did not meekly accept suffragists’ demands and use of space. Instead, conflict and relocation was
as commonplace for Gotham’s suffragists as it was for other renters throughout the metropolis.
*****
Suffragists refused to let this distract them from the upcoming referendum scheduled for
November 2nd. They had spent the past two years nurturing their relationship with converts and
expanding their base. To gain attention and demand the vote, they marshalled a variety of female
professional subcultures, canvassed individual voters, mobilized entertainment venues, and
reimagined the metropolis through the lens of municipal housekeeping to make their political
roles more appealing to male voters and conservatives.
Organizers capped their 1915 campaign with their largest Fifth Avenue parade. The
numbers were stunning. Estimates placed the number of participants at fifty thousand, while The
Woman’s Journal reported that 1,500,000 individuals witnessed it. More than three thousand
teachers marched as did some three hundred nurses.211 Actresses strode “militantly” up Fifth
Avenue.212 Other groups included doctors, a large number of authors, and artists. In addition to
these professional women, there were wealthy socialites, and laborers at the bottom of the pay
scale.213 Their willingness to brave the bitter October wind emphasized this massive army’s
commitment to the vote.214
Behind the façade of unity and strength lay a roiling cauldron of simmering rivalries as
leaders continued to compete with one another. Tensions, in particular, grew between the
211
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Women’s Political Union, which had planned previous parades, and the Empire State Campaign
Committee, which led the 1915 event.215 Angry that the committee had usurped control over the
procession, the Union held a smaller march on the East Side from Second Avenue up to 22nd
Street then over to Fifth Avenue to meet up with the larger parade.216 Moreover, by 1915, there
was a growing recognition that much of the work had centered on downstate New York.217
Tensions worsened when the Congressional Union began to organize workers, pulling them
away from the Empire State Campaign Committee by persuading them that the only route to
success was a federal amendment, not the state referendum.218
While leaders were frustrated by the pace of upstate work, in retrospect it was not
necessarily surprising. The strategies that urban suffragists created—parades, canvassing,
voiceless speeches—worked best in cities where people were in close proximity to one another
and pedestrian traffic guaranteed.219 Upstate, they were largely limited to meetings on main
streets, in front of court houses, and outside of post offices where they sometimes struggled to
build crowds.220
The parade, however, did accurately capture two aspects of the campaign. Marching on
Fifth Avenue did not require the courage it had in 1910. Over the course of a scant five years,
suffragists had successfully politicized this space for women. Second, leaders had successfully
mobilized Gotham’s patchwork quilt of women’s subcultures, creating a vastly and visibly larger
215
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community of individuals dedicated to the cause. Manhattan attracted these professional women;
suffragists targeted and converted them. Advocates thus had become not only more comfortable
with the metropolis; they were empowered by it.
However, neither serving as poll watchers nor strong support among the city’s
professional and elite women could guarantee success. Men, not women, were the only ones that
could make that determination and more than 700,000 decided against enfranchising women in
New York State, including 320,000 in Gotham (550,000 men voted to enfranchise women,
including 238,000 in New York City).221 Strained and battle-weary suffrage workers sobbed at
their headquarters as the results began trickling in.222 “The disappointment was almost crushing,”
reported the state president, Gertrude Foster Brown.223 The years of labor, excitement, sacrifice,
and defeat ultimately led to organizer burnout. Some activists were reluctant to take up the work
again and Catt found herself once more in the position of having to try to convince young
women to speak at open air meetings (an argument she undoubtedly hoped she would never have
to make again).224
The power of the anti-suffrage movement was a key factor in the defeat. These opponents
spent the years leading up to the 1915 vote setting up headquarters, organizing luncheons, and
even holding open air meetings. Aware of this Catt created a scrapbook of pamphlets and
literature published by the opposition during the 1915 campaign. It demonstrated that antisuffragists were extremely sophisticated about how they targeted communities. In upstate New
York, they tried to court temperance supporters by claiming that women would work against
221
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prohibition if enfranchised; to gain immigrant voters’ endorsement in the city, they maintained
that female voters would support prohibition.225 Their activities peaked in the months before the
1915 referendum, helping to defeat the amendment.226
Besides anti-suffragists, Catt blamed the proposed 1915 New York State Constitution.227
By 1915, Tammany Hall took an increasingly ambivalent, rather than an explicitly antagonistic,
stance toward enfranchisement.228 However, Republicans dominated the 1915 New York State
Constitutional Convention and their proposed Constitution included changes to the executive and
the introduction of the short ballot (an effort to turn some elected positions into appointed offices
to streamline the ballot).229 Unsurprisingly, Democrats and organized labor opposed the
Republican measures. “Men were too weak-minded to know how to vote against the Constitution
and to be neutral on everything else, so they had to be lined up to vote ‘No’ on both ballots [the
suffrage referendum was on a separate form from the new Constitution],” Catt maintained.230
Blatch and Lillian Wald also blamed Tammany’s larger effort to defeat the Constitution. 231
Unlike Wald, Catt’s and Blatch’s understanding took on a xenophobic tone. Blatch
attributed the loss to immigrant men; Catt was more nuanced—Russian Jews supported suffrage,
while Poles, Italians, and Germans opposed it. Abram Lipsky, writing soon after the 1915 defeat
in the American Hebrew, challenged some of these claims, arguing that Russian and Austrian
immigrants supported enfranchisement and that German, Italian, and Irish immigrants generally
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opposed it.232 More recently, scholar Elinor Lerner also determined that immigrants split over
enfranchisement. Jews were indeed the most supportive. Italians generally divided over the ballot
as did native born, middle- and upper-class white men. It was the Irish, of all the immigrant
groups, that were most consistently anti-suffrage.233 Regardless, leaders were convinced that
immigrants were responsible for the defeat. Catt found it especially “humiliating and unfair” that
suffragists had to plead with “men of all nations of the earth” to gain the vote.234
There were silver linings, of course, and these they stressed to the public. The political
parties both kept to their pledge of neutrality. Despite all of their frustrations with organizing
Staten Island, it came the closest to success with 46% of voters supporting enfranchisement (next
came the Bronx with 45% of its population supporting political equality, Manhattan with 42%,
Brooklyn 41%, and finally Queens with 38%). And Manhattan, “where the most difficult
problems of the campaign seemed to be concentrated,” The Woman Voter reported, “astonished
political prophets by a vote of 42 per cent.”235
This was a striking change from 1894, when suffragists were only able to gain the
endorsement of some five percent of voters in New York, Kings (Brooklyn), and Queens. In that
year, twenty-five percent of upstate voters supported enfranchisement. 236 By 1915, a nearly
equal percentage of individuals in upstate New York and in the state’s downstate metropolis
voted for women’s political equality, a tribute to the gains won by activists’ changing approach
to the metropolis.
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But at a moment when men obsessed over ensuring their masculinity and the polls
remained one of the few common symbols of that masculinity, suffragists had little to offer in
exchange for the vote. Municipal housekeeping helped to some extent, focusing on what women
would contribute if enfranchised and placing it within a less threatening domestic idiom. But it
was the polio epidemic in 1916 and the outbreak of World War I that finally provided an
opportunity for suffragists to put these arguments more fully into practice, using women’s claim
to a “right to the city” to persuade, rather than pressure, male voters into accepting women’s
enfranchisement as a positive good.
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CHAPTER 6: FROM CONFRONTATION TO COLLABORATION, 1916 AND 1917

In the years leading up to the 1915 vote, suffragists proved relatively effective in reading
New York City’s subcultures, neighborhoods, and public spaces, albeit with a few notable
missteps. The 1915 parade showcased the broad, urban coalition of women they had woven
together in the nation’s largest metropolis. The outcome of the referendum, however, reminded
organizers that it was New York’s men, not its women, who had the final say on
enfranchisement. Suffragists had to find a way to use their increased urban presence to support
men’s agendas, rather than myopically focusing on their own.
The 1916 polio epidemic and the beginning of World War I in 1917 provided such
opportunities as leaders translated their years of aggressive efforts to widen women’s sphere into
a set of skills to help Gotham residents across the board. Having claimed their "right to the city,"
they now demonstrated how they could nurture and safeguard its citizens, replacing stunts with
service and collaboration. In the process, the city in crisis superseded the city of spectacle, as
suffragists prepared to rescue it.
Organizers themselves described the 1917 crusade as one of quiet work, rather than
extravagant events. “The campaign of 1915 had been one of the highways, and of spectacular
display,” the movement’s official history explained, “That of 1917 was of the byways, of quiet,
intensive work reaching every group of citizens.”1 Historians since then have accepted this
understanding, focusing on the stunts of 1915 and describing suffragists’ participation in home
front efforts during World War I.2 What these accounts overlook, however, is the extent to which
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suffragists used the relationships they had developed over the previous decade to help the city
through the public health and wartime emergencies of 1916 and 1917.
Loss and Recovery
Suffrage leaders were devastated by the 1915 defeat. Carrie Chapman Catt blamed the
organizers themselves. Turning on the rank-and-file, she ridiculed women who hesitated to work
at a county fair because they thought it was not “ladylike” and refused to wear suffrage buttons
because they considered them too large. Catt exploded, “We can’t use such workers in the next
campaign.”3 Vira Whitehouse, the wealthy leader of the New York State organization, also
blasted activists for working like self-indulgent and distracted “amateurs.”4
Others regrouped for the next fight. When members of the Press and Publicity
Committee, which had been tracking the results on election night, learned that voters defeated
the amendment, they immediately decamped to Printing House Square to launch a new
campaign.5 By the beginning of December 1915, suffragists held a Reorganization Convention at
the Hotel Astor, where they considered whether or not to immediately push for another
referendum.6 Deciding to do so, Catt sternly ordered members to “put the bric-a-brac out of your
lives and your homes. It must be suffrage first . . . and little things must not interfere.”7 State
leaders also decided to change the association’s name to the New York State Woman Suffrage
Party, move from club-based units to assembly-based organizational units, maintain the Empire
State Campaign Committee (it would be dissolved within a matter of weeks and absorbed by the
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state party), and place the revamped organization under the management of those in New York
City.8 As one member explained, leaders should live nearby party headquarters, which were
located in Manhattan.9 With this, the lines between the state and city parties became even more
entangled, with overlapping strategies and arguments.
Meanwhile, some began to reconsider the belief that a state referendum was the best
approach. Two alternative routes existed—working for a bill that would provide for partial
suffrage by allowing women to vote for president only (which some in the Women’s Political
Union considered following the defeat) or pushing for a federal amendment to the Constitution
(the aim of the National American Woman Suffrage Association and the Congressional Union).10
Harriot Stanton Blatch opted for the federal amendment after the 1915 loss, choosing to work
alongside the militant Alice Paul.11 With women voting in eleven states, Blatch and Paul hoped
that suffragists could use these citizens to pressure members of Congress to support a national
amendment.12 The Women’s Political Union also took the federal route, dissolving itself to join
the Congressional Union.13 Likewise, the socialite Alva Belmont began to turn her attention to
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the national campaign in 1913, becoming a leading donor of the Congressional Union by 1914
and providing office space for the organization at the headquarters of the Political Equality
Association after the 1915 defeat.14 Even Catt privately confessed that she was not optimistic
about success. Writing to an influential male suffragist, she agreed that winning New York
“would unlock all the closed doors,” but admitted that she did not feel “confident” about victory
because the political parties refused to cooperate with organizers.15
Catt and Blatch cut their teeth in New York’s lively social environment. After the 1915
defeat both gave up their roles at the state level. Catt accepted the presidency of the New York
State Woman Suffrage Party in 1915, only to be poached by NAWSA to serve as president once
more (her first term ran from 1900 to 1904).16 She confronted a tense situation as president of
NAWSA. Not only was the Congressional Union contesting its leadership, some southern
suffragists had created the Southern States Woman Suffrage Conference to protect the rights of
individual states to legislate on enfranchisement and challenge the drive for a federal
amendment. One of Catt’s first decisions was to initiate the “Winning Plan.” Under it, NAWSA
would work for the federal amendment, tightly controlling state campaigns by only providing
financial assistance to those that agreed to obey the national organization.17 Blatch chose a
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different path, becoming a leading force in the Congressional Union and touring suffrage states
to encourage voters to defeat the apathetic president, Woodrow Wilson.18
As both Catt and Blatch worked toward a national amendment, they mobilized the
lessons they learned in Gotham. Catt’s biographer suggests that the 1915 defeat encouraged her
to take quick and decisive action to develop a new plan of work once president of NAWSA.19
During the 1916 national convention, Catt stressed the importance of developing a fundraising
plan at the beginning and “reinforc[ing]” “weak spots by outside experienced workers” toward
the end of a campaign, lessons undoubtedly learned during her time in New York.20 Moreover,
Catt’s experience using the militant actions of radicals like Maud Malone to highlight the
respectability of the mainstream campaign served her well during the Congressional Union’s
picketing of the White House in 1917.21 The lessons from New York City were not always this
productive. Blatch’s frustration with having spent years trying to convince immigrant New
Yorkers to vote for enfranchisement frequently crept into her arguments, as she told one Arizona
audience, “I have stood on practically every street corner in New York City . . . stood there
pleading with men who have been given the right of self government simply for coming to the
United States, stood there pleading with men who could not understand me and whom I could
not understand.”22 Disappointments in New York City fueled Blatch’s xenophobia and continued
to haunt her as she traveled across the nation.
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In New York, a new crop of leaders emerged from behind Blatch’s and Catt’s shadows.
One of the most prominent was Vira Boarman Whitehouse, a socialite who was listed in the
Social Register.23 Whitehouse had gained a reputation for her work in garnering publicity for the
suffrage movement in 1915. When Catt agreed to serve as president of NAWSA, Whitehouse
replaced her as chairman of the New York State Woman Suffrage Party.24 Helen Reid, wife of
the owner of the New York Tribune and another denizen of the Social Register, also participated
in the 1915 crusade, working for the Press and Publicity Council. Following the defeat, she
became the state party’s treasurer.25 Similarly, Mary Hay, chairman of the Woman Suffrage
Party in New York City since 1912 and close friend of Catt, began to take on an even more
visible role in the campaign.26
In January 1916, Reid, Whitehouse, and other leaders returned to Albany to push for a
suffrage amendment, which state legislators passed in April.27 If the legislature reapproved the
amendment in 1917, New York men would be given a second opportunity to consider women’s
right to vote at elections in the fall. Meanwhile, activists continued to target different groups
throughout the metropolis, including the crowds at another baseball game at the Polo Grounds.28
They even engaged in some small scale publicity stunts, such as “Shower Week” where
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supporters placed “Votes for Women” ribbons on their umbrellas during a week of April rain
showers.29
Leaders retained the support of many of their converts, including Fola La Follette who
continued to publish suffrage articles, and Mary Shaw who still spoke on behalf of the cause.30
Organizers mobilized the cross-class coalition they built to stress women’s capabilities as
citizens. One 1916 cartoon, for instance, showed a woman working as a domestic servant, a
waitress, a nurse, a factory laborer, and (presumably) a teacher. The caption noted that these jobs
did not “UNSEX” her and then, depicting a woman entering the polling place, chided “BUT
THIS IS ANOTHER STORY.”31 Over the past decade, suffragists had mobilized New York’s
varied female subcultures and created a mass movement. After the loss in 1915, they used the
diversity of women’s occupations to underscore the role that female residents already played in
public and demonstrate that going to the polls would not endanger them.
Despite recurring obstacles, including inter-borough conflicts, some suffrage strategists
began to reassess the “time-honored” belief that the metropolis would prevent the state’s
success.32 While nearly 321,000 men in Gotham voted against the amendment in 1915, they
constituted less than half of the opposing votes for the state.33 Increasingly, suffragists’ concerns
about winning New York City were supplemented by upstate, organizational frustrations,
including spotty transportation and problems in gaining press coverage outside the metropolis.34
One Gotham-based newspaper suggested activists needed to talk “about family and the crops and
29
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politics” to gain rural New Yorkers’ support.35 Even with this concern about needing to focus on
upstate voters, Manhattan remained the nucleus of the campaign as leaders regrouped after their
latest defeat.36 The new campaign built on the hard-won gains of the earlier movement, which
allowed champions of the ballot to have greater access to the city. But it did so more cautiously,
underscoring suffragists’ femininity in the process.
One of the most important pieces of this “quiet work” was canvassing. This suffrage
tactic traced its history to the pioneer generation (and even earlier to the abolitionist movement).
The second generation used it to convert residents and record their opinions. In the 1915 battle,
supporters were told that canvassing was entertaining and interesting. This changed with the
1917 campaign, when the focus became more about discipline and work. Starting in January
1916, the state party outlined a plan to collect one million names. In New York City, the Woman
Suffrage Party took charge of the enrollment process, allocating specific quotas to each assembly
district and borough.37 To ensure the success of the house-to-house canvassing, the party
reminded women to distribute appropriate literature during appropriate visiting hours. They
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should also dress for the task and think carefully about how they presented themselves.38 The
state party originally hoped to finish the canvassing by September, a plan derailed by an outbreak
of polio.39
Mothering a City: Polio and Enfranchisement
The worst outbreak of polio in Gotham’s history struck in 1916. In terms of epidemics,
New Yorkers had been relatively fortunate over the preceding decades. By 1910, cancer and
heart disease had superseded infectious diseases like smallpox and tuberculosis as leading causes
of death. During the 1907 polio outbreak, 2,000 cases were reported in New York City. In 1916,
the disease infected nearly 9,000 people, killing 2,449, and putting New Yorkers into an endless
spiral of anxiety.40
Starting in a heavily Italian district in Brooklyn, the polio outbreak quickly spread to the
rest of the city and Long Island. Most of the victims were young children. The city reacted to the
emergency by sending in street cleaners to neighborhoods, reportedly killing 72,000 cats in an
effort to curb the spread of the disease, placing sick children in public hospitals, shutting down
theaters, and delaying public school openings. The Pennsylvania Railroad announced that it
would fumigate train cars coming in and out of New York City, and at least one Brooklyn
newspaper published a list of addresses where the disease was reported.41 The Board of Health
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required children leaving Gotham to get “polio-free” certificates, and some vacation spots barred
New Yorkers.42
Suffragists could not help but be affected by the epidemic.43 Helen Reid, for one, worried
about her own children’s health in a private letter to an official of the state party.44 Concerns
about the disease crept into suffrage minutes in the middle of July.45 Following the
recommendation of the Board of Health, leaders discontinued street meetings.46 Indeed,
according to one telling, the disease “caused a halt in routine work.”47 Even the deadline for
canvassing had to be extended. Considering the enrollment of a million names “the most
important tasks we have ever undertaken,” leaders gave organizers until November 1 to collect
their quotas.48
For years suffragists had argued that enfranchising women would allow them to use their
maternal and feminine skills to reform and nurture the city. The polio outbreak allowed them to
put this rhetoric into practice. Their mobilization under the banner of municipal housekeeping
was less threatening here, since it challenged neither male politicians nor male prerogatives. In
early July, the Woman Suffrage Party approached the Board of Health to offer assistance. 49
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Canvassers turned from doling out suffrage literature to distributing information about the
epidemic, reaching out to “tenement mothers,” and monitoring sanitary code violations.50
Suffragists considered it an “opportune” time to aid the Board of Health since they were already
approaching individuals throughout the metropolis to discuss the ballot.51 In Brooklyn, activists
formed a committee that worked with the Health Board, Tenement House Department and
Bureau of Charities. Through the committee, they visited districts where the disease was
prevalent, delivered information, kept track of unsanitary conditions in tenements, and provided
general “clerical” services.52 Another reported distributing literature outlining the symptoms of
the disease, stressing the importance of medical assistance, and offering details on prevention.53
Against a backdrop where Long Islanders promised armed resistance if a polio hospital
was built there, Italians in Brooklyn threatened to murder anyone who reported sick children to
the Board of Health, and everyone feared contracting the disease, this work was not for the faint
of heart.54 Many suffragists seemed glad to perform it, only (strategically) expressing
disappointment that they could not devote all of their energies to combatting the disease because
they still needed to work for the vote. 55 As urban experts who were comfortable canvassing
neighborhoods, speaking to strangers, and knowledgeable about both poor and rich districts, they
brought a unique portfolio of skills to the fight against the disease and, by doing so, underscored
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their political competence and value. In the process, New York’s suffragists deftly shifted from
confrontation and street theatrics to more traditional caretaking roles.
In supporting the Board of Health, activists tapped into a long history of woman’s groups,
especially charities, collaborating with the government, and their work paralleled that of other
contemporaneous woman’s organizations.56 Theda Skocpol has traced the beginnings of a
maternalist welfare state in the early 20th century. Pushing for this welfare state was a nationwide
coalition of women committed to the belief that “women had special proclivities for moral
decisionmaking and activity.”57 While the government resisted creating paternalistic measures to
protect men, it was more willing to accept arguments revolving around motherhood and
domesticity, resulting in labor laws for female workers, mothers’ pensions, and education for
mothers regarding children’s health.58 Gotham’s suffragists used similar arguments and their
understanding of the city, from its neighborhoods to its professional subcultures, as tools for
enfranchising women.
At the end of July 1916, amid soaring death rates, suffragists began once more to actively
spread their arguments for the ballot. The Woman Suffrage Party declared a “Commuters’ Day”
on July 28. Focusing on transportation hubs, advocates handed out taffy and fudge to New York
commuters.59 With the candies, came a letter to commuters’ wives, in which a tenement mother
lamented that her children “romp in the dirty and congested [city] streets; receive bad influences
from low dance halls, saloons and motion picture places; suffer because of cheap food, bad air,
dark and cramped quarters.” Highlighting women’s nurturing roles, the idea was to inspire
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suburban housewives to help struggling mothers in the metropolis by empowering all women to
vote. First proposed in mid-July, this was a particularly poignant and timely argument as the
epidemic continued to rage throughout the summer.60
The potential reorganization of the city’s political districts created a frustrating diversion
as suffragists tried to link the right to vote to the aid they were providing the metropolis and local
officials. Based on the Reapportionment Act of 1916, the number of assembly districts in each
borough would change—Manhattan would lose seven districts, while the Bronx would gain
three, Queens two, and Staten Island one. Considering the fact that the Woman Suffrage Party
organized its whole hierarchical association around these political units (with party members
selecting district leaders and delegates, and these delegates selecting city and borough officers),
the elimination of even one would be incredibly disruptive.61 In response to the proposed act, the
Woman Suffrage Party prepared a contingency plan that would allow the executive committee to
appoint new district leaders.62
The fact this became unnecessary when the court ruled the Reapportionment Act of 1916
unconstitutional in July (because it did not provide for equal representation) was both frustrating
and a relief.63 Activists wasted time worrying about the possibility of the district changes, but did
not need to actually deal with the chaos this would have caused.64 That reapportionment also
happened in 1907 and that there was no such scrambling or concern then suggests how closely
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the suffrage campaign had come to rely on the city’s political geography for organizational
purposes.65
If anything proved that women needed the vote and that the metropolis would benefit
from women’s participation in politics, it was this 1916 campaign. With the polio epidemic,
suffragists transformed their political skills into social welfare skills, but while doing so never
lost sight of their larger mission. They also shifted away from confrontation with public officials
like the police or men on street corners in the financial district, becoming allies who supported
the municipal government’s efforts to eradicate the epidemic. Only with the vote, one journalist
reminded New Yorkers at the height of the scare, could women “more effectively serve in
bettering civic conditions.”66 And, after they had the ballot, they could focus on exclusively
doing so.67 By October, the panic subsided, parents could finally take a deep sigh of relief, and
suffragists could continue their canvassing efforts.68
The Great War
The following month, the state suffrage party convened in Albany to discuss its plan for
1917. Among efforts to centralize and standardize the work, the party pledged itself to more
outdoor activities in the streets and less indoor events. Again, leaders reminded party workers
that suffrage must be their first priority. This was incredibly important in 1917 for if the state
legislature reapproved their amendment, as leaders expected it would, New York men would
have a second opportunity to vote on it come November. Whitehouse demanded that supporters
“give up club work and civics,” “remember the greatness of the cause” and that “victory for New
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York women means victory for all the women of the country.”69 City teachers were prepared
once more to sacrifice, promising to volunteer for canvassing during the summer.70 At the
beginning of 1917, leaders again returned to Albany to ensure that the legislature pass the
suffrage amendment a second time.71 They also increasingly employed New York boosterism.
With this argument, activists used enfranchisement in Western states as a tool to demand
the ballot in the East. By the beginning of 1917, women could vote for president in twelve
states—Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming, and Illinois. As a result, women influenced ninety-one Electoral College
votes. New York State had the most Electoral College votes of any state in the nation with 45
(the closest second being Pennsylvania’s 38).72 This meant that women’s political choices
affected twice the number of Electoral College votes than New York could claim. Suffragists
began to frequently argue that allowing Western women to vote while disenfranchising Eastern
women essentially meant that the “women of the ‘golden West’” governed New York men.73
“[T]o bring back prestige,” The Woman Voter explained, “New York must match the woman
vote of the West with the woman vote of its own state.”74
Suffragists’ excitement each time a state in the West enfranchised women belied their
pronouncements of jealousy. Instead of feeling envious or frustrated, they celebrated these
victories and saw them as indicators that New York women would soon have the ballot. By 1917
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though, they were willing to frame the suffrage map in terms of unequal power relationships to
try to convince men to grant New York women the vote.
These national rivalries dulled in comparison to international events. Since 1914, war had
decimated much of Europe. For three years, the United States clung to a policy of isolationism.
Even after 124 Americans died when a German submarine took aim at the Lusitania in 1915,
President Woodrow Wilson ran on a platform promising to keep the nation out of war.75 By early
1917, Germany had renewed its attacks on American ships and Americans had become aware
that Germany was engaging in secret diplomatic negotiations with Mexico, hoping to ally with it
against the United States.76 At the beginning of February, the United States broke off diplomatic
relations with Germany.
Anti-suffragists were the first to prepare for this warfare. As early as 1914, the National
Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage announced its desire to support the nation in case of
war, and the New York State Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage began housing the Red
Cross Auxiliary Committee’s Monday meetings. Enemies of the vote encouraged women of all
political beliefs to support the Red Cross, and the Woman’s Protest, the national anti-suffrage
publication, detailed the work being completed by anti-suffrage associations across the nation.
Pointing an accusatory finger at suffragists who continued to focus on the vote, anti-suffragists
criticized their lack of patriotism and unwillingness to sacrifice for the nation.77
It took until February 1917, after Wilson had severed diplomatic relations with
Germany, for New York suffragists to inch toward war preparedness activities. Days after
Wilson’s announcement, Hay explained at a meeting of the Woman Suffrage Party that while she
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did not think war was coming, that if it came, the city party should perform “war relief work.”
However, she added that suffragists must not forget about the campaign and the party must
remain intact despite the global conflict. A day later, the New York State Woman Suffrage Party
echoed this plan.78 Significantly, in both cases, the parties offered their help as organizations, as
“loyal American citizens,” and, most importantly, as “woman suffragists organized and trained
in cooperation and service.”79 Both the state and city parties sent resolutions to the governor and
mayor offering assistance in any way they thought necessary. As in the 1916 polio epidemic,
suffragists stressed their relationship to their environment to highlight the skills they could bring
to strengthening the home front.80 Whitehouse explained to the governor that she knew that
others might be offering to help, but reminded him that the state suffrage party had “the
advantage of being prepared for immediate action.”81 Champions of the vote spent the early
1910s confronting the city’s gendered geography and, at times, its government. They were now
in a position to help, but still did so as a means to the larger end of enfranchisement.
Pacifists in the campaign reacted immediately to these offers. Several expressed outrage
that they had not been consulted before leaders promised the organizations’ assistance in the
event of war. Among those angered by the decision was Lillian Wald, who had participated in
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the New York campaign for nearly a decade.82 At least fifteen felt so betrayed that they sent a
telegraph to the governor, in which they chastised Whitehouse, declared their opposition to the
war, and explained their resignation from the suffrage party.83 In a separate letter to Whitehouse,
they accused her of “misrepresent[ing] the position of a large number of suffragists,” exceeding
her authority, and “betray[ing]” the cause by moving beyond the single issue of
enfranchisement.84
In a strategic maneuver, leaders responded to these attacks by stressing that they did not
want war while reminding suffragists that they were patriotic citizens.85 Whitehouse, for
instance, proclaimed that “every loyal American woman . . . will serve her country in time of
need,” emphasizing “that the great body of suffragists are loyal Americans, and are absolutely in
favor of giving the service to which their leaders have pledged them.”86 Similarly, Hay promised
that the city party would not sacrifice its “purpose” or money to “war needs.” However, she did
demand patriotism since “devotion to country is the first principle of good citizenship.”87 These
sentiments were echoed in the March edition of The Woman Voter, which explained that both the
state and city parties would “quietly” focus on the “regular work” of enfranchisement and not
become embroiled in the debates about war. Instead, they trusted the government, which was
“better informed as to the whole situation,” to make the appropriate decision.88 Proving this was
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true, the Junior Campaign Association of the Suffrage Party held an ice carnival at the Waldorf
Roof Garden at the end of February.89
Meanwhile, activists celebrated the fact that the legislature accepted their amendment in
early March.90 With 39 state senators and 124 assembly men voting for it, this guaranteed a fall
referendum.91 “The road has been a long and trying one,” a leader wrote in The Woman Voter,
“but the very difficulties and the opposition we have encountered have on one hand engendered
greater strength in our campaign and on the other hand have been the most inspiring evidence
that we have valid reason to expect a triumphal passage” in November.92
At a rally celebrating their success, Catt reminded New Yorkers of European women’s
wartime service. The French President, according to Catt, tempered his opposition to
enfranchisement based on women’s war work and the former British Prime Minister embraced
the cause due to the home front activities of female citizens in that nation. “We ask America to
do a little better,” the NAWSA president declared, “and give women the vote before the war
begins.”93America did not. Less than a week after Catt’s speech, Wilson addressed Congress,
outlining the wrongs Germany committed against the United States and declaring that Americans
needed to make the “world safe for democracy.”94 With that, New York City and the suffrage
movement confronted war.
In much of the literature, the war is blamed for mainstream suffragists’ more reserved
approach in this second referendum campaign. As the official history of the movement described
matter-of-factly, “work was at its height when it was suddenly stopped short by the entrance of
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the United States into the World War. At once everything else became of secondary
importance.”95 The contemporary sources call into question this causation. In February 1917,
The Woman Voter explained that in the preceding twelve months suffragists had engaged in
“plain, hard, grubbing” work that was “devoid of spectacular features.”96 A month later, Rose
Young, a leading suffragist familiar with the tactics of the 1915 campaign, described her disdain
for “stunts.” According to the summary of the city party’s annual convention, she expressed
“hope” that New York no longer needed such “stunts” for entertainment purposes. “For never
before had it been demanded of the advocates of a serious cause to do so many things,” the
report continued, “and, sometimes, such silly things to obtain recognition of the real worth of
their movement.”97 This quiet work was thus not new to World War I; it followed the 1915
defeat and defined the 1917 campaign. But quiet work did not mean no work. Suffragists had
built a sophisticated understanding of the metropolis, one that they could mobilize and benefit
from during crises.
What activists lacked in spectacle, they made up for by linking enfranchisement to the
war. The rhetorical possibilities were endless. With the United States proclaiming that it was
fighting a war for democracy, it was easy (and obvious) for suffragists to note women’s
disenfranchised state and thereby challenge the assumption that America was a true democracy. 98
The New York State Woman Suffrage Party accepted Catt’s suggestion that activists emphasize
that the United States was “lagging behind” other countries in terms of women voting. In one ad,
suffragists pointed out that England and even Russia had pledged themselves to political equality
and urged citizens to “let America lead” by passing New York’s suffrage amendment (image
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6.1).99 This sort of international comparison was not new. During the 1912 parade, champions of
the ballot marched with Chinese women in an effort to underscore the fact that American women
remained disenfranchised while some women in China voted.100 However, with the United States
in the middle of war and Russia in the midst of a socialist revolution, the political gravitas of
such comparisons increased exponentially.

Image 6.1
Suffragists were also not beyond trying to benefit from the nativism unleashed by the
conflict. In one of her more deceitful moves, Catt encouraged New York organizers to meet with
influential community leaders and stress that the liquor interest was largely responsible for
opposing the vote and that it was dominated by “German interests and German brewers.” The
president of NAWSA undoubtedly hoped to benefit from the conflict against Germany and rising
anti-German sentiment by linking anti-suffrage to Germans through liquor. With more than
99
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500,000 Germans living in Gotham, many of them residing in the Lower East Side, Yorkville,
and Astoria Queens, this was a dangerous argument.101 To prevent it from alienating potential
supporters, Catt stressed that it should “be used only in private conferences, and with the greatest
discretion.”102
It was not only that suffragists could link their cause to the rhetoric (both democratic and
nativistic) of the war; they also felt that the country, state, and city would benefit from their
participation in the home front. During the spring and summer, activists in New York collected
loyalty pledges and pasted “Wake Up America” recruiting posters throughout the metropolis,
both tactics they mobilized in their crusade for political equality. They also temporarily stopped
decorating their automobiles with suffrage flags, discontinued street meetings, and did not
distribute literature.103 City headquarters became a clothing factory and a spot where women
could provide their contact information and enumerate the resources they might be able to
provide for the relief effort.104 Women sat around knitting balls of brown yarn to make clothing
for the Red Cross as they waited for suffrage assignments at the headquarters, and in the Bronx
activists cultivated vegetable gardens.105 In Manhattan, the Woman Suffrage Party organized a
“sacrifice” sale, raising more than $5,000 for its war service fund by selling jewelry and even
Governor Whitman’s cane.106 This was municipal housekeeping with a wartime inflection. None
of these actions challenged traditional gender expectations, but suffragists hoped to politicize
these expectations and convince New Yorkers of women’s capabilities. Whitehouse, in
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particular, thought that these efforts would help women to win the vote in November.107 At the
least, champions of the franchise could use them to contest the anti-suffrage argument that
women did not contribute to national security and thus should not be able to cast a vote.108
Before their 1915 defeat, activists sometimes challenged Gotham’s political leadership. In 1916
and 1917, they supported these men’s agenda to bolster their own credentials.
While working to support the home front, advocates of the ballot tried to maintain their
independence from the National League for Women’s Service, a relief organization founded in
January 1917 and dominated by anti-suffragists.109 When the League approached the state party,
asking for its cooperation, the party voted to “refuse, as diplomatically as possible.”110 In its
reply, the organization explained that it had already planned for service in the event of war. An
additional reason was undoubtedly its resistance to following the leadership of anti-suffragists,
thereby losing the potential opportunity for positive publicity that the war could provide.111
Much of that publicity came from suffragists’ participation in the census.
In early April, the governor of New York announced that every individual between 16
and 64 would be required to fill out a questionnaire in an effort to determine the state’s military
power and resources.112 Even before the official announcement, Whitehouse approached the
governor to request that the Woman Suffrage Party be included in determining how to carry out
the census. She promised that the state party was prepared to begin work immediately and,
unlike others offering to help, was “an old organization” with members “trained in co-operation
107
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and service.”113 This did not mean that Whitehouse wanted organizers to forget about the vote.
With the 1917 referendum only months away, she planned to meld the two causes. Should
activists participate in the census work, Whitehouse demanded that they wear suffrage buttons.
Moreover, she seemed anxious to make newspapers aware of their contribution.114 Undoubtedly,
part of the rush to control the census was to prevent anti-suffragists from doing so.115
Despite suffragists’ enthusiasm, the general in charge of census work hesitated. The New
York State Woman Suffrage Party had offered to fund the project and complete it through houseto-house canvassing.116 Adjutant General Stotesbury wanted military officials to carry it out
using “enrollment depots.” Whitehouse responded that the government could save the million
dollars it budgeted for the census if it relied on suffrage volunteers.117 Moreover, home visits
would prevent any “slacker[s]” from escaping. The state party promised that it could handle this
work because of its previous experience with canvassing and census taking, a far cry from Lillie
Devereux Blake’s reluctance to canvass the city in 1894.118
Although the government refused to allow suffragists to spearhead the census, the state
party still promised its headquarters and workers.119 When the official in charge of the census in
Gotham visited city party offices, he saw borough maps hanging on the walls and was impressed
with Hay’s knowledge of the metropolis’s intimacies. In the early 1910s, suffragists toiled to
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gain detailed knowledge of their urban environment. They now used the information to help the
government and themselves. Apparently based on this visit, the official decided to accept the city
party’s offer. Celebrating this, The Woman Voter reminded suffragists that they were particularly
indispensable for the project because of their “great familiarity with district lines and their
training in systematic procedure.”120 Ultimately, a member of the Woman Suffrage Party was
appointed assistant director for census work in the city.121
Describing their participation, The Woman Citizen rejoiced that suffrage headquarters in
Brooklyn had morphed into a “general bureau of information” during census week. Supporters
fielded telephone questions from metropolitan residents trying to determine their assembly
districts. At one point, a police station even called for information. This is when “it felt that its
reputation as a systematic political organization was made.”122 In the past, suffragists had found
themselves either begging for police protection or challenging the police’s authority. Now the
tables were turned. By 1917, organizers had moved from confrontational tactics to collaborative
practices that supported the municipal government, playing such a critical part that the police
were now asking for assistance! Activists received letters expressing appreciation for their help.
In one to Hay, the Chairman of the Mayor’s Committee on National Defense went so far as to
call the work of the city party during the census “invaluable,” announcing that he was not sure
that it would have been completed without the 11,700 individuals who volunteered.123 Rather
than heckling and questioning the movement, male officials now expressed admiration and
gratitude for suffragists’ skills.
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Besides using their knowledge of the metropolis to contribute to war work, suffrage
activists also mobilized Manhattan’s film industry to underscore women’s importance in the
conflict.124 Since 1912, suffragists had used film as a way to convey their ideas and reach new
audiences.125 The Woman Suffrage Party even acquired its own movie projector in 1917, leading
The Woman Voter to half-jokingly note that this did not mean that the party planned to
participate in the “‘movie’ business,” but that it would serve as “another instrument of
propaganda and incidental revenue in the assembly districts.”126 In the days leading up to the
vote, a moving picture house in Ogdensburg, New York showed footage of the suffrage
parade.127 Nearly simultaneously, the Pathé Moving Picture Company approached the state party
about the possibility of filming its board in session.128
More importantly, the 42nd Street-based, S.S. Film Company produced Woman’s Work in
War Time for the New York State Woman Suffrage Party in the weeks leading up to the 1917
vote.129 The film told a wartime version of the municipal housekeeping arguments that were
evident in their earlier moving pictures. Described as a “thrilling new suffrage movie,” it
revolved around daughters who convince their reluctant mother to embrace the ballot based on
their war service. The film showed women “farming, making ammunition, working in
locomotive shops, and working as conductors on trolley cars.” Spotlighting suffragists’ caretaker
role in war work, it also included footage of food conservation classes held by the state party as
well as scenes from headquarters, featuring Whitehouse. The movie closed with the family’s son
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going off to war and included footage of soldiers marching on Fifth Avenue.130 Highlighting the
link between the fight for democracy, women’s war services, and enfranchisement, the whole
film served as suffrage propaganda. Leaders hoped it would be a powerful argument come
November.
The details about the origin and production of Woman’s Work in War Time remain
vague. As early as June 1917, the minutes of the state party mentioned a proposed film and its
“propagandist value.”131 More details about its origins are unfortunately lacking and the film has
been ignored in the scholarly literature. It is clear though that the party first showed Woman’s
Work in War Time at its August convention in Saratoga; among those watching was Governor
Whitman.132 By the end of October, the manager of the Short Features Exchange booked twentyfive theaters in the Marcus Loew circuit for it.133 In the days leading up to the 1917 referendum,
the film played in theatres across the state—from the Bronx to Brewster to Corinth.134 However,
there was much less discussion of and advertisement for this film than previous suffrage movies,
which themselves were never blockbusters. Given the more lenient stance of the National Board
of Censorship starting in 1916, this is not surprising. A film on women’s wartime work would
have had a difficult time competing with such technologically innovative and controversial
moving pictures as The Birth of a Nation, and it lacked the star power of other wartime films,
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like Little American starring Mary Pickford.135 While the success of Woman’s Work in War Time
seems extremely limited, it does provide further evidence of the ways in which Gotham’s
suffragists mobilized the city’s resources (film) in their fight for the vote as well as the ways in
which they tried to use the war to their benefit.
Women had provided support to the nation during other conflicts, including the Civil War
and the Spanish-American War. However, the vote was not successfully linked to their
contributions during these wars.136 This was not true of World War I. Designed to win the
admiration of men, as well as women, their new approach used the metropolitan skills they had
refined over the last decade to aid the city. They shifted tactics after 1915, but never lost sight of
their larger goal.
This was not always easy. It was difficult to raise money for the franchise when the
nation was involved in a global military conflict, and the Red Cross and the government were
both soliciting funds to help fight it.137 Gaining press attention was also a challenge. Suffrage
news became much less important than the battles being waged overseas.138 This was perhaps
exacerbated by the fact that the movement decided against holding street meetings and
spectacular stunts during the summer.139 To compensate for the paucity of coverage, advocates
turned to paid advertisements. Reid sought to raise $200,000 for this purpose.140 They also had to
confront the argument that pushing the suffrage agenda during wartime was unpatriotic and that
135
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they should temporarily stop doing so. One leader developed a simple response: the amendment
was coming up in the fall no matter the circumstances and, therefore, it was legislative policy
driving the campaign, not the suffragists.141
Further complicating activists’ efforts to turn the war to their benefit, the Woman
Suffrage Party of New York City lost its headquarters in the summer of 1917. The party had
resided at 48 East 34th Street since 1913, even spreading to the building next door to provide
more space in anticipation of the 1917 campaign.142 In June, only a few months before the
referendum, the landlord gave it thirty days to vacate in order to transform the buildings into
shops.143 The war created extraordinary obstacles and opportunities, but it did not eliminate the
day-to-day headaches of renting property in a thriving and highly competitive commercial
center.144 NAWSA’s physical presence was also changing. Reflecting a growing belief that the
federal route would be most effective, it created a new headquarters in Washington D.C. to
supplement its New York City base.145
By August 1917, the double assignment of wartime service and suffrage campaigning
was becoming draining. For Whitehouse, the Great War made the campaign “ten-fold” more
difficult, but the state party remained committed to supporting it. The choice was clear: either it
ignored the conflict and thereby lost New Yorkers’ attention as they turned to the military battle,
or it campaigned for suffrage while supporting the troops in Europe. These dual tasks required a
141
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delicate balancing act and significant stamina as suffragists increasingly were “overburdened by
the government work.” Expressing frustration that supporters had become distracted,
Whitehouse urged those who “believe[d] that woman suffrage is important for the government
itself” to “redouble” their efforts.146
Refocusing on the Vote
Drained and exhausted from fighting on two fronts, advocates refocused on the suffrage
campaign in the late summer/early fall.147 At headquarters in August, the New York City Woman
Suffrage Party proudly displayed the names of 500,000 women supporting enfranchisement that
it had quietly accumulated during a year-long canvass of the metropolis.148 Beginning in
September, advocates of the vote took to street corners to give nightly addresses in addition to
holding meetings at factories and churches. They were strategic about these speeches and the
speechmakers. The speeches were to highlight the role women played in war service and the
speakers were to be unobjectionable.149 To ensure this, Hay grilled them before she approved
their participation. “[N]obody who is a Socialist, or a pacifist, or any other kind of an ‘ist’ but a
suffragist” would be allowed to speak, Hay told a reporter. “We shall have no one on the street
corners who would not be acceptable as a speaker at a parlor meeting,” she promised.150
Meetings were much less confrontational than in the past, serving to highlight women’s
supportive wartime roles, roles that could be traced back to the American Revolution.
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In the midst of these suffrage activities, leaders debated whether or not to have a
parade.151 Given how popular the 1915 march was and the fact that New York men would vote
on the referendum in only a few weeks’ time, the existence of this conversation is striking,
suggesting both the extreme fatigue of campaigners and organizers’ desire not to dilute their
wartime service with publicity stunts. Ultimately, the state party decided to plan it. They invited
all women, including anti-suffragists, to participate in order to highlight women’s contribution
across the board.152
The parade did just that. With 20,000 women participating, it was not a procession of
celebration or entertainment. “The mood,” according to a former president of the state
association, “was serious.” “The dash and color” of the 1915 procession was absent.153 Instead of
white clothing, women paraded up Fifth Avenue from Washington Square in dark attire, passing
along the way a filled reviewing stand in front of the New York Public Library.154 The parade
created a visual sea of womanly sacrifice and service. Not only did the attire result in a more
somber atmosphere, so did the divisions, with one division uniting women who had male
relatives fighting in the war.155 Each woman in this division carried with her a service flag
embroidered with stars representing the number of men she “contributed” to the army and navy.
Some flags contained as many as five stars.156 Having been brought to Washington Square with
“armed escorts” and placed under “lock and key” before the parade, 2,500 volunteers carried the
signatures of one million New York State women who wanted to vote.157 As women surrendered
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their sons, fathers, and brothers to the nation, they asked the city for the ballot. The Telegraph
reported half a million spectators.158
The parade also provided a counterpoint to the movement’s more militant wing. In
January 1917, radical suffragists under the leadership of Alice Paul and the National Woman’s
Party began picketing the White House, brandishing banners that prodded, “How Long Must
Women Wait for Liberty?” and “Mr. President, What Will You Do For Woman Suffrage?” With
the outbreak of war in April, they worked to highlight inconsistencies in America’s message.
“Democracy Should Begin at Home,” one announced. President Wilson became “Kaiser
Wilson.” At the end of June, authorities had had enough and began arresting the picketers
(among them the nurse Lavinia Dock) for “obstructing traffic” and imprisoned many of them at a
notorious workhouse in Virginia.159 This put Gotham’s more conservative activists in a difficult
position, one they used the 1917 march to help resolve.
The parade distanced New York’s suffragists from the militants in strikingly visual ways.
Individuals even marched with banners denouncing radical techniques. “The Woman Suffrage
Party Does Not Picket the White House,” one boldly proclaimed.160 They also tried to prevent
militants from disrupting the procession. Extra police stood guard to ensure order, but radicals
still worked the fringes, distributing “Peace” and “Not One Cent for War” buttons and hawking
their newspaper to bystanders.161 One tried to interrupt the parade when the Men’s League
passed by the reviewing stand at the New York Public Library, screaming, “You ought to be
ashamed of yourselves, with your sisters in the workhouse in Washington.” The police quickly
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intervened.162 But the response to the outburst underscored the fact that the state and city parties
did not endorse the radicals’ activities. Instead, they used the parade to disassociate themselves
and, in the process, emphasize their own patriotism. That they encouraged opponents to
participate, but prohibited those with the same goals from doing so further highlights their
cautious wartime approach and effort to maintain the support of mainstream New Yorkers.
Open air meetings, an eight-hour rally in Columbus Circle, and a smaller torchlight
march followed the parade.163 Despite wartime sacrifices, the New York City Woman Suffrage
Party managed to hold 2,085 meetings, distribute more than 5 million leaflets, enroll a half
million women, and place some 2,000 posters in shop windows during the 1917 campaign. By
the time of the vote, they had shown suffrage movies at clubs, churches, and settlements, spoke
everywhere from factories to the Waldorf-Astoria, and provided suffrage news in at least ten
different languages.164 Even Election Day did not bring respite for supporters: 5,000 women
served as poll watchers and 5,000 others stood nearby, ready to answer men’s questions about
enfranchisement.165 The anti-suffrage New York Times found itself impressed by the number and
diversity of women working for the vote on Election Day—Italian women, African American
women in Harlem, and Chinese women in Chinatown.166
After a half-century campaign in Gotham, organizers waited anxiously for the outcome
of the 1917 referendum. Stationed at headquarters, Hay calculated the city results as they began
trickling in, while Catt hovered around the long-distance telephone.167 By 8:45, it was clear that
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Syracuse, Ithaca, Niagara, Jamestown, and Auburn had all voted for enfranchisement. Buffalo
soon followed. By 9:30, New York City’s votes suggested a majority of more than 9,000. With
results from Schenectady soon thereafter, suffragists began to feel confident about victory. 168
Excitement reached a peak when they saw a white light shine westward from the Times
Building, indicating that New York men had voted for the amendment. Catt, Anna Howard
Shaw, wearing her Susan B. Anthony suffrage pin, and Katherine Devereux Blake were all there
to celebrate.169 “Wild Joy Seen in Headquarters,” exclaimed one newspaper column.170 “Victory
Makes All Women Kin on Day of Rejoicing in City,” another described.171 The Woman Citizen’s
headline simply announced, “Glory, Glory Halleluia!”172 Proud and excited, women replaced
their suffrage buttons with ones that announced “I’m a Voter.”173 A packed jubilee meeting at
Cooper Union celebrated success and considered the future the following night.174
While New York City leaders were confident that the state would pass the amendment,
they admitted to being surprised that New York City had supported it. Suffragists willingly
acknowledged that they always thought Gotham would vote against enfranchisement and that
upstate districts would have to make up the difference. In 1915, that only partially happened—
suffragists lost by nearly 195,000 votes, less than half of that coming from the city. Just the
opposite happened in 1917 and the city was fully responsible for the victory. 175 Some 353,000
New York City men voted for the amendment as opposed to 249,000 who voted against it.
Gotham won by a margin of 103,863 votes, while suffrage lost by 1,510 votes outside of the city.
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Fortunately, the large majority in the state’s most difficult metropolis more than made up for this
deficit.176
Asked what changed between 1915 and 1917, Catt responded “organization and intensive
work,” explaining that New Yorkers needed the time to come to terms with suffrage arguments.
She also pointed to the war, concluding, “We thought war would hinder our success, but instead
it has helped.”177 Another added that a general sense of the inevitability of enfranchisement
convinced New York’s men to vote for the amendment. Others thought that the war weakened
the “liquor interests” and this put enfranchisement over the top.178 Responding to antisuffragists’ announcement that Socialists, pro-German pacifists, and radicals explained the 1917
victory and concerned that this reality might complicate their drive toward the federal
amendment, suffragists subtly countered that the “right sort of person” supported them.179 They
pointed to the metropolitan men who “read the newspapers” to explain why New York City with
its working-class, immigrant neighborhoods voted for enfranchisement and contended that
upstate was lost because the isolation that existed there prevented men from “get[ting] in touch
with modern waves of thought.”180
In Gotham, suffragists did owe a serious debt to immigrant, working-class residents,
especially Jewish Socialists.181 They also benefitted from the fact that anti-suffragists became
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distracted by war work while suffragists successfully linked it to their quest for the ballot.182
Most importantly, victory was possible because activists had developed a nuanced and
sophisticated understanding of their metropolis over the past decade, one that they placed at the
service of the city.
*****
New York City was a highly complex and continually shifting text that suffragists
learned to read one network, one neighborhood, and one subculture at a time. They brilliantly
tapped into its subcultures of women for the 1915 referendum, tailoring their ideas and
arguments to the aspirations of different groups. Along with municipal housekeeping arguments,
which allowed individuals to reimagine the metropolis, and their efforts to use an expanding
swath of urban spaces, this helped these activists claim a “right to the city.” The 1915 campaign
and its massive parade proved that suffragists had mobilized a significant segment of New
York’s women, but the referendum was a painful reminder that female support did not always
translate into men’s votes. They revised their approach to the metropolis for the 1917
referendum, using their “right to the city” to more effectively support, rather than challenge,
men’s agendas. In effect, they embraced men’s ground rules and aims to leverage their votes.
Winning this city and the state was highly significant, making the national amendment a
“certainty.”183 It proved that suffragists could be effective in states teeming with diverse and
complicated metropolises. Alice Stone Blackwell even predicted that the endorsement of New
York State voters would force “the blindest reactionary to see the handwriting on the wall” and
break “the backbone of the opposition.”184 It also meant that New York’s organizations would
now have the time and resources to push for a federal amendment and guaranteed that New
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York’s representatives in Congress would feel the wrath of its female voters if they failed to
support it.185 The 1917 campaign, Catt explained, marked the last stage in the suffrage timeline,
the “stage of final surrender.”186
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CONCLUSION

The day after New York State voted to enfranchise women, champions of the ballot held
a packed “jubilee” at Cooper Union to reflect on their half-century urban campaign, celebrate
their victory, and consider the future. Addressing the 3,000 individuals in the audience as
“fellow-citizens,” Carrie Chapman Catt opened the gathering to deep applause. Anna Howard
Shaw, other campaign leaders, and politicians also took the opportunity to speak to the crowd of
newly-enfranchised women. “But it was not only [a time for] celebration,” The New York Times
accurately reported, “Almost every speaker made it clear that New York was only a great step
toward national victory.” “With New York won,” one activist predicted, “the Federal amendment
is as good as won.” A Congressman agreed, declaring, “If you can move New York . . . you can
move the universe.”1 Born in upstate New York, the suffrage campaign, much like the nation
itself, drifted toward the metropolis over the early 20th century, owing much of its success to
New York City.
At the beginning of the Manhattan movement in 1870, champions of the ballot were
extremely pessimistic about winning Gotham. The city’s diversity, size, and its extremes of
poverty and wealth all suggested that it would oppose enfranchisement. But in 1917, the
metropolis carried the state to victory. How did this happen? How did suffragists move from
condemning the city to celebrating it? What did it mean that New York City, the nation’s largest
urban center, carried the amendment?
Over the past three decades, scholars have provided a host of reasons to explain the 1917
victory in New York State. Several contend that the immigrant and working-class population
1
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delivered critical support.2 Others suggest that victory was a result of suffragists’ public actions,
including parades and open air speeches.3 Tammany Hall’s weakening opposition and ultimate
neutrality also undoubtedly contributed.4 At least one scholar has argued that the “urban
strategic repertoire” in Gotham—publicity stunts, cross-class alliances, and the creation of a
suffrage political machine—led to the triumph.5 Since New York State adopted enfranchisement
only a few months after the United States entered World War I, historians have divided over the
war’s effect on the campaign for political equality, either suggesting that suffragists’ home front
activities moved them closer to victory, or maintaining that the war had no effect on activists’
success.6 Most recently, Susan Goodier has demonstrated that war relief work distracted antisuffragists, creating an opportunity for organizers to successfully link the ballot to their wartime
service to win the vote.7
All of these factors—immigrant and working-class support, public action, organizational
innovation, and the Great War—contributed, but none alone satisfactorily explains how
suffragists won New York. Since scholars have largely begun their analyses of the New York
City crusade with the ascendency of the second generation in 1907, they have failed to
acknowledge the long-term changes that made victory possible. Only after suffragists
2
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successfully wrestled with assumptions about women’s vulnerabilities in the metropolis could
they tap into Gotham’s constellation of female communities and engage in public efforts. Taking
an interdisciplinary and long-term approach provides a fresh understanding of the woman’s
rights campaign, and demonstrates that New York was more than just a stage for suffrage
actions; it was an important player.
A critical part of the campaign for the vote in New York involved suffragists claiming a
“right to the city.” To so do, they had to learn to read the city as a map layered with different
subcultures, neighborhoods, spaces, norms, and expectations. At moments, they did this
brilliantly, tapping into the tangle of aspirations that united different subcultures and mobilizing
each community’s specific collection of skills in their fight for the vote. At other times, they
misread the text completely. This was particularly clear when they invaded enclaves of male
homosocial culture. For many men in Gotham, suffragists’ aggressive tactics not only threatened
a bastion of male constitutional privilege; they physically encroached on male terrain. 8 During
the course of their crusade, champions of the ballot learned first-hand that strategies that worked
with one subculture or neighborhood did not necessarily translate to another, and that voters
might be more inclined to accept political equality if packaged in ways that reflected their own
self-interest, as well as suffragists’ desires.
It took decades of experimentation for activists to read these subtexts in ways that could
earn them the right to vote. Before the turn-of-the-century, cultural norms held that city streets
either endangered women or their presence on the streets threatened others.9 New York City,
with its sharp divisions of “shadow and sunlight,” removed any safe middle ground for
8
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“respectable” women. Born into a maze of gendered restrictions, first generation suffragists
largely accepted them, making it difficult to capitalize on New York’s resources. One way they
worked with this gendered geography was by leveraging the power of money and the sanctity of
the contract to create “safe spaces” in commercial venues, from public halls to boats.
The participation of the elite women who used Sherry’s during the 1894 New York State
Constitutional Convention demonstrated the visibility and prestige that could be conferred by the
ability to decode the semiotics of place. In the succeeding years, Lillie Devereux Blake and her
contemporaries embraced this lesson, moving suffrage events into prominent commercial venues
like the Waldorf-Astoria and Astor Hotel. Meanwhile they struggled with a state association that
fluctuated between apathy and suspicion of the city campaign, and a national movement focused
on the South and West. In the pioneer generation’s waning years, Gotham’s movement
frequently tied consumer entitlement to women’s right to access semi-public venues, and worked
independently of the state and national associations. But their urban approach was still laced with
concerns about respectability as public sites remained largely off-limits.
The second generation that matured into leadership positions around 1907 changed this,
continually pushing against the boundaries of the city’s gendered geography. Spearheaded by
Maud Malone, activists held open air street meetings and orchestrated large-scale parades on
Fifth Avenue. They may have misread the professional and social communities in Wall Street
and Hell’s Kitchen, but they used the resulting violence that they confronted in these
neighborhoods to emphasize their own determination. In Murray Hill, organizations found a
more tolerant environment, building a concentrated, suffrage district. Leaders also tapped into
teachers’, nurses’, actresses’, and socialites’ subcultures to weave together a diverse urban
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tapestry of committed suffragists. And through the New York-based publishing and film
industries, they sent images of their success to the rest of the nation.
Balancing a desire for respectability with a need to reimagine the metropolis, leaders
flirted with, and ultimately embraced municipal housekeeping arguments. With the growth of
cities in the late 19th and early 20th century, people depended on distant industries for basic
necessities. Something as simple as drinking milk became a risky gamble for New Yorkers who
could not be sure of the dairy’s cleanliness or the milk’s purity, leading reformers to push
municipal governments into action. Suffragists suggested that enfranchisement would help by
allowing the city to benefit from women’s domestic agendas and professional skills.
To avoid potentially alienating professional women, many of whom were single and not
necessarily inclined to stress gender difference in their struggle for occupational recognition,
New York leaders softened some of these arguments. When speaking before teachers, both Catt
and Harriot Stanton Blatch avoided relying regularly on municipal housekeeping rationales.
However, when the movement converted enough women to establish a critical mass of support,
these positions became prominent weapons in the suffrage arsenal as activists gradually
translated them into concrete actions, like poll watching. By the early 1910s, advocates of the
vote increasingly appropriated metropolitan spaces—everything from Fifth Avenue to vaudeville
houses—and, through municipal housekeeping, began to recast the metropolis as a place where
women would have a greater voice in public decisionmaking. Coupled with women’s increasing
employment, their prominence as reformers, and their growing consumer clout, municipal
housekeeping arguments challenged the assumption that the city’s women would be content to
remain second-class citizens.
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The campaign’s publicity stunts and spectacles reached their pinnacle in the months
before the 1915 referendum as organizers held gridlock-inducing parades, brought their message
to baseball fields and at least one boxing ring, and even invaded Coney Island. They did not,
however, convince New York’s men to vote for enfranchisement. Between the defeat in 1915
and the victory in 1917, suffragists shifted from confrontation to collaboration with male
officials. Thanks to their polling and petitioning work to win the vote, advocates of the ballot
knew the city’s neighborhoods intimately and were comfortable going door-to-door with
healthcare information for worried residents during the 1916 polio epidemic, and to promote
governmental agendas during World War I. But while New Yorkers reversed their 1915
decision on enfranchisement in 1917, these two years alone do not explain the victory in
Gotham. To achieve this success, suffragists had to conquer their own misgivings about the city,
create a broad base of support, and significantly review its gendered geography. Ultimately, they
had to convince New Yorkers that their “right to the city” would benefit everyone.
Because New York City was a national communications and information hub, details
about these developments quickly flooded the rest of the nation as newspapers from Salt Lake
City to Richmond to Missoula, Montana cannibalized stories from the city’s newspapers. On the
silver screen, Americans could relive the parades, view headquarters, and vicariously participate
in the broad movement that New Yorkers assembled.10 Not only did the rest of the nation learn
about their strategies, their tactics also served as models for other campaigns. Parades in Oakland
and later Iowa quickly followed those in Manhattan, and by the early 1910s, suffragists were
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staging marches and open air meetings everywhere from Washington D.C. to Seattle,
Washington. 11
Not all cities reacted well to the introduction of New York’s strategies. The 1913
Washington D.C. parade is a case in point. 12 Scheduled for the day before President Woodrow
Wilson’s inauguration, some 5,000 women participated in this procession (about half the number
that marched in Manhattan’s 1913 parade).13 The nation’s capital did not take kindly to the stunt
as spectators jostled and swarmed the marchers, resulting in the injury of more than two hundred
men and women.14 New York advocates had experienced tense moments during open air
meetings and parades, but this was on a different scale. Historian Susan Glenn rightly explains
that “[c]ontext was critical,” suggesting that Manhattan’s place as “the center of the nation’s
theater industry” made New Yorkers more comfortable with dramatic spectacles than residents
of Washington D.C.15 It was not only the theatre that created a different environment for suffrage
parades in Manhattan, but also more broadly Gotham’s dense web of professional women,
reformers, socialites, consumers, and laborers. New Yorkers were accustomed to (although not
always thrilled by) women’s growing educational and professional pursuits as well as
commercial and cultural activities by the early 20th century, resulting in a highly “feminized”
city, patterns that contemporary writer Michael Monahan bemoaned.16 The nation’s capital was
essentially a company town defined by politics, which reinforced patriarchal boundaries.
11
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Conversely, Gotham’s heterogeneity provided a wide sphere for women, ultimately contributing
to a more tolerant milieu for suffrage parades and public events.
The National American Woman Suffrage Association’s move to Manhattan in 1909
further increased New York City’s national influence on the movement as a whole. And when
Catt and Blatch turned to national work following the 1915 defeat, they took the lessons learned
in Gotham with them. However, it is important not to overstate New York’s influence. Many of
the same trends certainly existed in other cities. For example, Chicago witnessed similar suffrage
activities. Its teachers struggled for their rights and many became avid suffragists, while Jane
Addams starred in at least one suffrage movie.17 Chicagoans also adopted tactics akin to New
York’s, canvassing the city, publishing arguments in various languages, and holding open air
meetings.18 Moreover, Illinois granted women partial suffrage in 1913, well before the suffrage
victory in New York.19
While not exceptional, New York was still different from Chicago. Figures like Olivia
Sage and Alva Belmont had few equals there; New York housed NAWSA’s headquarters, as
well as a cohesive suffrage district. And membership figures were much lower in the Windy
City.20 More needs to be known about the full complement of American cities before the tapestry
of urban suffragism can be understood in all of its texture and complexity.
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Gotham’s victory changed the national agenda. With New York now a suffrage state,
women gained influence over roughly 10% more votes in the Electoral College.21 Elected
officials from equal rights states who remained antipathetic to the enfranchisement crusade did
so at their own risk. More importantly, New York’s success demonstrated that suffragists could
convince men in a vast, heterogeneous, urban state on the East Coast to support political
equality, a task that was historically deemed more difficult than winning support in more
homogenous, rural states. In 1919, when Congress discussed the national amendment, 38 of New
York’s 45 Congressmen endorsed it.22 Less than two weeks after it finally passed in Congress in
June 1919, New York (thanks to a unanimous vote in Albany) became the sixth state to ratify the
19th Amendment, and the first one on the East Coast.23
The lessons learned from a focus on urban space, gender, and politics in New York
extend beyond the Empire State, raising questions about patterns elsewhere. Historians have
focused on arguments over militancy, questions about race, and debates centered on states’
rights, but few have discussed the changes that were necessary in order to transform a campaign
that was largely rural in the 19th century to one centered in 20th century American cities.24 As
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both phenomena—urbanization and the woman’s rights movement—occurred simultaneously, it
is critical that we begin to understand how one informed the other.
The states that granted the vote first—Wyoming (1869), Colorado (1893), Utah (1896),
and Idaho (1896)—lacked large urban centers comparable to those in the East.25 The fact that
concerns about women’s safety in metropolises fused with the assumption that many urban
residents would oppose enfranchisement might explain why the more rural states in the West
enfranchised women first. As Carrie Chapman Catt explained in 1896, “While by popular votes
it would not be possible to carry the states of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois
with its great city of Chicago, Wisconsin with its breweries, Missouri with its city of St. Louis, it
is possible to carry all the states west of Missouri [emphases added].”26
Of course, the presence or absence of large cities alone cannot explain the timeline and
geography of suffrage victories. Nearly a dozen states did not have a city within the top one
hundred most populated metropolises in 1890, but only two of them enfranchised women by the
end of the 19th century.27 Many Southern states, including Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi, and
North Carolina, were among those that did not contain large urban centers, but still refused to
endorse enfranchisement. In Southern states, questions about race, the disenfranchisement of
African American men, and the consequences of the Civil War complicated the campaign for the
vote.28 But while the presence or absence of cities is only one factor that helps to answer why
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some states enfranchised women while others resisted, it is one that scholars have largely
overlooked.
In urban Eastern states (New York alone had eleven large cities in 1890), women had to
learn to read and react to significantly different agendas and groups, tapping into a kaleidoscope
of urban subcultures. Working in cities greatly enhanced the power of numbers, and provided
ample resources for broadcasting suffrage messages to new groups. But it took decades for
champions of the ballot to learn to decipher and successfully reimagine their urban terrain,
challenges that were less imperative in many more rural western states.
Even a century after New York City voted to bring suffrage to New York State, women
continue to struggle against urban dangers. During the fall of 2011 as Occupy Wall Street
cemented itself in Lower Manhattan, the press reminded Americans of this, detailing instances of
sexual assault, including groping and rape, at Zuccotti Park.29 Based on these incidents,
questions of women’s vulnerability at protest sites became a theme in media reporting.30
Mention of thefts and drugs crept into some accounts, but women’s safety became a primary
focus.31 The New York Post blared, “Female Occupy Wall Street protesters have been . . .
traumatized by sexual predators lurking in Zuccotti Park,” while Fox News reported that, “the
tent city in Zuccotti Park has become so dangerous to women that they've had to set up a
separate area for them.”32 The incidents sent a clear message of vulnerability to women who
might have been considering joining the protest.
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While the campaign for the vote required suffragists to challenge the status quo in
fundamental ways, it did not entirely eliminate the metropolis’s gendered geography. The
perception of Gotham as a city bristling with perils for female reformers periodically resurfaces
in the national consciousness. Press coverage of women’s participation in the 2011 urban protest
reminds us that claiming a “right to the city” is dramatically different from fully achieving that
right. That remains a project for a new generation of activists, and the scholars who trace their
lives across the urban stage.
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